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INTRODUCTION
News Bias in the Realm of Objectivity

In the aftermath of World War I and the Russian Revolution, three diverse visions
surfa:ed in the Western world about objective reality. They have altered our views of
reported events, of news, in the United States, at least for the remainder of the 20th
century. Each conception hes contributed to changes in methockllogy used to search for, end
select, facts regarded as relevant that become the news presented by media.
Each has been imbued with an iooa of science applied to the Wfl/S humans look at
information about the world. Each takes into account the effects of language on perceptions
of facts. Each is ~anced with the knowleciJe that words and pictures, signs and Symbols,
and the1r mean1ngs, change behav1or and ect1on as well as thought. What we·reoo and
observe affects what we think and oo. Each of these panoramic exposures has been
interpreted as having provided warning against bieses, the distortions that interfere with
knowing and understanding news about our world, our universe, transmitted in the U.S. via
mass communication.
Yet each conceptual framework appears to have little in common in origin with the
others. Alfred Korzybski, who came here from Poland where he served in the First World
War, envisioned humans primarily es semantic reactors; people were said to respond
pr1mar11y to the signs and Symbols of langu~( s), rather than to actual physical
circumstances ( Bois, 1978, p. 28). No longer could we expect to know reality directly, in
the Wfl/ that Aristotle and his fliherents for centuries hfli led us to believe ( Bois, p. 184).
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Kor2ybski stressed that a fourth dimension of time was as important to the
oovelopment of langu~, es 1t was to sc1ence. "Events" took place 1n time; "our daily 11fe
is lived in a four-dimensional spoce-time manifold, and we begin to appreciate the fact that
science hes lately caught up with such structural 'realities"' ( Kor2ybski, 1958, p. 243).
These "events" of daily lives were communicated by human interaction. They could
be falsified by distortions that jeopardized that ability to interact, to cooperate for mutual
benefit. Kor2ybski's view was carried forth in studies of linguistics by former U.S.
Senator S. I. Hayakawa, before and after World War 11.
H6','akewa's central theme was that cooperation was preferable to conflict, and that

langu~ proviooct the means to reach the 1ooal (Hayakawa, 1972, p. ix.). Bies constituted
interference, static that could leoo to conflict. So mess communication should be examined
to determine to what extent language use and abuse were creating such unnecessary conflict.
Because news is dependent on the language of immediacy, people were most
vulnerable to distorted information when they had to occept news ~unts es the mirror of
reality. There is too little time to allow for verification of the facts. They could be led to
believe something was either all~ or all evil too easily. Yet Hayakawa consistently held
out hope for accuracy in what he considered responsible newspapers and reputable
maJBZines, several of which he identified, to foster the requ1s1te d1vers1ty needed in a
pluralistic society for the multi-valued orientation that would deliver the public from the
simplistic two-sided appr~h ( Hayakawa, 1972, p. 199 ).
Less faith in media is evident in the second vision of objective reality. In that
second v1ew, populations w1thout means to participate 1n the complexity of the development
of abstractions through the media can be misled by myths generated by those in power
economically and/or politically.
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Research ooes bear out that some groups ere excluded generally from ~ting 6S
sources for mass communication (J. D. Brown, C.R. Bybee, S. T. Wearden, & D. M.
Straughan, 1983; Gans, 1979). lnsteoo, they are given importance only as manipulated
audiences.
Scholars in Germany with this view created en Institute of Social Reseerch in
Frankfurt, in 1923. earl Grunberg, the lnst1tute·s first director, at first believed 1t was
possible, through inductive reasoning ,to evaluate rationally the process and laws of "social
life in its ceaseless and ever-recurring transformations" including its reflection in media
( Held, 1980, pp. 29-30 ).
That orderly v1ew soon was overr10En by the com1ng of the Third Reich. Scholars
fleeing Nazism brought the lnstitute's critical study approoch to life here. During and after
World War II, they tried to understand how reason could be drowned out by distortion of
reality. In light of their experience, they sought to understand the authoritarian voice;
prej ud1ce, and use of other "rhetorical tricks" that undermined society, and the pursuit of
knowlec)Je ( Held, 1980, p. 139). In this view, mass communication was seen as a wey to
isolate human beings by the controlling forces of society ( Horkheimer and Aoorno, 1972,
p. 221, first published in 1947).
The influence of that school wos not felt in the United States until the '60s and '70s.
Then, along with trooition, langu~ and truth were studied and found wanting, especially
by college students and young professionals here and in Europe. Objectivity in

communicotion wos decried os a myth created to serve the interests of the State, cepitalist,
communist, or fascist. Heyakawa's vision of a multi-valued orientation was regarded as a
distortion used by a State to minimize inherent conflict between classes, between groups.
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In this critical studies perspective, a two-valued orientetion might be perceived es
more closely reflective of the reality of society. To dispel myths generated by groups 1n
power, German critical theorist Jurgen Habermas sought WrJYS for people to enter into
dialOJue. Habermas espoused a search for truth be m~ through ~reements reached in
such discourse (Alford, 1985, p. 11 O). Discourse perhaps is best defined here es
connected or interrelated speech or writing, but it also refers to the exchange of 1ooas
through communication. Habermas sugJeSted that ideally, ethically speaking, true
discourse occurred when communicators equally participated (Alford, 1985, p. 90).
Moss medie ore seen in thot light os instruments that inhibit rother than encouroge
information flow. To Habermas, mass communication 1s one-sided, not to be ignored but
studied, primarily by examination of texts of information and entertainment, to learn how
reality is distorted, especially in the process of legitimation of power by the State. What
mey be considered is whether observed populotion failures result from ~urote or false
information disseminated by those leg1t1m1z1ng forces. ( Habermas, 1974, pub. 1979,
p. 200). The search takes ploce in texts. Among texts are news presentations.
News presentation always has been at the center of the third vision examined here.
In the early years of the 20th century, U.S. newspaper columnist Walter Lippmann beceme
distressed by the sensationalism of news accounts. He was appalled by the 1noccurate
ooscriptions of the Russian Revolution conveyed to the U.S. public.
To counteract sensationalism, he sought to secure for the press credibility that
would allow communicators to be respected es professionals. Credibility besed on
object1v1ty was the methoo L1ppmann proposed to gain public ~ptance. L1ke the New
York~. Lippmann is seen as the voice of mCXEration who eQuated objectivity with
professionalism, despite his own blind spots ( Rubin, 1985; Cockburn, 1987).
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Lippmann ( 1920, 1922) edvocated en objectivity created by distinct seporotion of
op1n1on from facts. L1ppmann wanted the press to free the publ1c from what he s&N as 1ts
own ignorance, because it did not have sufficient ~urate information to make its own
j u(tJments (Schiller, 1981 , p. 193 ). Stereotyping, a word Lippman is credited with

coining, was not his concern (Rubin, 1985). Such shorthand was ettepteble in e field
where mater1al hoo to be conoonsed rap1dly, unless, of course, the stereotyp1ng d1storted
reality (Seiter, 1986). Lippmann did aim at any kind of bias, including stereotyping, if it
cast ooubt on the ~urecy of news reports.
Lippmann's position was 6dvoceited by editors end publishers seeking to evoid the
personal Journal1sm that affected most accounts at the beg1nn1ng of the century. McDonald
( 1987) su11Je5ts they became obsessed falsely with their own analcqy between the reporter
and the scientist in the laboratory. Many editors and publishers seemed to ignore the fact
that the scientist took along the very intuition end creative faculties news prooucers wanted
to e11m1nate 1n the1r agents. Newsmakers feared the press would be discredited by
audiences if reporters became too imaginative as advocates or interpreters of the news.
Although this narrow view of objectivity did not prevail, its pursuit still is
txtvocated (Merrill, 1983 ). Demond ooes continue for fair-mindedness, as it ooes, Sf!!f, in
the stucty of history ( Barzun & Graff, 1985 ). But tooay's version of L1ppmann's call for
objectivity ctes take into account the inevitability of the biases of the reporters and of
their employers, as well as those of the readers, the audiences ( McDonald, 1987).
In sum, ell three of the visions, os they heve evolved, heve required us to move
trNey from a concept of objective real1ty, although we mey strive toward truth and

knowleQJe in the presentation of news reports to an audience. What they have conveyed is
that the search is impaired by bias.

STREN8THS AND WEAKNESSES OF METHODS
USED TO DETECT NEWS 8 IAS

In the 1970's and '805, scholars from es:h of the three schools have tr1ed to
oovelop ways to detect bias in news reports. They have worked primarily with print,
either in the form of published articles, or with scripts from television news
brCBt6sts. News bies in print hes proved to be elusive, in part because it can result
f ram

omission (McLuhan, 1965, p. 204 ).
Though television may appear to present a more complete picture visually, that

medium also allows material to be skewed, by being marginalized, trivialized, or
ignored (Gitlin, 1980; Parenti, 1986 ). Also, the selection process of news reports for
television may omit or play oown items regarded as important by certain audiences
( Gans, 1979). We become aware of events pushed to the side or disregarded by media,
not because they exist in f~t or in reality, but because another medium or
form of communicetion hes raised our consciousness about them.
Thus m~ aware of certain focts by some other source, the audience, or at least
groups within it, may well suspect t,ias in the overall news presentation, regardless of
the degree of objectivity in any particular story or item in a given medium. The
audience may blame news publishers and prooucers. Those newsmakers might fault
their own reporters and editors. Those creators~ after es:h other or the audience.
Completing the cycle, perhaps, bias may be brushed aside as being nothing more than
impairment in the eyes and minds of the audience.
6
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Suspicion of bias may cause all involved in the process of mess communication to
circle the w~ns to keep out the intrusion. How then can anyone separate f~t from
fiction, reality from myth, truth from disinformation?
The texts themselves remoin evoi18ble for examinotion. For the observer to move
toward the1r essence, they may be isolated, or ooscr1bed in context. The frame in which
they are seen may be limited to the immediate time or sp~ vicinity, or brc&Ened to
ellow for the world views of text prooucers. Still they ck:> not encompass objective

reelity. But they oo provioo us withe mep of whet we know es "news...
That map end terr1tory ere 11m1ted by cons1oorat1ons ooscr1bed by KorZ)'bsk1 as

follows: ( 1) the map is not the territory, that is the langutq3 used is not end cannot be
the reality itself; ( 2) no matter how all encompassing, the map cannot represent ail of

the territory; end ( 3) the mep in f~t is note mep of the territory, but e mep of the

mepper 1n 1nter8:tion with the terr1tory (Bo1s, 1978, p. 184).
As applied to obj~ive reelity, we would 'S1l'/ e news report is not the news itself;

neither e single news item nor many of them all to;-ether can represent all that happens
in objective reelity; end the articles themselves ere ~ t o n perceptions by end

about the observers inter8:ting with self-perceptions of reality'. W1th1n those
constraints, the map nonetheless can be used to ltm or misltm the public.
E~h of the three schools seeking to unoorstand the forces coloring news reports

hes experimented with different wtl'{S to meke the maps es useful cs possible. Following

1n the footsteps of S. I. Hayakawa, Dennis Lowry sampled sentences in selected articles.
ALippmann disciple, John C. Merrill sought to find bias in opinions, ~erbs,
mijectives, &nd pictorial material that aff~t the overall presentation of news reports.
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M~ns of assessment have been ooveloped by Teun van Djik ( 1983), and they
continue to evolve, especially in epplication to television news (Jensen, 1987).
Like the first two schools of thought, this third group~ emphasize 1 ~ ,
th8t is the import8rlce of the signs end symbols being used to convey reelity. For them,
langu~ counts tooey at least as much as 1t d1d when Aristotle ooscribed the uses of
rhetoric (Ziff, 1986). Artistotle in Rhetoric is said to have anticipated journalists end
their potential power as observers, who filter m ~ of political SJ9nts to a mass
eudience (Bitzer, 1986). After ell, the only Wt:ff we might leern ebout everything from
the concrete movement of obje=ts 1n the world, to 8bstr££t1ons 11ke revelation or

evolution, ere by reports about them. These reports might be called Greek philosophy,
the Bible or Derwin's thoory about the origin of the species, or, if they have occurred

more root1y, the news.
All three of the ooscr1b00 schools have been shown here to have en 1nterest 1n
monitoring or m88Suring these news reports. All three apprO££hes show awareness of
potential, for~ or evil or the rontinuum between , in the use, or misuse, of lengu~
in the prooess of mess communicetion. Further, none eppeers to show 8rlY toler80Ce for
stereotyp1cal presentations of r~, genoor, etc. Unlike L1ppmann·s ben1gn v1ew of
sterootypes, such shorthand CESCriptions of groups, espe=ially those in the minority,
ere mnsioored suspect for the creation of satisf~tory news reports ( Rubin, 1985).
But despite such wetchcbJ meosures, we still ore left to wonder how we cen be
sure when misuse or abuse 1s recurring 1n the presentation of news reports. W111 we
simply have to know bias when we see it, as the late U.S. Supreme Court Justice Potter
Stewert sugJeSted was the case with porno;rephy?
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If ~t. whose oofinition of news bias is to be used? The mass communicators'?
The 8Udience's? Regardless what ~ific communicators might S8'/ in 03fense of their
ability to be free of bias, its perceived extent may oopend on what consumers believe

rether than whet is proouced ( Stevenson & Greene, 1980). ks difficult as these
problems might seem, researchers have not been content to rest with 8 oofinition of bias
as beino in the eye of the beholoor (Lowry, 1986).
Lowry believes the presence, or absence, of objectivity can be 03termined validly
es well es reliebly by quentitetive mecsures, involving content enelyses of news

reports. Lowry relies on what he perceives as e common unoorstending among mass
communicators of the need for movement toward objectivity, end rmay from bias
(Lowry, p. 473). Lowry s~ts that his methoos b8SOO on 8n assessment of sentence

structure cen be ·rmf' for f~ es they ere written. B.m2QC1 sentences ere re,p'ded by
h1m as being most objective: inference sentences, less so, end 1uooment sentences, as
least oojtrlive.
Lowry ooes ~ limitations to his methcd:>ltwJ>,'. The methoo ooes not take into
mxount perceived news bias based on: visuel imegery; eudio inflection in brtm::8St
news; or, in eny medium, the context of the sentences.
Finally, Lowry observes that bias may CEpend on perception rather than on its
~tuel or theoretical existera. He concedes the audience may see bias even when it is
not mecsurebly there or efter it hes been minimized. Lowry is not elone in this view
( 06z1ano, 1987). But surely 1n Lawry's perception, the cred1b111ty gep between news
disseminetors and audiences would shrink if the latter were persutmd that the existence
of bias could be 03termined empirically.
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Th~ Hayakawa/Lowry methcmlcqy has been applied by others, most often for
enalyses of news reports in print. For example, Ryan ( 1979) consiCEred "Reports,
Inferences and Juo,nents in News Cover8JB of Social Issues.· Those sentence types were
used by J. M. Shipmen ( 1983) in his essessment of .. New York Times CovertrJe of the
War in El Salvtmr."

But no sign exists that qeement has been r~ed on insp~ion of sentences es
the methoo to assess news bias. The sentence unit sometimes is re;;JBr03d as too limited,

sometimes es too brcm. Other methoos seem to be reveeloo in~ subsequent
publ1cet1on of News Research Journal, Journalism Quarterly, or Cr1ttcal Stud1es 1n

Mass Communication,
Within sentences, of course, lurk words. If enslysts and users differ about e vital
term, for exmnple, ·violence,· e content Melysis by sentence critique feils to meke
sense of the trsn~t1ons, for those who ooftne the term dffferently from the outset
(Berger, 1985, p. 107). Further, most media presentation beyond the comic strip msy
be too complex for mi:>ption of 8/Ty methoo that mes not take into eanmt the a>herent

purpose of the whole.
Merr111 and Lowenstetn ( 1971) discussed some of those potential p1tfalls 1n thetr
pursuit of objEdivity. They, and Merrill later ( 1983), s~ted a different appr~h
to assess bias, one that took into EDnJnt some of the weaknesses in the Hayakawa/Lowry
methcd>lcqy,. Merrill ( 1965) begon the process with content onelysis end quentative
meesures, primarily of words, phreses, and 111ustrat1ons, and news reports es e whole,
rather than in their sentenre component parts.
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In describing "How Time Stereotyped Three U.S. Presidents," Merrill developed
six categories to assess the magazine's news reports about Truman, Eisenhower, and
Kennedy. They encompassed "attribution" bias by use, say, of "he snapped" for "he
said"; "edjective" end "adverbial" bieses, end "outright opinion;" unintentional or
intentional prejudice created in photographic selection (symbols); and "contextual
bias." The last was to be used to snare both sentence and word problems in the totality of
an article that could not be identified, specifically by word or sentence measures.
That cate(J)ry clearly troubled Merrill the most. He said contexual biases did not
lend themselves to neat lists. They could be found in units of meaning, including the
entire story, that reflected favoreb ly or unfavorably on an individual.
Fearful of his own unconscious biases or interpretations, Miller relied for that
categorical essessment only, on the collective judgment of six advanced journalism
students at Texas A&M. They had to be in agreement for a particular news report to be
characterized as context-biased.
Researchers who followed in Merrill's footsteps initially used his categories as
given (Fedler, Meeske, & Hall,

1979).

They assessed context among themselves, but

otherwise ooopted the same determinants for the assessment of news bias as had been
used by Merrill.
But that team's majority later altered the approach and combined analyses of
sentences and statements. They ackied consideration of identified and anonymous sources.
The latter were more likely to be biased. They abanooned contextual bias (Fedler,
Smith, & Meeske, 1982).
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B~se of his concern over contextual bias and the difficulty of measurement,
Merrm voiced feers about the threat to journalism from concepts remarkably similar

to the views of the third school describoo here, those of critical stuct,,, scholars. To
Merrm, thet new wtNe endengered objectivity itself, es did the interpretive new
Journalism or Pb/OCl!Cf Journalism 1n news reports.
Objectivity would be rejecte1 as myth, end bias reoar<Ed as inherent. But the
pursuit~ not been forsaken, though critical scholars may use different methoos, those
of quelitative reseerch, to try to reveel the extent of bias, in the context of news
select1on, 1n pub11cat1ons or other med1e where 1nformat1on 1s d1ssem1nated about
certain events--but not others; with certain meenings--and not others.
Context is not one f~tor in this view. It is 1b§. f~or to unoorstend how end~
news reports may be distorted (Cm'ey, 1986). For instence, Cormren ( 1987)

attempted such 8n enalys1s to reveal fe11ures 1n news reports about the Korean KAL 007
airline plane oostroyed in a flight over Soviet Union territory.
The destruction of the plene by the Soviets immediately was C0003fllned by the
meinstreem but enti-communist press in the U.S. In these circumstences, ·our·
sources were to be trusted, unt11 ver1ftcat1on was possible. Objecttv1ty did not mean
embr8;ino "lies.· Press in Western Europe and elsewhere in the world was more wary
of the possibility of disinformation from U.S. as well as from communist sources.

But philosophiccl differences were not the only kind thot prcxfuced voriotions in
research epprC>Edles to news bias. C. M. Qmd1t and J.A. Selzer ( 1985) found bias 1n
news cover~ of a trial, because the f8;ts available to a jury in e leoal context were
different from those presented to the public before and during the event by a newspaper.
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AJ~ry quickly freed a person the pub 11c hoo been given every reason from news

reports to believe wes guilty of muroor. The lang~ of legal evioonce and the f~ts
conveyed were seen by Condit end Selzer as varying markedly from the messffJ8S in the

news reports 8bsorbed bye generel public with its own preconceptions.
Were the f~ts r~1ved 1n the courtroom different from those presented to the
public bEm.Jse of news bias, or t>reause of distinctions necessitated by context in type of
presentation and forum? Does it matter, if what f£tually happened is unlikely to be
known by either legel or news presentetion?
The public audience is different from a Jury; the appr~hes of reporters and

editors hardly mimic the stretE,Jies of opposing rounsel. Answers ere uncertain, but
what Condit and Selzer ck> sug;JBSt is that a map is mfd3 of the territory for a specific

purpose. It mffy' not be suiteble in other contexts.
Another Wffy' to assess the presence of b1es 1n news reports 1s 1n what researchers
D. L. end V. H. Fry ( 1987) referred to es a sociolinguistic approdl. The Frys
attempted to briOJB gaps between bias based on len~ and that based on context.
With content enelysis, they studied ·Lengu~ Use end Politicel Environments in
Med1a Cover~ of 'Super Tuesday, 1984'· 1n news reports by two telev1s1on networks;
two news mErJa2ines; and three daily newspapers. Langu~ wes studied ~rding to use
of relational terms, end trenmive or non-tren5f£tive clauses.
The Frys wonted to determine whether amdidetes were presented es ~ting on the

po11t1ca1 environment or es more pess1vely responding to 1t. The Frys also wanted to
find out whether media ~ events es being caused- - "who did what to whom· - -or
whether the occurrences were perceived es fl::Cidental or coincidental.
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T~ conclusions the Frys drew from the1r analys1s ~ beyond the bounds of b1as 1n

langu~. They attempted to ooscribe the result of ~tion, and the "relationships end
processes perceived in the physical world or in the world of thought and perception"
(Fry & Fry, p. 720). This second explor8tion pltmi cover~ in context, to reveal the

distortion in the process, rather then in the langu~ of the text. The extent of
non-tran~tional and relationship clauses permitted the Frys to conclUCE that overall
Nthe audience did not see the campaign in the news coverEge; insteoo we SfNI the

cendidetes in ~tion with little insight into the beckgrouncr ( Fry & Fry, p. 727).

Reasons for such outcomes are considered regularly by the third school Context
bias is crucial to its view. Critical scholars regard news presentations as being masked
to disguise es much es possible the f~t that the reporter is someone who is not his own
men (or her own women).
S/he 1s seen 8S an ettorney fore c11ent, es e ·gun for hire... E~h Journa11st 1s

said to be subject to the pressures of social norms end economic constraints, to the
.. beet .. essignment, to the dirtdion of private and public political forces. To understand

news bies in this context, rese8rchers h8ve considered the constr8ints under which
Journalists operate, end concluood that all news here 1s 1CE01CXJ1cal 1n nature.
(See,

e.g., Jensen, 1987.)
What then cb these scholars want to know about bias? They try to look behind the

curtain, to find the wizerds manipulating news consumers. In this view, the byline or
other 1oont1f1cat1on of the reporters/observers 1s no more relevant than 1ts absence on
editorials presumed to be the opinions of the publications. Both ooscribe the views of
emp1Cfy'81"S.
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Be~ween and among these ooscribed research appr~hes to bias are a host of
innovative methoos usoo to ferret out distortion in news reports. HefXilines, mug shots,
positioning or framing of the reports, variances in source attributions, etc., have been
sterting points for perticuler explorations. (See, e.g., Fenichel & Den, 1980; Lein,
1987; 01t11n, 1980; Shoemaker, 1983.) Still we are not oone. Omission of certain

ft[:ts and events, e.g., the holocaust, m~ be es crucial, if not more so, than inclusion of
bias, which may be susceptible to correction, once data appears in some form in news
report,

(Kennerly, 1986; Lip,tmtt, 1986).

Adjustments 1n covertvJe also might be m9 when a subject, e.g. abortion, at first
cannot be discussed at all, or is regarctd with hostility, and then becomes en ei:cepted
topic for airing, because of a chang3 in public ettituoo ( Olesky & Olesky, 1986). Bies
thus becomes tied to time end plm:e of the news reports.

Distortions also may be perceived when en a;enda is set or changed at a state
capital bye l~ing newsp8per altering its concept of what is newsworthy. Though
refle:ting no shift in reelity, in the events taking place, the switch alone may result in
newfound findings of bies.

In such instences, distortion in the process of news gethering

would appear to be inevitable, since someone is bound to see bias during the cha~er.
After ell has been said or written, the cherEder of en 8Udience comes into play in
determination about news bias. For instence, women and minorities may differ between
end mnong themselves when they rm:t &bout e rape, yet ~h group may be most

skeptical about reports proouced by white males. In context, other susp1c1ons may
arise, justifiably in some instances when differences arise, Sit-/, among source,
reporter end r88i3r about newsworthiness.
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Schwen~l and Lemert ( 1986) noted that news reports they examined would 1~

the public to believe that most reported rapes were oommitted by stren~rs. hence by

minority males in the minds of e general audience. Yet police reports revealed a
prmninence of ceses of repes by persons known to the victims.
Fam 1ly and date r81)8S rarely were reported as news at a11. If those events were

fully presented. women might have learned they h~ more to fear from friends than
from strangers. No wonoor people without control of media are suspicious!
So perspectives as well as circumstonces give rise to differing news reports.

When studied, the reports and analyses of them may vary, in part t>Earuse of

philosophical disputes about Yl.bm should be measured, and also about~- Lea of
precision clouds uncmrstanding, terminolo;w end instrumentation.
Given this trrtl{ of problems, 1t is not surprising t.Mt researchers seem to~
their own w~ in the search for news bias. Lowry ( 1986) rightly stated that most
scholars of news bias CEVelop their categJries tt novo, He naturally would prefer use of
the sent~ enalysis oovelopoo by him end Hayakawa, but others still oo not qee.

Therefore, use of en essortment of tools to m86SUre news bi8S is likely to
continue. What ~h researcher concerned about b1as would seem to need, regardless of
the route chosen for search of bias in langu~. in the selection process of news. is a
more complete map of the territory, an explanatory guide. With such a device,
resecrchers could follow the verietions in the consideretions given to lenguage end
context( s) 1n the stucty of b1as.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Current Chaos in Communication Research about News Bies
The presence of bias has come to be ED:epted as 1nev1table 1n other fields 1n which

scx;ial science research is used (Barzun & Graff, 1985). Those historians provide
warning about the dangers and sugJBSt measures to minimize the range of disagreements
end misunderst60dings.

The primary aim of th1s 1nvest1gat1on also 1s to br1ng order to the ctms 1n the

discussion of bias, in this case in news reports studied in mass communication research.
The means envisioned may aid stuoonts of other topics as well. In the mass
communication field, reseerchers heve differed in philosophy, methcdJlO'l>', end the

importance of context 1n the stucty, of b1as 1n news reports. lntersubject1ve ~reement 1s
neeood about some format that will ea:ommooate the variances and still result in

meaningful studies about detection and minimization of distortion in news presentations.

(Anderson, 1987, pp. 45 8nd 75).
At some level, researchers have to ~ree on some means to verify the val1d1ty and
reliability of outcomes found from the varied studies of news bias tarnishing
objectivity. The frustration of attaining such agreement prompted some scholars to call
for eb8ncbnment of the pursuit of the broeder topic, objectivity. Acontr8f)' view

(~kett, 1985) sug;JeSts that the search~ on, particularly about bias
(Jeffres, 1987, p. 11 0.
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Jeff res favors the latter course and seys that "( d)efinitions mey be the lest refuge
of rascals and scholars, but it's the 'semantic differences· that usually lead to
misunderstandings, and that clearly is the case with 'objectivity"' ( p. 111 ). Yet
objectivity seems to defy definition. So CXleS news bias. Stevenson and Greene ( 1980)
found themselves working with several definitions of the distortions marring news
presentation. One definition described bias as "the systematic differential treatment of
one candidate, one party, one side of an issue over an extended period of time. Bias is
the failure to treat all voices in the marketplace of ideas equally." Hofstetter gave
another definition of bias as "partiality in news programming, specifically 'lying
distortion and aggrandizement of values"' ( Stevenson & Greene, p. 116 ).
Stevenson and Greene concluded that no matter how hard media try, definitions of
bias cannot be harmonized, especially when audiences inevitably bring their own
experiences and values to bear on news presentations. After "20 years of stucr{ing
bias," the researchers decided consumers see news as biased when a report is discrepant
with information they have ( p. 121 ).
But like Jeff res and Hackett, Stevenson and Greene urged continued research,
beyond the content analyses they encountered, because they regerded the goals of
occurocy, completeness and fairness in news reports as still being worthy of pursuit,
and bias a blight on their attainment. To approach those lofty ideals, however, it is
suggested here that it may neither be possible--nor desirable--to limit definitions
artificially. Within an appropriate framework, the topic may beer more fruit, if the
presence of great variation in terminology is conceded.
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Acetalog would seem to be a useful instrument to allow for such unlimited
expansion, to take into ~unt components and oofinitions of the topic that seem to be
generated anew, almost monthly.
For instance, Aaron Wildavsky ( 1987) suooested that an unoorlying liberal bias
is prevooing and distorting mass communication. He wants variations on that theme
ioontified, for the worthwhile purpose of improving the quality of oobate about news
reports circulated on a national level ( p. 103). By his citations, Wildavsky clearly
reveals himself to be in sympathy with researchers regarded as politically
conservative.
Yet his point of view needs reflection as much as those of the liberal reformers,
and the rooicals affiliated with critical or cultural studies. Such differences, as well as
those based on form rather than on substance, could be embraced by a catalog of the kind
envisioned here. Communication research could only benefit from organization of
materials reflecting the state of current explorat1on--and differences--about specific
topics. Such a system of references is available in another wordy profession, law.

Avoiding Chaos in Communication Research About News Bias

Cstalog1ng a11s dimension to news reports and research about them. By the
organization of records and reports, the process oojs asense of past and future to the
present. Records are kept about the past from which predictions are made in the form
of statistical probability about the future. News reports ultimately ere about the
present, or as "up to the minute" as can be ochieved to oxument the most immediate
past. The most satisfying experience for newsmakers seems to be the transmission of
events "live" so that "you are there," and can "see it now."
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However, reporters increasingly must rely on texts referring to the more d1stant
past, end to future predictability, especially as sophisticated data bese systems make
information available rapidly end competitively. Those records, in whatever form, on
computers, 1n books, on vi(B) or audio casettes, etc.. provide ed:1itional sources of
information for reporters.
Texts also complicate the selection process of f~ts for many news ~unts. Like
human sources, they carry the potential of contamination of the news reports. The usual
1nvest1gation proc:ess for a story, a news report, can be distorted by the very process of
observation, interviews, and reliance on news releases (Ward & Hansen, 1986,
p. 56). Texts may be re;,erded es more reliable than those present sources but they can
compound the problem. They mey convey past distortions in rEa>rds that heve ~ra:I
end reta1 n mx:eptance.

But beneficial or harmful, use of texts as ooscribed w11l increase. The expanding
data base is said to create an information universe transcending the tr~itional one of
formal end informal human and primary sources. The reporter must have a process and
stratear to gather the most appropriate 1nformat1on for ~h report (Ward & Hansen.
p. 57 ). That's the positive siCE.
The negative is the kind of routinizetion of error that occurs in other
record-keeping processes. lnCEed, some scholars alreooy have sug;,ested that mass
media presentations 1n ~neral m1ght be viewed es boo c11n1ca1 records, to 8SSeSS the
"~ organizational reasons" for the ~umulations of errors of all sorts ( Molotch &
Lester, 197 4; cf. Garfinkel, 196 7). News reports based on texts ere susceptible to
thet kind of critique.
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That dan~r 1s not unique to mass commun1cat1on. It lurks elsewhere in social
science, in eny kind of information gathering process. AnalOH hes been mEME between
the prooesses used by journalists and those of social science researchers ( Parsigian,
1987). Bias , however , in news reports seems more likely in mess communicetion,
since reporters and gatekeepers usually l~k the very tool most social scientists rely on
for verification. i.e. statistical analysis to determine probability of error in the
co ll~ted data.
But verificetion moy not be the reel problem in the detection end minimizetion of
b1as. Soc1ol()J1st C3aye Tuchman ( 1972) warns the per11 of b1as may lurk 1n soc1a1
science es well as in news reports. Both news gatherers and social scientists are seen
by her 80d sociolOJist C. Wright Mills, who is quoted by Tuchman, as ~ing in

routin1zed strotegjc rjtuels, which disguise built-in b1eses. Journ81ists 8l'ld the sociel
sc1ence professionals are sa1d to use the r1tuals to h1de beh1nd a veneer of obJect1v1ty
(pp. 676-677).
AcetalOJ such as that proposoo here avoids the problem by revealing the
subjective nature of the pursuit et the outset. The compilation of tools end definitions is
1ntenood for an analys1s of news reports , 1n much the same way as an annotated catalOJ
might be used by a lawyer for application in a particular case or by a legal scholar to
probe a sp~ific issue.
With such e system , it is apparent from the start that the outcome depends as
much on the perspective of the def1nit1on and tools chosen by a researcher es 1t ~ on
the data itself. Yet it allows for a selection of instruments to verify reliability or

validity to suit particular circumstances.
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What 1s avo1ood 1s a pseuoo-object1v1ty that d1sgu1ses 11m1tat1on of human and text
sources. Tuchman observes that reporters, es well es other social scientists, succumb
to the routines, to patterns they can defend es objectifiers of their ~unts.

However. these short cuts limit the attainment of complete news reports, for

example tJy 1nh1b1t1on of extens1ve searches for a d1vers1ty of sources ( Brown, Bybee,
Wearcim, & Straughan, 1983). If diversity really is lfCkino and certain voices
excluded, a catal~ for use in mess communication that encompassed both the described
socicl science Mld librcry functions, might reveal such inooequ~ies in news reports

(Pers1g1an,

1987; Ward&

Hansen,

1986).

But rorrection of error is not the ~1 here. Rather, i<Entification of the problem
is a step n88(Bj before any change can be mtKIB. For that cste,p-ization prooess, library
science provides us with e formet for outlining e subject like news bies, especielly by

en annotated &y5tem used tooay 1n Jew.
The annotations consist of examples of epplications end interpretations of
heooings. The annotation ~pt will be ooscribed in NApp licability of a Comparable
SystemN but the b8sic outline should be clerified here.

The 1ntent wm be to CEr1ve heoo1ngs from current and w1CE1y used term1nolOJy
and techniques applied in assessments of news bias. catalOJ users will be able see for
themselves how the research has developed on the topic. In the future, by narrowing
the freus of subsequent reseorch, through the specificity of terms limited to one or e few

subheooings, ver1f1cat1on of news b1as wm become more feasible than 1t 1s unoor the
generalized,~ hoc approoches evioont tooay. E~h individual work might appear to be
more mooest, but the totality should ~ e more meaningful.
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At this point, NB1ers not instructed in librery science need to be femilierized
w1th a standardized system that has been mpted to outline material ava11able on any
topic in the U.S. Library of Qlngress. lm~ine what is being attempted initially is the
organization of texts on news bias. They are to be arranged within a larger section on
objectivity. This perticular annotated cetelog will record the holdings on the shelves of
news bias .. in such a w~ as to offer the user a variety of appr~hes to the information
sought" (T~lor, 1985, p. 16).
We are concernat here with ..classification by subject," that is, news bias, and
essignment of ..subject ~ings," e.g. context, sentence, word, etc. ( p. 19 ). The United
States Library of Congress uses Cutter's six varieties of categJriz1ng unmrneath the
main h88:iing. In this case the main h88:iing is News Bias. SubhEsiings should consist of:
1. Asingle word ( e.g. context);
2. Anoun preceded by en trljective ( e.g. erlv'erbiel phrese);
3. A noun mooified by another used like an fljject1ve (e.g. inference

sentence);
4. Anoun linked to another by a preposition (e.g., stereotyping by
buzzwords);

5. A noun connected with another by "and" ( e.g. phot()Jraphs and

illustrations);
6. Aphrase or sentence (e.g. prejudice as distinguished from
discrimination).
In the noun form, the singular 1s preferred. Adjectival hE9jings are used when
the mooifier rather than the substantive carries the primary phrase.
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Hfm1ngs w1th two nouns, w1th or w1thout connect1ons, ere used when a ma1n
heooinQ with a subdivision will not suffice, because both are seen as being of eQual
weight. The prepositional phrase heooing is employed, for instance, to distinguish
"sterootyping by buzzwording" from "sterootyping by perjorative... Similarly a phrase
or sentence w111 be used when other means ere too 11m1ted ( Tfrrlor, 1985,
pp. 461-63).

Like most of the other steps to be followed in the 8SS8SSment of news bias, a
ceutionery note must be offered lest the eudience be lulled into en unconscious belief in
the author1tat1ve nature of the mater1al here, because 1t 1s based on a system long 1n use
at the Library of Congress ( LC). Unoor the heooing, SEMANTICS, Tftrlor in one

psrqsph offers r88S00s for caution in the application of subj~t t.Emings ( SH). "Not
only heve syntt.::tic forms of LC subject ~ings come unrer close scrutiny Md revision
1n recent years, but LCSH term1nolcqy has been recons1CEred. Word mean1ngs,
particulerly their connotative aspects, mutate rapidly; social and political upheavals
C8US8

meny chenges, end scientific end t~hnol~ical oovelopments flXXXmt for many

more" ( pp. 461-463). Nowhere ere these trensformetions more epperent then in
cons1CErat1on of the subject of bias itself.
Taylor makes clear that any system of h~ings is not value-free (p. 466). Even
the Library of Congress has not been regarood as neutral. The Library for example has
m~ elteretions to reflect chenges in hecK1ings ebout NEGROES (discontinued in
February 1976). The Ubrary asks the searcher to see "AFRO-AMERICANS for later
materials on permanent resiCEnts of the United States. See BLACKS for later materials
on persons outsioo the United States.... " to find out now about "Negrres" ( p. 466 ).
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The L1brary also "hes overhauled some of 1ts more obsolete or offensive sex 1st
~1nos· 80d it provioos supplements for significant hEming chan~ on other subjects
( p. 457).

More specifically:
Since the first edition of Libror:y of Congress subject ~ings

appeared 60 years 81), American and other 11brer1ans have 1ncreas1ngly
relied on this list es the chief authority--if not the sole besis--for
subject catalOJing. There c:en be no quarrel about the proctical necessity
for such a labor-seving, worry-reducing work, nor-ebstr~tly-ebout its

value es aglobal stand6rd1z1ng oct, a means for och1ev1ng some un1form1ty
in en erea that would otherwise be CM>tic.... But in the realm of hfmings
that mel with poop le and cultures, in short, with humanity--the LC list
cen only ·set1sty· perochiel, ji~istic Europeens end North Americens,

wh1te-hued, at least nom1nally Chr1st1an (and preferably Protestant) 1n
faith, romfortebly situated in the mia:fle- and higher-income brockets,
largely cbniciled in suburbia, fundamentally loyal to the Established
Order, end heevily imbued with the trenscendent, incomparable glory of

Western c1v111zat1on. further, 1t reflects a host of untenable-1n<Eed,
obsolete and arr(XJBnt-assumptions with respect to young people and
women. And exuoos something less than stmpathy or even fairness
towerd organized labor end the sexually unorthoi>x or "event-gM'de."

( Berman, 1971, pp. 1x, x.)
Similar criticisms have been offered of rocism, genrer discrimination, etc.,
creeping not only into catalOJ terminolcqy but into textbooks generally mD available
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to student populations in the Un1ted States. The Civil Rights Commission, in 1979,

published the results of a stu~ and catal~ materials available about such biases in
textbooks. References, without being exhaustive, are listed to empirical research on the
subject. Subject diversity of cover"'Je is demonstreted, end instruments for

measurement are catal~.
The rationale for the work is E(lually applicable here:
These studies can provi03 a broa:1 overview of the issues ... at different levels and
in different subject ereas. They ere useful to individuels end groups working to

ameliorate the problem of ( textbook) bias in specific w~ as well. For example,
the studies can provi03 researchers with the methoos and tools for conducting
content analyses of ( textbooks) currently in use. They can provide ( users) with

en indepth understending of the neture of bies end its meny subtle menifestetions
and so increase their ewarenesses and sensitivity to the problem. Equipped with a
better unrerstendino of the issues, ( users) may be in a better position to bring
about the kinds of ( textbook) cha~ they desire (Tangri, ed., 1979, p. 6, for

the Commission).
It should be evioont by now that bias can infect any text. The audience should be
wary of the possibility of similar distortion creeping into this catalOJ or into the cited
articles. The greatest possibility for such intrusion may lie in selection of the h~ings,

e topic new to enalysis, even for librarians...Subject analysis is the part of catal()Jing
that cmls w1th ooterm1ning what the intellectual content of an ttem 1s 'about.' The
catal(JJer must observe and translate an item's chara:teristics of discipline, topic,
form, etc., into a conceptual frame of the &y5tem" (Taylor, 1985, p. vi).
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The subject heooings here ere derived from definitions, tools, etc., elr~ epplied
to analyses of news b1as, but 1t 1s poss1ble that subsequent work may reveal, as Berman
~

with regard to the Library of Congress methoo, that the research appr~h taken to

the issue has been skewed from the outset. Fortunately, the catalcg allows for easy
elteretion. The beby need not be thrown out with the beth water.
The attempt here wm be to create a framework for news b1as so that 1t can be used
with precision in application to news reports. Thouoh print examples are used here for
annotation, news reports come in various forms in the mooern world, in video, audio,
etc. The cetolog end its subject heodings ere eppliceble to them es well.
If th1s proposed catalcg1ng methoo 1s to be of value for researchers, they should
assume the definitions and descriptions are in transition. The iooal use of the catalcg
will be confounded by strict ooherence to particular definitions or concepts of bias, just

es objectivity once ceme to be rigidly conceived, idealized, end then rendered
ctysfunct1onal ( McDonald, 1987).
As varied and as complex as the subject of bias may be in the context of any

medium, it can be cataloged, as it has been on one level for the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission. Such e cetelogue familiar in other social sciences end in library work
would be of value to proct1t1oners and to researchers seeking to update their
unoorstanding of bias in news reports.

Applicability of p Comparable System

The annotated catalcg env1s1oned for news b1as ~ beyond the 11st of Library of
Congress subject headings, to describe the terms by examples or notations. This kind of
an expanded system of classification is common in the field of law.
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In the American Library Association treatise on Anglo-American Cetaloging Rules
( 196 7), law 1s the only f1eld requir1ng spec1a1 rules for catalOJ1ng ( Spalding, ed.,
1969, p. 43). Particular consideration is given to the annotations used to amplify the
application of the term by legal pr~titioners and scholars ( p. 52).
Understanding of communication topics like news bias could only benefit from that
k1nd of organ1zation of mater1als. Nothing in communication studies appears to be
comparable to the annotated legal system of cl85Sification, although, as noted, the ch6JS
of communication research is recoJnized, at least with regard to news bias. This
foundation work therefore is unique.
As wm be shown, the proposed system could be as valuable to study news bias, as

it is in law for rEmy familiarization with, Sf!-/, the equally amorphous term of
"discrimination." The law makes known, for easy reference, cases and materials on
specific topics through collections of statutes end ceses annotated by examples under
subject heoo1ngs. Those heooings also may be ooscribed in separate compilations of
words and phrases, and in encyclopedia form, but the key 5Ystem of topic he81ings
supported by annotations usually suffices.
In this proposed system for cataloging topics for news bias, subject headings are
derived from widely varying defin1t1ons and methoos used by communication
researchers. Subsequent changes could be updated, and he81ings ~ or deleted based
on results and verifications, once a basic catalog is in pl~.
Over time, particular approa::hes might become more or less valued in
comparison with others. None would be engraved 1n stone or discarded prematurely. Its
tr~ks could be followed by anyone concerned about the validity of a research appr~h
to bias.
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Though news bias has been chosen es the topic for consideration, this ~tern could
be ooveloped to coordinate work alreooy oone about objectivity, violence, or any other

matter where previous work has been ined3Quate for a foundation for Systematic
research, because of vast differences in definitions and meanings.
Were a larger bese desired fore relevant cetelog, en assessment of objectivity
might be undertaken. But the creation of that framework 1s beyond the scope of this
thesis. Also, any of the subcateg:>ries of the subject heooings under "news bias" could
provide a narrower focus. Either expanded or narrowed, the proposed construction
would be functional for other subjects.
In formulating a catalOJ for bias 1n news reports, any issue or issues could be
culled for examples for annotation. Here, examples of news bias, primarily from
year- long coverage of capital punishment since a seminal 1987 Supreme Court
decision, hove been selected from 16'{ end professional, national end Florida news
publications. Professional books and perioc1icals ground the relevance of the subject in
the '80's. But material on capital punishment could be taken from any available media.
For instance, reference here will be m~ to television news reports on the eve of the
execution of Willie Jasper Derden on March 15, 1988.
Although amounts and kinds of b1as could be expected to vary depending on the
issue chosen, the essential framework is likely to be more or less the same for a::counts
of capital punishment as it would be for news reports about other issues. Reports about
eny issue subject to continuous or sporooic coverage by a variety of media m6'{ be

tainted by news bias.
The annotated catalo;;J is based on replication of the legal oosign intenca:1 to clarify
subject matter through analysis:
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{ 1) of procedures used, methcxis ta:epted, end established principles; ( 2) of old
techniques and 1ntroouction of new ones; ( 3) for a better unoorstanding of how
pr~titioners operate in society; and ( 4) by provision of examples to stuoonts in the
field (Halpern, 1976, p. 259). How has such a &y5tem been applied in law?
Like communicetion reseerch, modern legal stu~ did not emerge from a v~uum.
Though the legal 5Ystem was far Mvanced 1n the out11ne form of class1f1cat1on Mvocated
here, legal research scholars still reported major problems with previous methcrlll()J)'
as recently as the 1960's. The difficulties were ma1e visible in demands on legal
institutions, e.g. by minorities and other populations excluded from affirmative use of
the legal process 1n prev1ous centuries (Halpern, p. 261 ).
Halpern reports tools of "disinterested investigation" were needed in the '60's to
bring order out of the seeming chaos that hoo developed in the lega1research &y5tem , as
simple phreses about due process and equal protection of the lew sl.JOjenly were being
given expanded mean1ngs. In f~t, forma11zed organization of legal research on a
5Ystematic basis did not begin in the U.S. until this century. Serious attention was not
paid until the '30s to analysis intended to "embr~ the relation of law to the scx:ial
forces which creoted it..." ( Holpern, p. 261 ).
At the time, such a task surely was futuristic, since no oroorly 5YStem was in
ploce to help pr~titioners and researchers find their wety reajily among available
procedures. Without a standardized methoo, even movement of simple cases through a
netionel federal system wes hobbled ( Halpern, p. 263). Within the 48 state systems et
the time, law developed parochially with little interstate connection other than
reference to ·majority" or "minority" rule and numerous exceptions in the various
jurisdictions.
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Once started, however, oovelopment of legal research strategies was so repid that, by

the '70's, trEK1it1onal legal substance as well as procedure was reEK1ily ~1ble to
prtctitioners and scholars. The laws of different jurisdictions could be easily
compared, end evaluated, through annotated catalO'JS.
With that foundetion, the new challenges a dec8de eerlier could be absorbed into
the legal system. For the most part, they could s1mply be slotted 1nto the overall
framework. Only then did the primary task become use of legal analysis for clearer
perceptions of the content and imped of a particular bcrly of law and for suooestions of
further directions for change ( Halpern, p. 262). Without such an orderly framework,
the cart may well have been ploced before the horse 1n the stucty of mass commun1cat1on,
as researchers proceeood to stucty bias or other topics without assurance of an e:cepted
chronolcq, of terminolcq,, measuring tools, cateQJries, etc.
F~ilitation of change within a field is less significant than it would be, if there
were a framework to allow rational oovelopment of subject material "consonant w1th
our iooa of oroored liberty, with fundamental human rights as outlined in the
Constitution, and generally with the norms of political and social behavior fK:ceptable in
our society" (Smith, 1976, p. 11 ).
That language from law 1s equally appl1cable to mass commun1cat1on. In both,
compilations of annotations should allow work to withstand the weaknesses of particular
institutional representatives, or particularly difficult but more or less unique hard
cases. Organization of applications of work in mass communication, comparable to that
1n law, should have been evioont, at least from the '70's when a need was perceived for
"a taxonomy of concepts in communications" (Ooroon, 1975, p. xiv). Ataxonomy was to
be usoo to search for and define "general principles among a thicket of ambiguities and
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classifying with parsimony apparently incompatible concepts that are actually related
to one another" (Ooroon, p. xiii). Ooroon credited Marshall McLuhan a decade earlier
with alerting the field to the need for an inventory of terms and concepts about
communication that would allow a coherent language among proctitioners and
researchers.
Gordon was ooing so 1n an introouction to the latest communication taxonomy
developed in the ·7o·s, one prepared by Blake and Haroldsen. In that work, various
communication terms were defined. For instance, "objective journalism" was
generally described as "the presentation of news in a fectual, unbiased, largely
impersonal

W'c!'{"

(Blake & Haroldsen, 1975, pp. 53-55 ). Objective journalism was

said by the authors to be the presentation of "the facts of an event as it actually happens,
of a situation as it actually exists."
Several quotes were offered from other scholars to embellish the term of
objective journalism, including one that placed full responsibility on the consumer,
"with no hints from the news story ... to apply appropriate perspective to whatever facts
the story gives him: to separate... the fair from the biased, the complete from the
incomplete.... " How the definitions related to one another remained unclear.
The catalo;J being described here provides a broad outline for any specific subject
such as news bias. General and specific def;nitions are listed, and followed by
discussion. In the taxonomy, definitions were haphazard. "News," for instance, was
described in various Wf!YS, as a report of perishable information unknown yesterday, or
one of interest to a particular audience urgently in need of the facts to maintain its
bearings (Blake & Haroldsen, pp. 49-50 ). How and why those definitions were selected
remained a mystery.
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T8)(onomies heve not gained widespreed application or use in the communication
field. They failed to link terms described with communication practice and research.
Each topic was developed more or less idiOSyncratically. Without links, the reports,
surveys, experiments, observations, focus groups, case studies, and content analyses
heve remained disconnected from one another.
( T)he findings of a particular content analysis are limited to the
framework of the categories and definitions used in that analysis.
Different researchers may use varying definitions and catSIJ)ry systems
to measure a single concept. In mass media research, this problem is
most evident in studies of television violence. Some researchers rule out
comic or slapstick violence in their studies while others consider it an
important dimension. Obviously, great care must be exercised in
comparing the results of different content analysis studies. Researchers
who use different tools of measurement will naturally arrive at different
conclusions. ( Wimmer & Dominick, 1986, p. 170.) ( See also Berger,
1985, p. 107.)
The catalog also would tolerate such variations but the tool would allow
communication practitioners and scholars, like lawyers and legal researchers, to tap a
common pool of materials, to refer to annotated research-based headings about what is
happening in the field. Just as legal subheadings and annotations consist of a
representative sample of opinions in cases, and applications of statutes, the kind of
catal()J being proposed here could serve the same purpose for inquiring communication
researchers, practitioners and others. Afull catal()J would be more expansive in
obvious ways, e.g., by specific annotations of researcher work to date in bias.
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For the ennotetions, news reports could be to mess communication whet cases ere
to the law, and the research terms and measures regarood as comparable to legislative

oovelopments. News reports could be studied from various viewpoints with a variety of
quantitative and qualitative methods,~ serving to annotate a topic. Thus reports

could be tamed for future r.eseerch, and the rese6rch followed through annotations from
top1c to top1c, year to year.
Journalists, increasingly required to function like librarians wooing through vast
stor~ co11Edions, 80d like social science researchers investigating brcm social
issues, should find such a base invalu8ble, et lecst to check their own performances.

s1mm,r value for the researcher~ without say1ng, s1nce preceoonts for cons1ooret1on

ere ooscribed in the catalOJ.
Even the public might dip into the m8terie1s in stor•, in libraries, es they
increesingly are seid to be ooing in lew (Allen, 1976, p. 273). Such check into the pcx,l

might~ to the 1ooes of cred1b111ty end trustworthiness att~hed by audiences to news
reports. Regardless, the primary audiences, of pr~titioners and scholars, would be
well serv~ by the gathering of materials about any subjEd consider~ worthy of
substontiol reseerch in the field in the past.

For news bias, subheooings ere oorived from the terminolcqy used in the field in
the last ~neration to ooscribe its various forms, end from the varied tools used by one
or more published researchers to determine its presence in news reports. SubhEsiings
could be similerly derived for other communicetion topics.

Blake and Haroldsen did not oofine "'news b1as· or "bias" 1n their taxonomy. News
bias was selected here, because it appears to have the virtue of beino unwanted by
almost everyone concernoo about taintoo news reports.
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Demend for reduction of bies seems universal (Altheide, 1976, pp. 17-23). The
topic has other ~ant~ for study, especially if we are to see the impoct on
understanding of the first communication topic to be catal(WJed, by anal011 with the law
end legal concepts. Bias can be likened to the concept of discrimination in law.
The lew hes not been used to identify the ettitudes end beliefs thet constitute
biases, prejudtces about particular subjects. But s1nce the Brown v. Board decis1on by
the U.S. Supreme Court in 1954, legal proctitioners and scholars have dusted off laws
and constitutional amendments enocted during Reconstruction, to find out how biases
manifested es acts, es conduct, in the form of discrimination could be inhibited. For
instance one such law was enocted to secure "equal rights unoor the law" to implement
post-Civil War Amendments to the United States Constitution. It states in one sentence:
All persons within the jurisdiction of the United States shall have the
seme right in rNery State and Territory to make and enforce contracts, to
sue , be parties, give ev1oonce, and to the full and equal benefit of all laws
and proceedings for the security of persons and property as is enjoyed by
white citizens, and shall be subject to like punishment, pains, penalties,
t8Xes, licenses, tmd exactions of rNery kind and to no other. (This statute
1s reported tn Vo1ume 42, United States C003, Sect ion 1981 .)
The U.S. Congress created that statement of equal rights more than a hundred years
~' but what that law means has been open to countless interpretations. Most of them
have been sugJeSted in various courts only since the 1960's. The latest publicized
attempt at the h1ghest level to analyze that prov1s1on occurred earlier this year when a
majority of the U.S. Supreme Court frightened civil rights Elivocates by calling into
question its own 12-year-old interpretation of "equal rights under the law."
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Thet decision provided en umbrella broad enough to cover prectices of
discr1m1nation by private parties. The court majority 1s now h1nting the 1nterpretation
may have 1;1me too far, according to Stuart Taylor, "Court, 5-4, Votes to Restudy Rights
in Minority Suits," New York Times, April 26, 1988, p. 1, and others.
But regardless of the outcome in 1989 of thet reconsideration, the decision will
be catalOJued and available 1n context for ready comparison with other decisions
interpreting other aspects of that law. The ruling thus will be absorbed within a larger
framework. Like "equal rights under the law, "news bias, once broadly described, can
11

11

be similarly narrowed for use through the system of subheooings, end work on the
subject explored through perusal of the annotations. Here, annotations will be taken
from coverage of one issue, capital punishment, and primarily from one event, an
execution. But the skeleton of subheadings should be sufficiently sturdy to support
ennotetions of research oone ebout news bias in news reports in eny media, once
agreement can be achieved about the definition of the basic topic itself.
But how is it possible to derive a definition of news bias comparable to the
generalized statement about "equal rights under the law"? The framework will be built
on descriptions et the lowest common level found in communicetion reseerch materiel.
General agreement in the field does exist at that simple level about the concept.
News bias, whatever its dimensions, is not wanted. Where? In news reports. When? At
any time. By whom? Anyone seeking to pursue objectivity, or to understand news
reports in context. Why? Because it generally hes been agreed that bias serves no
purpose for any audience. How may it occur? News bias occurs in language and/or
context of a news report, or by omission of information useful for application by
generalized or specialized audiences.
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The resulting catelo-J therefore would contain es many subject heedings es
necessary to encompass work oone related to the following proposition:
News bias ootr~ts from news reports for audiences seeking f~ts and
meaning in events and ideas. News bias occurs in language, illustration,
or context. This bies can be creeted by omission es well es by insertion in
news reports. B1as can d1stort 1nformat1on neeood for generalized or
specialized use. News bias is unoosirable.
Should that ooscription be infrl3quate, especially after minimal trial and error,
the catelo-J itself can be emended. To be m8Ximelly useful, subheedings end ennotetions
should be periooically updated to reflect the most recent findings. Even if something
happens so profound that the basic iCEBS about news bias reQuire alteration, the changes
can be reflected in an insert that could be repl~ annually at the end of the catalo-J.
Users ere directed to examine the updated materiel before they leave the main text.
Such a catalo-Jing system has proven to be functional for most legal researchers and
lawyers in the U.S. That system should be eQually useful in communication research and
pr~tice.
For news bias, once the subheedings ere compiled, they ere illustrated by quotes
and summaries from ~tual news reports and perhaps research results. Here a
sampling of news reports are selected to ooscribe the subhtmings, that is the specific
forms of news bias alrEmy identified by researchers. Language is cited, and/or the
context ooscribed. In full, as many subheedings would be annotated as possible for
wh1ch examples can be found from any news report. That k1nd of exhaust1ve system 1s
beyond the limits of this work. Illustration of the main subhtmings should be
sufficient to demonstrate the operation of the catalo-J.
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To create subheooings, ekin to those in lew, eny communication topic for en
annotated catal(XJ is oopenoont on the research of the communication literature. Once
terms.and measures are ioontified, an outline can be structured. The "news bias"
heOOing itself provides entry to that literature. So ooes an obviously related term like
"objectivity." Once the terms of the subject ere ioontified, interpretive and explanatory
material can be gleaned from news reports to flesh out the concepts conceived and
developed by communication researchers in the pest. These annotate the hes:iings.
Then, by quick reference to the catal(XJ, pr&:titioners and researchers can know
end select from those exemples of news bias, to reflect, as closely 6S possible,
comparable langueMJe and context, and measures they ooem appropriate to reveal
distortions. Any or all cat~ries or subhes:iings thus are available for ootermination of
reliability , and internal and external validity.
In toto, the methocJ selected to comprehend communication research about news
bias is an annotated catal(XJ. Subject heooings used in the catal(XJ are oorived from the
field work alreooy oone. Annotations used here are obtained from samples selected from
various print discussions, primarily from a 12-month period in 1987-88 about
capital punishment in general, and one execution in particular. Unlike the subheadings,
annotations no longer germane can be ignored unless the change is so r~1cal, that
mention need be m~ of the nullification of their bearing on the topic by subseQuent
research.
Beer in mind that any other issue or sub-categJry of news reports might be 6S
serviceable 1n prov1d1ng grist for this mm , if there is a sufficient number about a
chosen topic. News bias was selected as the first of many subjects for catal(XJing,
because it offers:
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1) e8'!f'/ enelogy, es e topic for comperison with e like subject in lew ; 2)
universal abhorrence, by all concerned ebout fairness and objectivity; 3) 1ntense
subjectivity, and therefore little susceptibility to unqualified results from quantitative
measures; 4) instability, in need of constant updating; and 5) extensive prior study.
Agein, it should be stressed th8t ony other communication research issue may be
as susceptible for catal()'J1ng. Th1s example, based on legal research methcmlogy, 1s only
the start of what could be a new system of use to mess communication researchers.

Cataloging News Bias in the Context of Capital Punishment

Any annotated catal()'J of news b1as must rely on some context, since researchers
concerned about the topic have ocknowl~ that distortion may depend on everything
from pl~ment of news information on a typ()Jraphic PEWJB or in br~t sequence, to
its selection from all of the data that could be reported, edited, and dissemineted.
News bias here will be considered in the context of news reports about capital
punishment, in particular about a recent execution in Florida. Interest in the issue
itself peaked in 1986-88, in the months before, and then after the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled on April 23, 1987, thet generel statistics ~umulated ebout r~ism in e Georgio
or Florida were insufficient to set asioo any particular death penalty 1n those states or
elsewhere. Eoch case would depend on individual circumstances. States thus became
free to carry out capital punishment on inmates whose lives literally depended on the
primary claim in McCleskey v. Kemp that those whose alleged victims were whites
were more likely than others to be sentenced to death, especially 1f they themselves
were members of identifiable minorities. In that view, capital punishment
was regarded as inherently r~ist, and therefore should not be imposed.
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Social science researchers had provided statistical studies to support those
propositions in capital cases. A booy of legal and lay literature had been accumulated to
encourage the Supreme Court to set asioo hundreds of death penalty verdicts of men on
ooath rows in those states believed to have been affected by unconscious racism practiced
by jurors and j UOJeS, especially when they had an opportunity to show concern because
oftheraceofthevictim (LA. Foley, 1987;W.S.White, 1987;J.Gorecki, 1987;F.E.
Zimring & G. Hawkins, 1986; Gross & Mauro, 1984).
That push was regarded by many as the last opportunity that civil rights activists
had to stop the massive use of the death penalty, especially in four southern stetes where
most death row inmates were incarcerated and likely to be executed. But in McCleskey

v. Kemp, the statistical connection was regarded as too tenuous to justify an across-theboard ban on capital punishment. Executions would~ forward. So would news coverage.
A yeer of stories in 1987-88 since the decisions in McCleskey v. Kemp end
Hitchcock v. Dugger about capital punishment in national and Florida newspapers
provide most of the fooder for annotations in the catalog. For context, some references
are selected from primary sources from 1986. No severe time restriction needs to be
pleced on materiel for annotations, especielly one topic frequently in the news. The
death penalty controversy is such a topic.
Capital punishment and news reports about its imposition have been handmaidens
since the press came to be generated in the United States for a mass audience in the 19th
century. The first issue of the New York Times carried a brief account on its front page
about two men sentenced to die. On Thursday, September 18, 1951, an item announced
in one paragraph an impending "Execution of the Two Condemned Murderers."
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The aftermath was described on the front page, Saturd6y, September 20, 1851,
when the "Execution of Stookey" was covered on the front PEWJB at length, under an
unrelated short item on "Amusements This Evening." Whatever happened to the other
"condemned murderer" was not reported, but by Tuesday, September 23, 1851, an
editorial on page 2 asked at length "a quare (query) or two about the death penalty."
But are executions still news? Two years 89), a reporter provided an
1nterpret1ve ~unt heoolined "Executions Aren't News--Why They Should Be," The
Washington Monthly, March, 1986, pp. 16-21. Indeed, in 1987, national news
mErJSZines su~ted that executions may become so commonpl~ that news about them
soon might be found on the obituary pages. But the publicity given to one condemned
man, Willie Jasper Darden, before and after he was executed on March 15, 1988,
su~ts that the issue of capital punishment is hardly 0000.
Yet cover~ of the death penalty is not as likely to stir up emotions and generate
bieses es ere news reports of ebortions, or tensions in the Mickjle Eest. The peremeters
of the debate surrounding the issue are well known, although variations on the theme
will occur, when for example, focus is narrowed to the ooath penalty for minors. As for
the politics of the issue, it is not surprising that the public has moved in favor of capital
punishment in this Reagan era. Capital punishment has been reported as being a litmus
test for conservatives. (See, e.g. J. Craig Crawford, "Dukakis lea'.15 South despite
Northern roots," Or lanoo, Fl., Sentinel, March 2, 1988.)
In this light, an execution is said to be ideal for examining current attitudes and

values held by journalists in the news media (Detweiler, 1987).
An execution provides an ideal opportunity to put such a general
perspective into a specific focus. Should it be covered as an event,
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a sequence of actions es they unfold? Should it be covered es an issue, a
vantt:q3 point from which to examine the pros and cons of capital
punishment?
Should existing pr~tice be ~pted without challenge or ooes it lend
itself to whet hes been described es en 11 enduring velue"which journalists
use to oof1ne news- -altru1st1c oomocrocy? Circumstances surround1ng
executions sharpen many of the controversies of media cover~, all of
which revolve around journalistic perspective.
Vivid descriptions of death can leoo to charges of sensationalism.
Strong public attitudes on cap1tal pun1shment create the climate for
~usations of bias if stories oon't conform to audience expectations.
Restrained official sources and vocal demonstrators make it easy for
reporters to feature whet critics contend is "manufactured news."
For the journalist personally there may be internal conflicts. From
a news standpoint, executions are gxx:t copy; from a personal standpoint,
an appointment with ~th is an unpleasant (or at least unsettling)
experience. If viewed with sufficient det~hment, an execution can seem
sterile, but when seen through a sense of involvement--feelings of either
retr1but1on or empathy--1t can evoke strong emotions. (Detweiler,
pp. 454-455.)
Cspital punishment meets the requisites of an issue suited for exploration of news
bias in news reports. The topic remains essentially unchanged from the days when it
was reported by the penny press, by the New York Times before the Civil War.
Yet it is 10ED3d with events likely to have news value as reports are filed about
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men--end en o;cesionel women--who might be executed although they ere innocent;
about men who might not have known r1ght from wrong when they k111ed; about
CEfendants who fear justice is too fast for them to state their cases; about people who
relive the at})ny of the crimes because justice is too slow as the appeals~ on and on, and
ebout the lawyers whose clients' lives depend on them.
In all of those reports, and 1n the1r t1m1ng and plocement, news bias itself also
could alter the possibility of life or CESth for an individual fE£ing execution. Detweiler
su~ts that the public held the press ~ntable for sympathizing with a death raw
inmate, John Spenkelink, who was executed in Florida in 1979. The public position
about the appeal process could have been affected thereafter. So could the noted national
shift in favor of capital punishment reflecting an increase from less than half, to

two-thirds of the population in the United States, .from 1965 to 1978 (Van den H88J &
Coor~, 1985, p. 16 7), with a peek of 70 I in 1986 (Ted Gest, "B l~k-and-white
issue?", U.S. News and World Report. <kt. 20, 1986, p. 24).

Emphasizing an Event, a Particular Execution

When this work was begun, Willie Jasper Darden was on death raN in the Florida
pr1son 1n Starke where he hoo been s1nce 1974. Then eovernor Robert Graham signed a
CESth warrant for him on the same day that John Spenkelink was conCEmned. Spenkelink
was executed. Governor Oraham in 1987 became Senator Oraham. Life went on.
8r8ham's replacement, Governor Bob Martinez, signed other death warrants for Darden,
but they were stayed as courts tried to oocire whether he received a fair trial and an
appropriate sentence. The Orlanoo Sentinel, summed up events at one point with the
heooline: .. 15 years after killing--D-day for Darden?"
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Derden's case stands out for several reasons. Darden, a black convicted of killing
a white, mem and lost the argument that the ooath sentence was imposed because of
rtr;ial bias, because he was a bltr;k said to have killed a white. Other claims he mem also
were based on bias, especially as it was conveyed in langu~ used by the prosecutor to

describe him to the jury in e plece said to be hostile to blacks.
Those arguments fa11ed in a 5-4 ooc1s1on by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1986.
Although tr;Jreeing that the prosecutor's dercgatory remarks were unocceptable, the
majority ruled they were insufficent to consider the trial itself to have been tainted.
Darden had been referred to by the prosecutor es an "animal" who ought to be kept on a
leash, who should have spared the State the expense of a trial by having his h~ blown
off at the scene.
Though by 1988 Darden hoo little legal ground left to to stop his execution, his
ccse continued to reverberate in the press, especially after Amnesty International took
up his cause. Witnesses had come forward to claim they could support his innocence.
The cover6J8 was amplified after appeals for clemency were m~ on Darden's behalf by
individual public figures opposed to capital punishment, especially as the claim was
repeeted thet the condemned mt,y heve been e victim of recism 15 years eerlier.
To some who sought to stop Darden's execution, his being black and the victim
being white in a Southern community in 1973 was the only issue. Darden thus was a
classic representative sample for the studies discounted by the U.S. Supreme Court in
McCleskey v. Kemp. In human terms, Darden represented the years of effort on the part
of lawyers and legal researchers to prove that rtr;ism skewed the imposition of capital
punishment in the United States.
Statistics about rece and its relation to capital punishment abound in Florida.
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The Georgie-based Baldus statistics ebout the disparity in epplicetion of the death
penalty on rl:(;8-related bases, followed the Oross and Mauro stucty on death sentencing
patterns in Florida. Oross and Mauro ( 1984) revealed the importance of the rf(;e of the
victim in death penalty considerations in their law review article on "Patterns of Death:
An Analysis of Racial Disparities in Capital Sentencing end Homicide VictimiZ6tion" in
the Stenford Law Review.
Another stucty about the Sunshine State published more recently was based on data
collected for 829 persons. Eoch was sentenced to death from the time Florida put in
place revised procedures for the death penalty in 1972, until 1978. Racially
discriminatory foctors B'JBin were shown to be likely to color outcomes in individual

cases (Foley, 1987). Darden's unooubtedly was one of the cases reviewed. He first was
sentenced to death in 1974.
In sum, with en extensive amount of materiel,
About cepital punishment policies and proctices, in Florida,
During a time frame from Darden's last substantive appeal to the followup on his
execution,
As a legal matter with linguistic components, both because of professional

cons1oorat1ons and perjorat1ve use 1n h1s particular case,
At a time when there seems to be no respite from the issue itself,
In a plf(;e where letters to the ed1tor are presented, sources quoted, and ed1tor1a1
opinions offered to present press impatience with delays, because of the lengthy appeal
prooess,
Used by a man previously convicted of other crimes but who has been reported:
To be possibly innocent,
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Possibly o victim of roce discriminotion,
Whose life was resolved es a legal matter by the State,
Whose death is demanded by the murder victim's wioow, and a youth who was
wounded,
While others here and abroad adopt a stance in favor of clemency, and
When complete news coverage, legal opinion (covered as fact by the press) and
legal and lay commentary, interpretive reporting. and opinion about Willie Darden is
extensive and available ( emphasis acxjecj), the execution of Willie Jasper Darden
presented a classic cese to consider the pro/con issue of capital punishment in the
United States. Material about the case was sufficient to identify the kinds of news bias
described in the communication literature. The location and jurisdiction where Darden
resisted imposition of the death penalty had become familiar to me in the last three
yeers. So had knowledge of the available media.
Indexes of the New York Times and the Orlando, Florida, Sentinel listed the
coverage in those dailies of capital punishment and the execution of Willie Darden in the
relevant period. Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature provided additional sources, as
did the U.S. Supreme Court Digest and other legal guides used to relate the event to the
decision in McCleskey v. Kemp.
Willie Jasper Darden was executed, but only after he after he became a national
symbol in 1987-88 (see Du~r, 1988, in Life, the last annotation). He had given out
hundreds of interviews to media representatives during his years on ooath row,
especially as his days dwindled oown to a precious few. His name obviously continues to
echo here. His execution provided the basis for much of the material sampled for news
bias and presentation for a prototype of an annotated catalCXJ.

METHODOLOOY

To oovelop an annotated catal<XJ, based on an operational definition of news bias, to
exemplify c classification system of future use to reseorchers, pr~titioners, end
audiences, I hoo to ooterm1ne the extent of var1at1on 1n term1nol~ and methcoll~
being used to ooscribe and stucty, distortion in the reports in U.S. publications.
What terms and methcxis are currently in V<XJU8 in communication literature to
essess news bias? I began my seerch with the most recent avai18b le quarterly issues of

Commun1cat1on Abstrw;ts, Volume 11, March, 1988, and Volume 1o, December, 1987.
Eoch issue contains 8bstrocts of articles and books about hundroos of communication
topics in<i3xed by author and subject heooings.
The December

issue included c cumuletive subject h~ing index for 1987.

Unoor "News B1as," 23 8bstrocts were 11sted. Of those, 1oeventua1ly proved to be
useful as references for ioontification of one or more terms or methoos applicable to the
topic, after ~h citation was tr~ and the reference itself rem. The 1Oare cited in
the biblia.;iraphy at the end of this work ( Bohle, 1986; Dunwcafy & Shields, 1986;
Kenner 1y, 1986-87; L1chter, Rothman & L1chter, 1986; Lowry, 1986; Manhoff &
Schudson, 1986; Martindale, 1986; McDevitt, 1986; Olesky & Olasky, 1986; and
Stenhaas, 1986-87).
The other 13 listed in the December, 1987, issue of Communication Abstr~ts

were not helpful for the relevant purposes here, either because they primarily were:
studies of news bias in newspaper history; assessments of news bias in foreion
publications; essays without evident research basis; redundancies, or vnaities.
'48
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For other lm:!s, I looked et other Communication Abstreds hemings including
·Med1a Credibility," "Objectivity,· ·1angu~ use: ·Mass Communication Research,"
and ·Research Methoos." Those h~ings hfl1 been among those used to CESCribe one or
more of the 1Oarticles originally found under "News Bias, .. (e.g., Lowry also was listed
under the lest two). Those were less helpful. Often, they were redundent, or unreleted
to the subject. (They did yield works by Van Dj ik ( 1987) and Gaziano ( 1987)).
The more recent 1987 citations listed in the biblicgraphy here were gathered
from examination of the primary communication journals themselves for 1987-88,
including Journalism Quarterly. Critical Studies for Mass Communication. Journal of
Communication. Media Culture and Society, Newspaper Research Journal, and Nieman
Reports. Bear in mind that the investigation was intended to yield as many variations of
mscriptives and research approaches as might be in current use to assess news bias,
rather than to provide a methcd:>lcqy that bears repeating for verification of headings.
It 1s the f1nal proouct, the framework for a catalcg, that 1s 1ntenred for further
use. So as much oota was collected for subject heooings as possible. In that w~, as
many terms or methcxts as could be found would be available for future assessment of
news bias in reports.
To that end, the exploration took me to various sources, for example, to 11sts of
references, in articles published in Critical studies for Mass Communjcatjon. Journal
of Communication. and Newspaper Research Journal, or in bibliOJraphies of various

books also noted here. I dug deeper into Communicetion Abstracts, under "News Bias" in
~h of the first 1ofull volumes, starting 1n 1978. I also checked other heooings, and
euthors by then known to me to have written about the subject. As might be expected,
the yield diminished rapidly, primarily because of redundancy of terms and methcxls
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elreerly ioontified in the investigBtion through the more recent litereture.
I have no ooubt that f011t1onal terms and measures for "news b1as" could have been
obtained by a wioor search, but I am satisfied that enough items were located to justify
en annotated catalog on the subje:t. Once having identified the terms, I outlined them by
epplication of the Library of Congress subheMings system.
Since this work 1s 1ntenood as a framework, only the brcm categ:>r1es of subhEms
were illustrated with exemp les of news bias. Those were presented in keeping with
rules approved by the American Library Asscciation for annotation of legal publications.
Six subheooings were used to describe the peremeters of "news bies... The
t\Em1ngs selected w1th the L1brary of Congress subhEB11ng appr~h CESCr1bed by Taylor
( 1985) were origin, langut,Je, context, illustration, statistics, and mistake. That
half-oozen represented the greatest reduction obtainable without engendering confusion.
The three visions thet gBVe rise to concern ebout news bies yielded two of those
major subhea:1ings--langu~ and context. But there hoo been differences between and
among the visionaries about the most likely origins of bias, especially with regard to the
responsibilities of the reporters, end of their employers--the publishers and upper
level editors. Mooern researchers elso veried about where responsibility ley for
d1stort1on, and so that th1rd categ)ry of ..or1g1n" was created.
Langu~. of course, could be said to encompass photographs, graphs, etc..
However, several references mm3 clear that illustration and the effe:ts generated might
alter perceptions 8bout bias of the news reports themselves; photographs IIDlmpenying
seemingly unbiased texts also might create distortions. (See, e.g., Fedler, Counts, &
Hightower, 1982; and Lain, 1987.) Illustration became the fourth major subheooing.
Statistics came to be regarded separately, after I read about their imp~t on
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consideretion by the U.S. Supreme Court in the 1egel 1iter8ture written in preperetion

for. and 1n response to, McCleskey v. Kemp. Both the major1ty and m1nor1ty op1n1ons
gave separate but eQual consiooration to the numbers presented to show disproportionate
imposition of the death penalty on men charged with killing whites, as the justices did to
the words of the unoorlying legal arguments. Furthermore, 8t least with regard to
capital punishment, media used numbers to reflect preool1ct1ons, as though statistics
alone would somehow remove taint of bias. Statistics h&1 to be viewed indepenoontly.
Finally, misteke also was treated wholely apart from other aspects of bias, not
only by researchers (see, e.g. , Kocher , 1981 ; Kocher & Shaw, 1981 ), but by media
that make the effort to publicize corrections of ioontified errors (Whitney, 1986 ).
Once the basic outline of subject heooings could be formed, annotation required
exemplification. For simplicity and coherence, for the framework, the annotations were
selected from reports end commentery primerily prepered in 1987-88, before ond

after the execution of W1111e Jasper Dar<En, 1n Florida on March 15, 1988.
A handful of prior reports and other materials were used to pl~ that execution

in the context of the larger issues swirling about pros and cons of capital punishment in
the mid-80's, efter public opinion shifted in fevor of the deoth penalty to ebout 70 per
cent of the U.S. population es of 1986.
for a year after the McCleskey oocision, news reports about capital punishment
were studied to cull examples for the annotations. The primary sources were the New
York Times. 80d the daily Orlenoo Sentinel. the newspaper with the greatest circulation

covering the community where the execution was likely to was 11kely to have the
greatest local interest--Lakelandm Florida, and environs, the scene of the muroor for
which Darden was being executed.
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Throughout the selectedl 987-88 perioo, I scannoo at least one edition of ~h
dB11y. In that periocl, I also examined the Orlanoo l1!n§ weekly directed to a blti:k

audience, to ootermine whether capital punishment was viewed differently in
presentation to that population.
I also relied on R~'s Guide to Perioojcal Literature, to inform me what U.S.
news pub11cat1ons were reporting about cap1tal punishment. I r~ those 8CCOUnts 1n

Newsweek, ~ and u,s, News and World Report, Eti:h reported the McCJesky v, Kemp
ci3c1s1on at the time it was announced.
To understend why the McCleskey decision received extensive news coverege when
the U.S. Supreme Court ru11ng was announced, not only 1n the T1mes but in the Sentinel
and the national news mt,JaZines as well, I found it necessary to follow roots to news

reports cbne in 1986, at the time lawyers appeared for oral argument in that case.
The McCleskey ruling wcs ~knowleoJSd in news reports cs opening e new era in
the history of capital punishment 1n the United States. In 1971, the U.S. Supreme Q>urt
declared Georgia's ooath penalty laws to be "freakish· and rt£ially suspect. At the that
time, such laws constituted cruel and unusual punishment, because they allowed that
state end others with similer statutes to heve the penalty imposed with little prooedurel
assurance of fairness.
So Georgia, Florida, and other states redrafted those laws. By 1976, a majority of

the U.S. Supreme Court found the new provisions constitutional if they assured certain
safeguerds. Yet the r~iel cspect eppeered to linger. In the next 1Oyeers, opponents of

capital punishment gathered a wealth of statistical evioonce to show that the application
of capital punishment remained concentrated in the South, and continued to be rt£ia11y

suspect. The case of Willie Jasper Darden was seen as a prime example. He Im received
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international media attention for years ( See, e.g., AP, "Daroon eluoos electric chair for
4th t1me," Orlanoo Sentinel, Sept. 8, 1986, p. B-3). Daroon h~ given interviews to
more than 200 reporters wor ldwioo by 1986.
And the furor did not die out, because of the McCleskey decision. On the contrary,
news c:overege of the Daroon cese became so intense as Daroon sought a seventh stay of a
ooath warrant in 1988, that I expanood the number of dailies I examined for reports
about the execution itself.
For the perioo from Sunday, March 13, 1988, through Wednesday, March 16,
1988, I r~Hhe Tallehessee Democrat, the Jacksonville Times-Union, the Geinesville
Sun, the Tampa Tribune, the St. Petersburg Times, the Daytona B~h Journal, FLORIDA
TODAY from Melbourne, the Miami~, and the Lakeland~ in eoiition to the
Sentinel and the New York Times.
Among the national publications, in 601ition to the three major news magezines,
reviewed in the days before and after the execution, and Life: were the Chie6J) Tribune,
parent company of the Sentjnel, UM Tooav, Christian Science Monitor, the Washington
Post, the Daily World, Amnesty Act ion and the ABA Journa1. I wanted to ascertain how
bies might result and compare in news presentation for audiences further removed from
the event itself.
Eech network station and an inoopenoont in the Central Florida region also covered
the eve of the execution extensively enough to glean material about news bias. About half
of the ABC-TV national news program, Night line, on that occasion was devoted to
1nterv1ews with and discussions about the inmate W1111e Jasper Darden, and other
persons familiar with varying perspectives involved in the crime, the legal
proceedings, and/or the impending execution.
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It must be noted thet the methcd>le>gy' was not intended to reveal whether eny
publ1cat1on or other medium's particular ~unt of events was more or less prone to be
biased in one or more WfJYS. The number of examples chosen from one medium or
another to illustrate the subheooings of news bias was not, and is not, meant to reflect on
eny publicetion or news report. The premise of the cetelog would feil only if there were
1nsuff1cient news reports about a topic or event to generate material for a sufficient
number and variety of annotations.
With the described materials in hand, a methoo was selected to develop a
fremework fore prototype of an ennotated catelog. This work would demonstrete how
reoo11y that methoo, now un1que to law, could be ooapted for the study of at least some
topics in controver5Y in the stucfy of mass communication, including bias in news
reports.

RESULTS

More than 500 terms were itemized for an outline about news bias (see Appendix
B, HEADINGS). With them, researchers stuefy'ing texts of news reports now can fcn,s
more clearly than ever before on specific espects of the topic.

For instance, a stucty m1ght be oone on news b1as in reports affected by natural and
artificial barriers that interfere with subjective inter~tion. Comparison could be
m~ of that inter~tion between media and the audience, or between media end sources
of information (APPENDIX B, HEADINGS, p. 99).

Other exemples abound. By using the hES1ings guioo, researchers could explore
39 w~ in which news reports could be said to promote r~ism, (APPENDIX B,
pp. 94-95) or connections of r~ism and sexism evident in 180gU8JB and context.

But such e lengthy list obviously required paring, so that the mmotations

themselves did not become confused or tr1v1a11zed. Abas1c 11st of 114 was developed.
The other items remained visible in the outline but became subsumed unoor those 114
heooings. In a full catalOJ, es many of these would be reflected es possible by examples
selected from the news reports.

Heoo1ngs for annotations in legal publications also rely on items listed by Arab1c
numerals. The half-oozen brcm categJries are ioontified by Roman numerals in that
legal literature. So here, the brooo categ:wy of "statistics," the fifth of the major
sub~ings, is listed 8S -V. Statistics." Among the 114, the six items under that major

hming of -V. Statistics.. are listed, consecutively: .. 100. Inclusion of irrelevancy;""
"101. Flawed data;" "102. Sampling error;" "103. Incorrect assumption;"
.. 104. In text;" and "105. In illustration" (APPENDIX B, p. 103).
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Both in the legel publicetions 8l'ld here, however, the intention is to follow e
standard outline form overall. The "outlining" methoo 1s ~1bed es follows:
As you continue to rem, rerem, and think about the iooas and information
you have oocici,ci to use, you will begin to see connnections between

verious items, end certain patterns of orgeniZ8tion will sugJBSt
themselves. Bring related material t013ther unoor general heooings, end
arrange these sections so one lOJically flows into another, then order the
subjects under ~h hEBiing so they lOJically flow from one into the other.
A lOJicel development mtt( move from the general to the specific....

Oibaldi & Achtert ( 1984), p. 23.
When that was oone here, unoor "V. Statistics,· such lOJical flow dictated that the
form of bias statistics might take--in text or illustration--should be separated from
the Wf!t/S in which distortions might be conveyed by such numbers. The various kinds of

b1es by statistics thus were d1fferent1ated as "A. aenera11ssues, .. from "B. M1sleoo1ng

use" ( p. 104). Similar formations were constructed unoor eoch of the other five major
subheooings- - ·1. Origin"; ·11. LenguewJB"; ·111. Context"; ·1v. Illustration"; and "VI.
Mistake" ( See APPENDIX B., HEADINGS, p. 86). The same kind of b8Sic outline form
was 8i>pted here, as 1s used 1n construction of annotations 1n legal literature.
How were annotations reveloped and pltmf unoor one or major subhefKiings?

Let's take a news report found about the execution of Willie Jasper Oaroon in Amnesty in
Action, 8 journal published six times a year by Amnesty International, ( ..Al") en
organization opposed to capital punishment (APPENDIX D, pp. 207-208). The oorived
notation was believed suitable to illustrate four of the six major subh~ings--origin,
language, context and illustration.
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The Al erticle ostensibly wcs 8bout the execution of Willie Jmper 08f'den, but its

meaning was to convey oppos1t1on to cap1tal pun1shment. The organtzation tm a mess8Je
to communicate, as well as information about the event, and m~ little effort to

separate the two. Distortion quickly became evident, in the CONTEXT of the overall role
Al took in opposition to cepitel punishment end the C8mpaign it leunched in other media
to bl~k the execution of Daroon.
The LANGUAGE of the text of the article itself created a false balance between Gov.
Bob Martinez of Florida, presented as a villain, and the"~ guy· opponents of capital

punishment; in this cese, the publishers of the informetion essumed a bond with its

8Ud1ence. Langu~ was selected ~dingly, to disfavor Governor Martinez, who was
QUOted, ~rately but misleooingly, in support of state killinQ ·as a cornerstone of
Bm\rer~.·
On c positive note, the Al report clso would be cnnotcted under ·1LLUSTRATION",

because the v1suals contrl:Ki1cted expectancies created by the ~neral media, of
"celebrities" flaunting their staroom in support of a "sexy" issue. The photOJraphs
stressed the seriousness of purpose of ~tress Mar~t Ki~r end pollster Patrick
Cm:iell, end called attention to the f~t that the Al National Director of the Cempaign to

Abolish the Death Penalty 1s a person of color.
Note that however that all Al h~ to oo to further its inten~ bias ~inst
Governor Martinez and his ~tions toward Darden was to use a caricature of the public

official without alteration of a line of text. The resulting effect probably would have
been different. For a full catelOJ, ·111ustrat1on· simply would be too crude to leave

unrefined without a connection to more specific description. Hence, it would become
necessary to annotate illustrations with potential for bias by specific form .
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The greetest need for specificity, to link subceteg:>ries to a brCB1 generality

occurred 1n the process of 1dent1fy1ng the poss1ble ORIGIN of news bias. For 1nstance,
Amnesty lnternational's role in generating bias after Darden's execution is important in
understanding the texts, not only of its own publication, but those in which it has been
quoted elsewhere.
Reoo11y 1dent1f1ed as the or1g1n of b1as 1n 1ts own pub11cat1on, Al m1ght have tm

greater im~t by its stimulationa of news reports by others concerning Darden and
capital punishment. As noted, scholars concerned about context oo take into ~nt the
views of those public and private interests most likely to be served by media in the

processing of 1nformat1on.
Those sources may be less concerned about bias than the media personnel
themselves, and thus more likely to distribute information that may mislead audiences
uneware of its origins. As indicated by the information generated by Amnesty

lnternat1ona1, 1t would seem that the 1n1t1ator of 1nformat1on flow can create, or
minimize bias, in news reports.
Knowl80J8 of the ioontities of potential creators of bias in news reports, could
influence audience ~ptance or rejection of information. As previously discussed, the

aud1ence 1tself carries its own b1ases based on exper1ences, attitudes, end beliefs, in the
process of absorbing the information. Would its own views be altered if it could
unoorstand how bias was created?
Specific knowleckJe of a likely source of bies thus should help to link a brOEKt

categ:,ry 11ke '"or1g1n"' w1th the various lc1nds of distortion ~nerated by context,
lanou~. illustration, statistics, or mistake, and thus enable researchers to make
worthwhile connections in their studies to ascertain end perhaps minimize bias.
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Hence, the substructure for "origin" bec8me most specifically CEfined in the process of

creating the skeleton for use 1n a full cetal()J.
For the six cat~ries to be more ~nerally illustrated here, 166 annotations
were cu 1t ivated. Several consisted of one brief sentence 88:h, for example, about the

use of a sampling of 17 mug shots in one news m~ine to represent the nearly 2,000
1nmates on what thus appeared to be a very integrated 038th raw free of rt(:ism in the
U.S.. Other examples required p~ of explanation. They often encompassed more than
one of the six primary subcat8f1)ries. Alt of the annotations are in the Appendix.

Es~ielly beceuse consideretion hes been given to rontext, both es to text es e

whole end to the environment 1n which the news reports have been <j]yeloped, many
annotations consisted of examples applicable to more than one of the six cate,Jlries.
Context was found to be relevant in 102 instences to en understanding of bias. How?
Consioor news reports ebout e heering in Orlenoo, Florim, in Februery, 1988. The

hearing was granted to a prisoner CEnied an opportunity to present mitigating eviCEnce
when he first was sentenced to ooeth.
The inmate, James Ernest Hitchcock , was mf03 known to Central Florida
rmErship in the context of ~th sentence hearings, when his case wes argued to the

U.S. supreme Court 1n (ktober, 1986. The court cons103rat1on was on the front P* of
the Orlanoo Sentjnel for two days. It was coupled with ~unts about the case of Warren
McCleskey. Those presentations appeared to be romparatively unbiased though they
reflected epprehension 8bout the effect of a possible finding of r~ism in the

8:jm1n1strat1on of the 038th penalty.
Although Hitchcock is white, M~leskey, blt(:k, they sought to set asiCE the ooath
penalty, ba::ause statistics showed that people con~mned for the mur~r of whites were
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fer more likely to f~ capital punishment then were those whose all~ victims were

of other r~ or colors. The murCEr victim in eoch case was white. M~leskey and
Hitchcock lost that argument, but on Apri 123, 198 7, Hitchcock was granted an
opportunity for a new hearing. The U.S. Supreme Court unanimously frJT'eed that the
trial juaJe hoo erred by CEnying Hitchcock an opportunity to present chartcter
w1tnesses and other ev1CEnce to avoid a ooath sentence. In February, 1988, Hitchcock
~this hearing and was sentenced to ooath egain, after a jury recommenood that penalty
in a close 7-5 decision. The narrow vote was not amplified in the news reports.
For cher~ter references, Hitchcock h~ en obvious problem. He first wes

sentenced 1Oyears ear11er. By 1987-88, people who knew h1m best end who were
most likely to testify about his chartcter were other ooath rrJN inmates. Their
eppeerance generated distortion. One Sentinel news report did contain a fm:tual

~ription of the event being reported:
Twelve jurors are CEC1d1ng th1s week whether H1tchcock should~ to the
electric chair. In 1977, a jury recici3d he should be executed. But the
U.S. Supreme Court orCEred a new sentencing hearing in April because
eviCEnce about his char~ter end poor bockground was omitted during his
1977 trial.

Out of context, little fault could be found with that fifth part,Jraph of a news
report on p~ A-1, February

19, 1988.

But the full text of itself appeared unoor a

t'mjline, ·Hitchcock lope tells of girl's repe, killingN ecross the full front pege.
Beneath were a two-column subheoo and a 6 column-wioo photo. For the photo taken by
a Sentjne] photOJrapher in court of surviving members of the famfly of the victim, a
caption reoo: "Husband Ray consoles Pinkley, Cynthia DrigJers' sister ....

N
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The two-column heoo reoo: "8 killers expected to testify et ·he6ring t.ooey ... The
lm:1 was short and to a point: "James Ernest Hitchcock ooscr1bed how he raped and
stranoled 13-year-old Cynthia Ann DriW3rs." Only after two par~raphs of graphic
~ription, did r1BErs learn: "Hitchcock sat stoically es an 11-year -old tape replayed
the tr~ in the crowded courtroom."
lnsioo, on the editorial p~, Sentinel r~rs found a half-p~ cartoon of an
unshaven, balding man in striped uniform: "Sure, I'd make a~ char~ter witness
because I'm close to Goo... Talking to the jUOJ3 peering oown, his attorney says "Very
close, your honor. His execution is set for next week." The cortoon m~ sense in the
context of e Sentinel news report that eppeared two days before the ~nt of the taped
confession. The earlier ~unt was ~lined: "8 killers arriving for court
t.ooey--Deputies searching courthouse visitors."
On Februery 19, 1988, when the testimony wes ebout to begin, e news report

appeared elsewhere in the newspaper unoor a half-p~ heoo, "Ju~ reject 2 math
rrJW inmates' appeals.· The news report oopicted the Florida Supreme Court es being
unmoved by pleas on behalf of either a conoomned man whose case rEK:eived national
ettention "for the 1974 muroor of e Fort Leuoord6le police officer" or for another
"convicted in the 1984 slaying of w11d11fe officer PegJy Park, who was shot w1th her
own han(iJun .... "
That state court h~ ~ted differently from the U.S. Supreme Court, in its CKision
to return Hitchcock to Orlenoo fore heering that the Sentinel reports regerded es e

waste of t1me and $25,000 of public tax oollars. In ~neral, by the time lest words were
oolivered about the event of Hitchcock's resentencing hearing, Sentinel reaErs should
have hej little ooubt where that newspaper and its staff stcn1 about the value of a
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hearing on mitigating evioonce for Hitchcock. The newspaper's Insight editor Wendy
Spirduso, a member of the editorial board, gave her views in a ·My Word" column on
February 26, 1988, unoor a heool i ne: ·Ki 1ler (J)t 2nd chance, Cynthia Ann Dri~rs
Didn't... .. which concluood: "Maybe this ooath sentence for Hitchcock for once will put the
emphasis where it belongs--on the victim."
Regular reoo3rs of the New York Times knew that nat1onal newspaper prov103d a
different emphasis in news reports about capital punishment in 1987-88. The Ii!n§
news reports more often were about 038th row inmates possibly innocent of the crimes
for which they were convicted, end the oofense lewyers who worked on behalf of those
f~1ng execut1on. Rarely were they about v1ctims. The T1mes did not rover the
Hitchcock hearing, but in the same 1988 month, e novelist's news report was featured
prominently in the Sunday mfJJBZine: David 0. Stout, ihe Lawyers of Death Row,· New
York Surd3y Times M~ine, Februery 14, 1988, p. 46 et seq.
In the context of that report, news bias appeared everywhere, 1n langutr)?,
illustration, statistics, and selection of sources: ·A 1986 Gallup Poll found that 70
percent of those surveyed favored capital punishment for murCEr cases. Sixty-one
percent polled believed that executing killers cen CEter others. Seven percent h~ no
opinion and 32 percent said executions oo not CEter."
How did the writer and the~ show ~ies? ·prof. Michael Rta?let, a sociolOJist

end criminol(XJist at the University of Florida who is wiooly reccgnized as an authority
on cepitel punishment, believes the 32 percent ere r;ght. 'There ere no cr;m;nol(XJists
that I know of who argue that the ooath penalty has a ooterrent effect over and above life
in prison,' he said in a recent interview .... Despite the public support for capital
punishment--or perhaps because of it--the issue is divisive and ooeply emotional."'
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The previous month, R~let hoo written a commentary for the Sentinel that m~
clear he was as much an opponent of cap1tal punishment as he was an expert on the
subject. R~let later was cited favorably as an opponent of the CEath penalty by
Amnesty International, and he spent eight hours with Willie Jasper Darden at the
inmate's request, just before the execution.
Without ment1on of Rai3let in that context, as an opponent of capital punishment,
the impression remained that he was an objective expert. The~ in that Sunday
magazine section separat~ him from unnam~ opponents of capital punishment and/or
possible rm:ism in the imposition of the ~th penelty: ·oerden's supporters~ there is
rea1ooubt about h1s guilt; they c1te affiCEV1ts from two people who S8'/ the defendant
could not have been at the scene of the murder ... "They" did not appear to include
R~let. It was unclear who "they" were.
The news report went on to stete: ·There is little or no ooubt Dbout the guilt of
most CEath-row inmates; even their lawyers ~knowleciJe that. But many of these
lawyers believe that killing murderers is wrong, CESpite what the Supreme Court says,
MSpite what the public believes. In that belief, most death-row lawyers work long
hours for low ptty.. .... Not only did lenguage end context~ tOJether. Accompenying the
text of the m~1ne article, photo;Jraphs were used to ~nerate sympathy for lawyers
and inmates. Thus it became evident that coniext also could demand certain kinds of
appropriate illustration, although there were occasions when the meaning of art work
stocxl elone- -to skew e point. Four teen such instences were found.
Perhaps the most incisive mustrat1ve oovice found was the mug shot, often used to

oo little more than reveal an individual's r~, otherwise unidentified. An examination
of language alone hardly ooes justice to connotations when such photOJraphs are used.
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The significance of photos, statistics, colorful langu~, etc., would have to be
teased out in the annotations ooveloped unoor the 114 points in the full catal()'J. How

subtle might such distinctions become? To me, the most effective single im~ in the
material studied was a half-p~ drawing in the Sunday Times on May 10, 1987. The
art served to illustrate, graphically, the newspaper's position about capital punishment.
The drawing t1:COmpanied a novelist's ~unt, on an editorial-opinion p~. The text by
itself however wes filled with es much ft,:ticity es might be found in any news report.
Without the drawing and the pl~ment on theed-op page, the fa::ts presented
would h8ve been hard to distinguish from those in eny news interview withe men who
spent 1o years on ooath row fore cr1me he d1d not comm1t. The gray 111ustret1on m~
clear why the t1:COunt wes being presented. Ablt,:k man in oversized clothes, is curled
on the floor, his left hand over his eyes to avoid looking at the central image of en
electric cheir pl~ in darkness, tfflay from e light et the end of e tunnel. The drawing
appeared unoor a simple heooline, "Death Row ...
The visual im~ without caption surely mt!E a position statement. The idea
conveyed certainly was different from that in the photo of Florida's "Old Sparky, .. as a
Newsweek ception described e typical electric chair.
Statistics also were used to make points, pr1mar11y in context. Asmall chart of
"Florida executions" t1:COmpanied the Sentjnel's first news report about the Supreme
Court oocision in McCleskey v. Kemp: "Ruling a oofeat to CEath penalty foes--High court
upholds execution despite show of r~iel bi6S," pp. A-1, et seq. et p. A-6, April 23,
1987. The chart showed that at the time 1owhites and 6 blocks were executed in
Florida since 1979. They ha:1 been conoomned for the murrer of 1Owhite males; 2
white females; 9 blECk males, 1 blECk female; and 2 white male children, a numerical
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statement about r~iel integration fer different from the M~leskey stets.
The New York Times also "charted," w1th numbers, "Excerpts From Q>urt
Opinions in Decision on Death Penalty," in McCleskey v. Kemp, on that April 23, 1987,
p. 12. "R~ of Inmates" in the "Distribution of 1,874 by State" showed that 41.51

percent were block, 50.41 white; Hispanic (5.91), Americen Indian ( 1.31), Asian

(0.51) or unknown (0.51).

The chart further revealed that of the 1,874 ooath row inmates, 259 were in
Florioo, the highest number in any state. Texas plem1 SEmld, with 242. But did those
stctistics meen different things to different people, enough to w8rrent suspicion thet
their use itself may evi<Ence bias? The interviewed sources themselves s~ted
disparate connotations.
This examinetion of the news reports end legal opinions disclosed that members of

the U.S. Supreme Court in McCleskey v. Kemp differed redicelly ebout the meening of
the statistics. The difference in th1s case literally retermined life and ooath. The
dissenters chose numbers from the David Baldus stucty which they said ·are only the
most conservative indication of the risk that ra will influence the ooath sentences of
oofendents in Georgie. Date unadjusted for the mitiget;ng or ~revating effect of other
f~tors show an even more pronounced disparity by r~." The quote was featured in the
aforementioned~ ·excerpts.· Disregard of those numbers therefore could be said

to constitute bias ~inst inmates f~ing tE6th sentences.
But, 8S also noted in the excerpts, the majority seid: "In light of the safeguerds
~1gned to m1n1m1ze r~1a1 b1as 1n the process, the fundamental value of Jury tr1a11n
our criminal justice system, and the benefits that discretion provires to criminal
defendants, we hold that the Baldus st00y1 ooes not demonstrate a constitutionally
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significant risk of rocial bies affecting the Georgia capital-sentencing process... The
stat1st1cs thus s1gnified noth1ng of relevance to the major1ty.
Regardless of what might be construed by some as nothing more than mere
differences of opinion about the statistics in McCleskey v. Kemp. numbers were seen as
distorting presentation in 16 instances in news reports about capital punishment, ee.:h
time in combination with f~tors classified under one of the other primary cate(})ries of
news bias. The statistics served in most instances to reinforce other kinds of bias.
Mistake also seemed to be most evident in context, although on three of the nine
occasions in which one wes identified, an error did appear by itself. Perhaps the most
persistent error was mooe in the New York Times. On Sunday, March 13, 1988, a
front-pEge news report was headlined: "Longest on Death Row, He ( Darden) Seeks 7th
Reprieve." In feet, another inmate was on death row longer than Darden at the time.
Florida newspapers did not make that mistake. Inmate Howard Dougles wes
identified as having been on death row longFJr, and the Associated Press at one point
presented the history of the Douglas case. However, no version revealed why Douglas, in
the same state as Darden, hoo received little attention. But in the Times, that mistake,
attoching unwarranted significance to at least one espect of the case claiming
international attention, was repeated on two subsequent occasions. This "Guinness Book
of Records" aspect may have altered audience impressions.
Such identifiable error of feet, however, was a rarity. Forms of language bias,
however, ere more common, es wes expected. They were found in 77 instances, on 21
occasions without regard to context, or link to any of the other primary categ:>ries.
Perhaps the most egregious example of langua,J bias appeared in the Sentinel in a
brief item presented in a full-page roundup of "other news to note" from the U.S., and
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from the world. Though the report wes published on April 1, 1988, there is no
1nd1cat1on that 1t was offered as an Apr11 Fool's joke. The date11ne was Seattle, Wash.,
but the local interest was reflected in the report's connection to Ted Bunct{. Buncty,,
white, a former law stuoont, is a Florida ooath row inmate conoomn8:i for mass muroors
of young white women. He hes symbolized, in Or16noo Sentinel presentations, end
elsewhere 1n the statements of a feooral ju()Je, the kind of 1nmate who escapes ooath for
years, because of leoel technicalities. His ouilt, of course, is not ooubted.
In the brief report in question, the distortions of 1 ~ seem to encompass
mony of the kinds of bies creeled by ~ectives, ~erbs, outright opinion, inferentiel
and jUQJmental sentences, clause structure, inappropriate source attribution, end
labeling feared by various commentators. This was the report, in full:
OH FOR THE TOUCH. As Eleanor Rose looted on and cried,
e pink cesket conteining her deughter's fevorite dress, e silk rose, e

crucifix, letters and photOJraphs, was interred at a hillsioo cemetery.
That's as close as Rose could ~t to the realization of a longtime wish that
her 18-year-old daughter , Denise Naslund, be buriej. Fragments of the
girl's bones were found in the~ foothills in 1974. Police kept
them as part of their 1nvest1gation of Ted Bunt?{ but lost them years~The Rev. Desmond McMahon Quoted Alfred Tennyson at a 20-minute
graveside service: 'Oh for the touch of a vanished hand and the sound of a
voice th6t is still .. .' Police celled Bundy, 41 , who is on Floride's death
raw , the pr1me suspect in Naslund's ooath, but he was never char~:1.
( Bob Kelly, compiler, "other News to Note,· Orlanoo Sentinel, April 1,
1988, p. A-16.)
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The results of the search showed that the Times also publ ished langu~ that could
be construoo as biased in news reports, especially to make points in support of its
editorial positions, usually in opposition in some form to capital punishment. One
by- lined news report on the front

p~ in August, 1987, relied on statistics and

illustration to make such acase ~inst the 1Eath penalty. But langu~ was the primary
1nstrument used, start1ng 1n the 1Em:
In the 1950's, Louisiana's oak electric chair and the ~nerator that
powered it traveled from parish to parish in a grim r<Bishow that
ellowed punishment to be meted out where the crime wes committed.
Executions are less consp1cuous now in the dull green CEath chamber
at the isolated Louisiana State Prison ... at the end of a two-lane r0tl1 near
the Mississippi

boroor .... The pa::e (of executions) is an aberration,

officials St!Jy. But criminal justice experts Sl!l'( it is pert of whet seems
likely to be an inexorable national increase 1n executions as legal
barriers fall and 1Eath sentences increase. The issue by its nature
remains fraught with controversy, and it raises some troubling
questions, particularly about the legal representation evailable to
indigent inmates for lengthy appeals.... ( Peter Appelbome, Nlousiana Lm
U.S. in a Surge of Executions," New York ~Auo. 6, 1987, p. 1.)
As noted , langu~ distortions often appeared in the company of one or more

exemples of bies reflective of other cete(})ries. Also most often , lenguege bies wes found
in context Rarely, however, did langu~ bias reveal a source of origin of news bias,
other than in the tolerance of reporter or publication shown toward its use.
In capital cases, such ED:eptance was evioont by use, in most Florida publications,
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of the 18bel, "killer" es epplied to eny inmate on ~th rrM. That ~ription applied in
heooline as well as in text to anyone on ooath row, although &:eounts in the Orlanoo
Sentinel as well as the~ during 1987-88 reported the release of innocent men who
wrongly were con<Emned to die. The "killer" label removes that possibility of
innocence. Generalized historical accounts of the issue reflected agreement that some
innocents hoo been executed. Yet when one of the eight "killers" who testified on behalf
of Hitchcock (Enied guilt, "( t)hat remark prompted sneers in the courtroom," the

Sentinel reporter stated.
Although rere, lengutrJe bias cx:cesionclly did seem to reveel the hand of e source
external to the media in the ~neration of the news report. The Amnesty International
perspoctive often entered into the publicity it fostered in an international campaiQn to
halt the exEnJtion of Willie Jasper DerlEn. And in its own publication, it did not

hesitate to brood the Flori<i, ~nor es the villein in the execution of Derden. Neither
Amnesty nor other publ1cat1ons shrank from cr~1t1ng the worlctwioo attention given to
that case, to the the work of the oraenization, regardless of the group's obvious bias,
although one news report in the St. Petersburg Times did try to trivialize its imp~t by
not;ng the similarit;es in letters sent to the ~ernor for clemency for Daroon.
Elsewhere, the ~ernor and Amnesty were p1tted ~inst one another:
Amnesty International officials~ (m. Bob Martinez on Thursday
of trying to rush the execution of convicted killer Willie Jasper DarlEO,
who is unoor his seventh deeth werrent....'I think wh8t the ~ernor is

1ook1ng for 1s some k1nd of r1tua11st1c ~r1f1ce that he can g3 through to
prove he's tough on crime,' said M~leno Rose-Avila, national director
of Amnesty lnternational's campaign to abolish the cmth penalty. (AP,
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"Group S6YS Martinez rushing Daroon ~th,NSentinel, March 11,
1988, p. D-3.)
· The IJ)Vernor himself mtn3 reference to the execution later in a speech to
publicize his state pr()'Jram for victims' rights. "Martinez said he sam will propose
legislation to oofine career criminals. Willie Daroon ... is an example of a career
cr1m1na1, Mart1nez said. 'Let there be no ooubt that I intend to see Florida's capital
punishment law carried out,· Martinez said" (AP, "Crime victims get my vote, Martinez
says," Or lanoo Senti ne 1, March 18, 1988, p. B-1).

Other sources who wanted end ~t news reports ebout their views on cepitel
pun1shment re~ from Chief Justice W11liam H. Rehnquist, whom~ two speeches,
six months apart, to complain about the lengthy appeal process oolaying executions and
burooning the U.S. Supreme Court, to presioontial candidate Jesse JEdson. Other
NcelebritiesN elso were QUOted.
Enlisted by Amnesty lnternat1onal, Andrei Sakharov wrote to Governor Martinez
on behalf of Darren. He was rebuffed. ~er nor Martinez Nlectur( ed) the former
prisoner of conscience on the Governor's views of oomocrs.,y and on his support of state
killing es a 'cornerstone of civilized so.:iety"' ( "Darden Executed," Amnesty in Action,
March/April, 1988, p. 4.)
One person reported to have opposed Darcim's execution was Pope John Paul 11.
While daily newspapers r~ily reported the opposition to the ooeth penalty for Dar03n
by Sekhorov, m:tress Mer~t Ki~, ond the Rev. Jesse Jedcson, they

left uncleer when

and where the Pope opposed Darren's execution. However, enough mention was m~ of

his appeal, either to indicate that it h~ been m~. or that it was a classic example of
distortion for a purpose. Amnesty International in its publication stated catecJ)rically
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thet the Pope~ m~ the eppeel. Yet meny newspepers simply omitted him from the
11st of celebr1t1es 1n favor of clemency for Daroon.
To point up the significance of that omission, the New York~ published a
lengthy news report and editorially enoorsed an earlier appeal by the Pope for a U.S.
juvenile focing the ooath penalty (Roberto Suro, "Pope Appeals to Indiana Not to Execute
a Young Female Muroorer, .. New York~ Sept. 27, 1987, and Editorial, "When
Children Commit Muroor," New York~ Ckt. 2, 1987). By such omissions and
commissions, the influence of the gatekeepers on news reports also could be discerned in
distortions identified during this seerch of the news reports, specificelly when the seme
AP news reports were r~Hcally altered in langutyJB end context
For instance, using an AP news report after the execution of Willie Jasper
Dsrcmn, the ChiC8J> Tribune omittoo reference to the Pope, but otherwise appeared to
present the fD:XXmt with less evioonce of distortion then eppeered in AP version
published by the Washington Post on the ooy after the ooath. The worldwioo attention was
ooscribed in the Chie6'Jl Trjbune, but the £Qfil summed up that international aspect in
one parfrJraph: ..Gov. Bob Martinez was not swayed by the international attention Darden
attrocted, from ooath penalty opponents end people who believed his conviction was
rocie lly ta1 nted. Daroon was block; Turman was white."
The~ emphasized the ~ernor's views: "I think justice was served
tooay ....This was not somEme out of a choir. He was a career criminal. This was a man
who~ e cereer of violent crimes." The only mention of the ~ernor in the Tribune

version was as Daroon·s .. last hope" in the form of "a reprieve from Gov. Bob Martinez,
who signed Daroon·s seventh ooath warrant lest week." Compare AP. "'Florida Executes
Killer, Ending 14-Year Battle," Washington Post, March 16, 1988, p. A-9; with
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AP, .. Murderer executed in Floride--14 years on ooath rrtN end with a claim of
innocence," ChictqJ Tribune, March

16,

1988, p. 4.

Florida newspapers during the week before Darden's ooath hoo their own
differences about which sources to heed, which to ignore. In the Tampa Tribune. in a
two-part by- line ~unt, the newspaper used unnamed police sources and 15-yeer-old

records to implicate Darden in five murders about the time of the crime for which he
was convicted. However, close reeK!ing of the texts themselves reveal little fa:tual basis
for the sur ··ounding suppositions. The Miami Herald, however, was sufficiently
setisfied with those news reports about Dar(EO's likely implicetion in the other crimes,

that 1t cred1ted the Tempe newspaper es a source 1n a br1ef vers1on of the same events,
as its only news report of the week about the conCEmned man prior to his execution.
In the New York Times on March 10, 1988, stress was on the Amnesty
lnternetionel version of events, especially the lea of e feir trial. Under e subhm:1
"Trial Transcript Celled 'Bizarre,'

·c S)aid another of ( Darden's) lawyers, Robert

Perker .. .'His trial transcript is the most bizarre thing I've ever r~. with the
prosecuting attorney calling him an animal end other inflammatory names.. .'
"Justice Herry Bla:kmun, who along with Justices William J. Brennan Jr. end

Thur~ Marshall dissented, said he was not persu~ that Mr. Darden received a fair
trial" (Jon Nordheiemer, "Florida Is called Hasty in Setting an Execution," New York
Times, March 10, 1988, p. 13).
The source quoted often ~t to determine wh8t o news report wes ebout, es~ been

enticipated when this search began for annotation material in light of the research about
news bias. As noted, even attempts at balance, between, e.g., Quotes from 8Jv. Bob
Martinez and from Amnesty International, generally revealed who originated, or was in
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control of the statements being mfO! about cepitel punishment or the execution of Willie
Jasper Daroon. Alto;,ether, 1t was believed possible to ioontify one or more sources as
the oriQin for apparent distortions of various kinds in 45 of the 166 annotations.
It would appear that the methcrl)lcxit used was sufficient to illustrate the major
cete(}Jries of news bies operating separately end t(1Jether to distort news reports, end to
form a coherent outli ne of the various terms and measures of news bias for further use
by

researchers and prEr;titioners.
There are enough examples to support the framework of subhtms ~eloped here,

fore full cetelOJ ebout news bies, even though the seerch wes limited to news reports
pr1mar1ly from two dai11es 1n one year about the 1ssue of capital punishment, 811d from
those publications 8fld other journals and sources in the weeks immediately before and
8fter a selected exEnition.

DISCUSSION

In the development of this framework, two conclusions emerged beyond the scope
of either the catalc,J itself or news b1as that should be of future 1nterest to
communication researchers. They oo, however, have bearing on the topics of concern of
this work.
The first is thet the print medie reviewed here did not meke clear distinction
between and among materials conveying foct and opinion, although p~ oo continue to
be set asioo for the editorial voices of the publishers, end others chosen by them and by
editors to communicate ideas, beliefs and attituoos they want set to forth about given
topics. On those pt,JeS, columnists, meny trained for yeers es reporters end editors,
often filled their analyses with focts omitted in news reports about issues and events.
Letters to the editor frequently were used to convey focts and iooas not presented
elsewhere about capital punishment or executions.
Further, the opinions end editorial voices internalize feds unsupported by
separate news reports. lnooed, a Pulitizer Prize-winning editorial writer stated in an
interview with me that both editorials and letters were used at the Sentinel at times
unrelated to the other ~unts in the newspaper. As for the Times, I am aware of
several instances of letters used primarily to convey data not published elsewhere.
On the news p~, meanwh11e, features and 1nterpret1ve analyses, not clearly

marked as such, in both newspapers at times conta1ned sentences with more inferences
than either f~t reports or editorial opinions. Illustrative material, by cartoon, graph,
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etc., elso contributed to such blurring. In the resulting op~e world of news end
op1n1on, research 1nto bias, for example, by the Lowry/Hayakawa methcxl might be
limited for use, regardless of the results, because certain kinds of distortion become
indistinguishable from surrounding matter.
The second conclusion is oorived from that ooterminetion. Unsurprisingly,
neither the Times nor the Sentinel could be charocterized as being "proN or "con" on the
issue of capital punishment. However, es:h maintained separate and distinct bounds for
the issue, and conveyed, by news and opinion, attitudes about capital punishment and
executions within what social ju(iJment theorists concerned about persuasion refer to as
1at1tuoos of E£Ceptance and rejection.
The New York~ stressed the possible innocence of men focing execution, and
lauood the attorneys involved in the capital appeals. Just before the McCleskey v. Kemp
oocision, in the Times, reports began to eppeer about potential innocents on death row,
especially blocks among them. After the U.S. Supreme Court by a 5-4 vote 1n

McC]eskey y. Kemp oonied the relevance of statistics CEmonstrating that people
con<Emned for mur<Ering white victims were subjected disproportionately to the reath
penalty, the Times ~lereted that coverage.
Through the summer and fall of 1987, the T1mes ran occounts that fooussed on the
dan~rs inherent in the ooministration of the ooath penalty. Two columnists relied on
f~ts to 035Cribe unfairness and r~ism that might continue to be tolerated in capital
cases in light of the decision in McCleskey v. Kemp.
News reports appeared on the front page, and features were ploced inside, about
the ~lerated poce of executions after the McC)eskey oocision. Anovelist interviewed a
bl~k held on death rCJN for 1Oyears for a crime he did not commit.
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Areport was published ebout e stuc;y that showed innocent men had ~me to their
ooath 1n the past, and that as many as 350 men, and an occasional woman, may have been
pltr;ed on ooath row for crimes they did not oo.
By 1988, the cover~ shifted slightly, to hold out those lawyers as role mcd3ls
who worked long hours for low pey in the eppeal process in capital ceses. Florida's
prOJram of fulltime lawyers for those appeals, established in 1985, was lauded by
quoted sources. In the 1987-88 year covered, almost all~ reports could be said to
fit comfortably within this describe latitude of ~ptable positions.
The Sentinel spectrum ebout the same issue was quite different. In

1986, news

reports were used to show how Florida 1nmates W111ie Jasper Darcim and Ted Bundy
were staying alive years after they were sentenced to death, by their use of the appeal
process. The impatience continued in

1987-88.

When it became apparent that capital

punishment itself might be in jeoparc;y again, if the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that
procedures for the ooath sentence still reflected an una:ceptable oogree of r££ism, the
Sentinel sent a local reporter, who is a lawyer, to cover oral arguments in that case in
October,

1986,

in Washington, D.C.

Two news reports, begun on Sentinel front peges, clearly revealed that the issue
of rECism and its effect on ooath sentences took preceoonce over any local angle that
might be involved, although one of the cases, about Hitchcock, resulted from a murder
near Or lanoo.

Once capital punishment was separated by the U.S. Supreme Court from r~ial
connotations, the Sentinel more frequently presented reports about stays of execution
granted or denied, and letters to the editor to express impatience with the process.
Unlike the Times. the Sentinel provided news reports in 1987-88 about men possibly
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innocent of crimes for which they were conoomned, only in two Florida cases in which
they ~tually were released.
When the stu(fy appeared about historical evioonce that hundreds may have spent
time on ooath row for crimes they did not commit, the Sentinel published a by-line
report more than six weeks after the New York Times version was presented, from a
very different perspective.
In the Sentinel report on Dec. 26, 1987, prominence was given to the comments
of a known fnvocate of capital punishment, and the stucty's results were marginalized and
trivialized, although one of the authors was quoted. The overall view, however, was that
m1stakes were bound to happen 1n any system; 1nnocents on death row s1mply
represented that margin of error.
As for those who oovoted long hours for low pay in the lauood Florida prOJram in

capital eppeels, the Sentinel emphasized the suspicion of the ~ernor and others that
the prOJram was corrupt, and that internal dissension was rife. None of those reports
appeared in the~ The~ also rarely m~ mention of muroor victims, and
friends and relatives who survived them. The Sentinel relied on letters, and solicited or
unsolicited columns from a survivor and a member of its own editorial boerd, to present
f~ts on behalf of the victims.
As has been shown, the Sentinel's latituoo of B:Ceptance of what constituted news

reports or their contents about capital punishment was quite different from the Times.
Arange of ecceptance and rejection also appeared in fragmentary form when other
publications were studied just before and after the Darren execution. Some newspapers
emphasized his possible innoc:ence and r~ial victimization, and the international calls
for clemency organized by Amnesty International and several ministers.
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Others ignored those espects. lnsteoo, several newspapers relied on outdated police
reports and statements to show that Daroon may have k111ed as many as five people
during a "shooting spree" around the time of the muroor for which he was conoomned.
0ov. Bob Martinez, who quickly oonied stays of execution for Daroon, was favorably

quoted in some papers, negatively in others for his elecrity.
As alreooy noted with regard to the Times and to the Sentinel, the variations did

not oomonstrate that any news report or publication was ''pro" capital punishment or
"anti" ooath penalty, but they seemed to represent what given sources and publishers of
informetion regarded es news, besed on their own essessments of eudiences, yet they
principally conveyed the newsmakers· own oos1res to persu~ r~rs to particular
editorial points of views.
Those reports supported another assumption, that news bias could not be juo;,ed
apert from context, from text and environment. Comparison could be m~ between the
perspectives of the Orlanoo Sentinel and the New York Times and those of the majorities
and dissenters in McCleskey v. Kemp and Deroon v. Ducmr. In that larger frame , the
biases of U.S. Supreme Court justices and the newspapers appeared to be similar. Eoch
was conveyoo within latituoos of ~ptance of some iooas, rejection of others. In this
light, at least some forms of bias may no longer be consioored perjoratively, but might
be seen as little more than expression of the range of conservative and liberal views in
this sooiety. It is possible that in some instances "bias" has been given ab~ name , only
because of continued insistence on an unattainable objectivity.
In the brDEmr view, audiences likewise might be treated more gently. Their
prejudices, too, have not been formed in isolation, as has been noted alreooy. Capital
punishment is likely to be consi~red differently in New York, which has no death
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penalty, than it is in Florida, which ranked one/two with Texes in 1987- 88 in number
of inmates on ooath row.
New York's ~ernor has not seemed to lose popularity by vetoing capital

punishment legislation eoch year. Florida's Bob Martinez has m~ clear that he
believes the vest majority of this state's electorate supports the death penalty, end he
octs occordingly. This researcher hes div10;d h1s t1me between New York end Florida 1n
the 1980's, and unooubtedly my own views are reflected in the selection and
presentation of the examples, and the subheoos.
Despite, or because of such bies insinuating itself into any text, the described
catal()J has enhanced value. Here for 1nstence, 1n th1s framework, researchers
interested in news bias are free to use or discard any of the examples, or subhems.
Should a full annotated catalCXJ be ooveloped, and updated, material could be~ as well
6S

subtrocted with precision.
For this more limited framework, hundreds of ioontified forms of bias were teased

out. They would form the skeleton, and the examples the corpus. That proliferation may
explain why the vastly fewer number of indicators used in any one stu(fy' were
insufficiently convincing to show that news bies could be identified and minimized by the
applied techniques.
The results here indicate that the subject was fer more complex than was
oomonstrated by news bias analysts. But once the categ:,ries were ioontified, it became
comparctively simple to find an emple supply of examples for annotation of the
subheooings. Only mistakes, 1n f~t or in presentation, proved difficult to pin oown with
precision. Were the newspapers that ioontified Pope Paul 11as specifically calling for
clemency for Derden, in error, or were they misled?
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Or were those that never mentioned him among the celebrities like Jesse Jackson

and Soviet Nobel Peoce Prize laureate Andrei Sakharov mistaken in omission of a
relevant foct, particularly in geoJraphic sections with a significant Roman CathoJic
population? Was there a mistake at all?
The worst mistake that was found, occurred in text, heooline, end followup stories
in the New York Times effort to make more of Willie Jasper Daroon than met the eye.
The~ reported Daroon as the inmate longest on ooath rrm , presumably in the U.S..
AP identified a Howard Douglas as having been on CBath row lon~r , with Daroon at
Florid6 State Prison.
Asioo from mistakes, however, numerous examples were found of potential or

octual distortion by langu~, illustration , even statistics, especially when sought in
context with the guidance of previous research about news bias. For the last broad
categ:iry, the origi n of distortions frequently could be identified. Volume was sufficient
because capital punishment did not f~ as a news topic. Such potential lock of interest
was sugJBSted in several news reports if executions became an everyday event after
McCleskey v. Kemp. In foct, a capital case like Darden's was in the press frequently.
Nearly 11 months after the McCleskey decision, the execution of Willie Jasper
Darden resulted in extensive cover~ before the event, although the ~ unt of the
electrocution itself primari ly was proviood by Associated Press, at least outsioo of
Florida. However, it should be noted that none of the three major U.S. news magazines
reported the execution. Life m~ine diddevote five p~ to capital punishment, and to
W1111e Darden's execution 1n particular in a special spring issue. But it did so before
the execution occurred in the context of an issue devoted to black life in the U.S. since
'

the Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., era.
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The Orlanoo Times directed to a block audience rarely mentioned capital

punishment. This weekly only did so when Daroon·s death coinciOOd with a stay of
execution of the "Sharpeville Six," in South Africa. Other newspapers also connected
the U.S. execution and the stay for five men and a woman condemned for participating in
a 1984 rally in which a block councilor wes killed. However, those newspepers for a
general audience m003 the link primarily by p1E£ement of material about both in
positions where audiences might associate them without further cues.
Capital punishment became an issue on television, at the time of the Darden
execution. Eech local network Central Floride stetion carried reports and visuel
material on the eve of Daroon's execution, and ABC-TV's Nightline oovoted 15 minutes
before midnight to the event on that occasion. Njghthne with exclusive interviews and
photos itself became a source for printed news reports. Separate work would be
necessary about bias in the television newscests.
That execution was the end for W11lie Jasper Daroon, and seemed, in novelistic
form, to climax the news reports about capital punishment. What has been learned by
following Darden's tracks es an observer is that there is far more to the pursuit of
objectivity, or evoid6nce of its distortion, than can be grasped in the presentation of
"both sioos" of an issue or an event.
How then oo we get a handle on distortions that may affect the outcomes of such
events? The 114 subheooings and more than 500 variations sugJSSt hundreds of
combinations exist to ascertain what constitutes bias in news reports. To find out which
espects are most significant, either quantitatively or qualitatively, the framework
proviood here should be filled out, and, iooally, presented as the first volume in a series
of annotated catalogs of mass communication topics.

APPENDICES .

APPENDIX A

EXPLANATION FOR HEADINGS

EXPLANATION FOR HEADIN8S

These headings were oorived from articles and books listed in the bibli~aphy. In
e full cctelog, the ennotetions presented would be identified for specific plecement under

one or more heoo1ngs as appropr1ate. It 1s ooubtful that any would mer1t the length
proviood in the annotations as examples unoor the ~neral catetJ)ries used here,
esp~ially since repetition is necessary, so that as many categ:)ries as possible are
epproprietely illustrated. However, it is unlikely that ell of the categJries would be
annotated. If, after sufficient time, examples could not be found for specific heooings,
they would be eliminated in the process of updating, and the numbers reserved for
future use.
In e full cetelog, the ~ings first ere listed as follows w;thout the annotations,
for rEmy reference, and then eoch 1s repeated over appropriate annotations. At the hea:i
of eoch annotated section, items for which annotations appear are listed as noted by
subcat091rv, e.g. "Source: 2a. Official promoter; 7b. Suitability of disguised role." If
an item is not so listed, there ere no ennotetions for that categ:>ry et the time.
Working Def1n1t1on of News Bias

Bias ootrocts from news reports for audiences seeking focts and meaning in events
and i~. Such news bias recurs in langu~, illustration, or context. This bias can be
creeted by omission es well es by insertion in news reports. Bies can distort
information neeood for generalized or spec1a11zed use. News bias is un~irable.

svnonvms of Bias
Mvn.·unfairness, partiality, distortion, prejudice; verb: color, influence, slant.
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APPENDIX B

HEADINOS

HEADIN8S
I. ORIGIN (notes 1-44)

IV. ILLUSTRATION (notes 90-99)

A. Source ( notes 1- 7)

A. Generel issues ( notes 90-95)

B. Reporter ( notes 8-20)

B. Form ( notes 96-99)

C. Gatekeeper ( notes 21- 28)

D. Publisher ( notes 29-35)
E. Audience ( notes 36-42)
F. Evaluator ( notes 43-44)

V. STATISTICS ( notes 100-105)

11 . LANGUAGE ( notes 45- 70)
A General issues ( notes 45-59)

A. Genera1 issues ( notes 100- 103)

B. Reports ( notes 60- 70)

B. Misl~ing use ( notes 104-105)

111. CONT EXT ( notes 71 -8 9)

VI. MISTAKE ( notes 106-114)

A. General issues ( notes 71- 77)

A. In f~t ( notes 106-110)

B. Text (notes 78-80)

B. In presentet1on ( notes 111-114)

C. Environment ( notes 81-89)
I. ORIOIN

A. Source
1. Generel issues
a. Favored group

b. Disfavored group
c. Fevered individtml

d. Disfavored individual
e. Disinformation

f. Attribution
--Positive

--Negetive
2. Promoter
a. Official

b. Commerciel reletionship

c. Self-server
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3. Disseminator

e. Official
b. Commercial relationship
c. Self-server

4. Witness

a. Solicited individual
b. Unsolicited individual
5. Explainer
8.

Official

b. Other
6. Uninformed selection

a. Solicited individuals
b. Unsolicited 1nd1vidu81s

7. Disguisei role

e. Survemence
b. SU1t8b111ty
C. Availability

B. Reporter

8. Personal attributes
a. Ar rc:gance
b. S1m11ar1ty w1th source

c. Skewed viewpoint
9. Relationship

a. News source
b. Personal source
c. Assignment
d. Distancing
10. Organizational requirements
a. Awareness of libel
b. Resolution of contrflfictions
c. Need for simplification

d. Avoidance of error
11 . Deool ine pressure
8.

Unresolved fs=ts
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b. Depenooncy on quotes
c. lrmeqll~ of investigmion
12. Routinizing behavior
e. ~ditioning
b. Acceptance of releases

c. Selection among truths
d. Reporting emong selections

e. Embellishing ~tions
13. Depenooncy on experts

c. Deference to euthority

b. Selection process
14. Professional assumptions

a. Reliability
b. Generalizability
15. Professional isolction

16. H1stor1cal 1so1at1on
17. Ideological preference

n. Present stete

b. Rooical cha~

c. Patriotism
d. Rat1ona11ty
18. Intent
e. Velue jUOJment

--Polarized orientation
--Limited orientation

b. Disseminetion of propegenda

c. Cooperation with officialoom
d. Self-promotion

e. Desire for exclusivity
f. Blind spot
g. Concrete orientotion
h. Relational or1entat1on
i. Subconscious imposition
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19. Emotional att.Edlment
20. Ethical essumptioo
a. Regard for priv~
b. Story primtK.y

c. Truth prim~
d. N:J:.Ur,ry prim~
C.Getekeeper

21. OnlJ)ino relationships

a. Potential source
b. Potential object
22. Organizational concerns
a. Outside competition
b. Workp 1~ pressure
--Ethical consi~ation
--Reportori81 impropriety
--Reportorial mtsrepresentat1on
--Balancing of principles
23. Preservation of reputation
8. Employer
b. Community
c. lnd1v1dua1
d. Group

24. Personel ettributes
25. Level of awareness
8. Events
b. Ices

26. f(B)l~ical preference

e. Present state
b. R~1calch~

c. Patriotism
d. Retionclity

27. Policy choire
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28. Pr~tical choice
n. Self-determinetion
b. Emp1~-03termination
D. Publisher
29. Ciorporate objective
30. Ong)ing relationship
e. Protection of institution
b. Protect ion of source
31 . OUtsiCE interest
a. Other rommerc:e
b. other roles
32. Levels of awareness
33. 1030lCXJiC81 preference
e. Present state
b. R~ical ch8nge
c. Patr1ot1sm
d. Rat iona1ity

34. Corporate invisibility
35. Personal invisibility

E. Audience
36. Extent of influence

e. Mosaic impression
b. Prcx1ucer essumption
--Passivity
--Objoct of indifference
--Obj•Ed of blame

c. Know led'Je leve1
d Input

e. Organized campaign
37. Internalization

38. Veried experience
39. Unrerstanding of stereotype
◄ O.

Rejoction of atypical
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◄ 1.

Dispersal of attention

12. Confi~nce in medie

a. Performance
b. Trustworthiness
c. Fairness
d./vxurfD/

F. Eveluetor
43. Critic
◄ 4.

Researcher
11. LANGUAGE
A. General issues

45. Reality
a. Depen<Ency on perspective

--Agreement
--Homo;teneity

--D1fferent drummer
46. Abstr~tion

e. Unlimited cherm:teristics
b. Linguistic variations

c. Depenci3ncy on interpretation
d. Organ1zat1on of rules
e. Constant flux
--Shifting center

- -Creation of controversy
f. Lo;;iical coherence
g. Olobelcoherence
h. Semantic coherence
◄7. Function
a. Genera11nformat1on
b. Entertainment

c. Creotion of expectency
d. Comparison
e. Generalization
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Particularization
g. Direct ion
f.

h. Evaluation

i. Reinforcement

J. Foster1ng of 8]reernent
k. Mooification of relationship
--lnfletion of stetus

- -Reduct ion of status
--Removal of 1egitim~
48. Tone

a. IOOOlOJical voice
b. Denigration of authority

c. False egal1tar1en1sm
d. Anti-business attitta

e. Anti- labor attit~
f. Obsess1ve vofce

g. Red-baiting
h. False 8SSurence
i. Neutralization
j. Tedium
k. Undue restra1nt

Distinctions
e. Interpretation
b. F~t from opin1on
c. Personal assertion
50. llEOlCJJiC81 charm=terization
a Acceptable behavior
b. Un~pteb le behavior
c. Acceptable beliefs
d. U~table beliefs
49.

51. Symbolism

a. Creation
b. Interpretation
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c. Attribution
d. lcml(}Jical sign

e. False soi'idarity
52. Amplification

a. Source highlighting
b. Quotation highlighting

53. Condensetion
a. l~u~ of report
b. I~~ of history

54. Q)ntriV80Ce

a. False balance
b. Feigned ignorance
c. Intentional misunCErstanding
d. Anea:tlta1reference
55. Cultural misunderstending
a. L1ngu1st1c var1at1on
b. Ignorance of custom
56. Im~ and stereotype

a. Valuing
b. Group identification

c. Deliberate use
d. Fostering of alienation

e. Reductionism
f. V~1ty
g. l ~ r ~

h.

aenerm ion of myth

1. Reinforcement
--Preconception
--Abstr~t1on

--Personal experience
57. Specific 18be1
a 1oont1f1er
b. Characterizer
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c. Buzzword
58. fostering of rm::ism
a. Varying length
b. Number of reports

c. Story select1on
d. Source select ion
e. Reporter ~ignment
f. Reinforcement of opinion

g. Ls:k of followup
h. Significant omission

i. Premature resolution
j. Minimization of fs:t

k. Conversion to allegation
1. Basis in ignorance
--L~k of expertise

--L~k of commun1cat1on
--Historical gap
--OeoJrephic gap

m. Reflection of source

--Personal experience
--Media k.nowleo;e

--Reliance on others
--Regional disparity
n. Historical distrust
o. Competing desires
p. Sense of superiority

q. Sensitivity of material
--Assumptions

--Secrecy

- -Suppression
r. AvoidBnce of ceuse
s. Avoidance of mutuality
t. Avoidance of integration
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u. Reificstion of exploitation
v. Disapproval of contEEt
w. Role mo:Elino
x. Awareness of audience
y. Awareness of creator
--First person
--Identification

z. Relation to sexism
59. Fostering of sexism

e. Male world
b. Sense of superiority
c. Demeening cherEEterization

d. Open host111ty

e. Concmmation of women
f. Symbolic annihiliation

a. Housework
h. Outside occupation

i. Family role
j . femininity

le. Cliche
1. Role mooe11ng

--Stereotypical hero

- -Heroine dependency
--Other eEpen(JJncy
B. Reports

60. Mcel

a. Information
b. Story
61 . Perspect 1ve on truth
8. Qxn plete

publication

b. Publia1tion of verifiattion

c. Pub 11cat1on of s1gn1f1cance
d. Withholding of cittail
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62. Emphasis on violence
63. Withholding information
64. Withholding approval
65. Credl3ntializing source
66. Qlntrooiction

a. other report
b. Other medie
67. Irony
68. Oossip
8.

Personality

b. Revelation of secret

c. ExagJeret ion
d. Smearing
e. Pouncing
69. Credit

e. Byline
b. Journalist as source
c. Medi um es source

70. Legel consiooration
a. Meaning of language
b. Ver1f1ab111ty

c. Context of statement

--Editorial
--Analysis

--Interpretation
- -fvt.lra,::y

d. Surrounding circumstances
e. Interrelationship
- - Text and hetK11 ine
- - Text and i11 ustrat ion
f. Connection between ftdors
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111 . CONTEXT

A. Oeneral Issues
71 . Media purpose
a. Corporate pl
b. Conglomerate v1s1on

c. AbstrEdion mntrol
d. Power
e. I nfluenc1no audience

f. Fostering hierarchy
g. Hom(X}Jneity of perspective

h. Systematic differential treatment
i.

P~ification

72. Med1a preference
e. Community unity
b. Consensus

c. Patr1ot1sm
d. Anti-communism
e. Street crime control

73. News formation
a Differences within organization

b. 01st1nct1ons between organ1zat1ons

c.Actual occurrence
--Natural disaster
--Cr1me

--Accident
d. Disruption of routine

e. Discontinuity of circumstances
f. Agenda setting

g. Research 11m1t
h. Deployment of reporters
i. Relience on wire services

J. Event moctification
k. Leak or tip
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74. Media creation
e. Issue generetion
b. Trend manufocture

c. Source select ion
d. S1gn1f1cance of foct
e. Use of statistics
f. Analytical slant
g. Bockgrounding
h. Historical intent
i. Historical enalysis
j . False memory

k. Building resentment

1. Fostering fear
m. Nurturing stereotype

75. Protection of ideolOtl(
8.

f octual 8n81ys1s

b. Editorial

c. Disguised commentary

d. Source selection
76. Berrier to control
a. Natural discont1nu1ty

b. Audience heterogeneity

c. Generational difference
d. Educational variation
e. Regiona1mores
77. Media occess
a. Class
b. Group

Individual
d. Selection process
e. Dependene,y on resources
f. Uniqueness of perspective
C.
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B. Text
78. Subjective interEK:tion

a Medium end participant
b. Medi um and audience

c. Prior ffJl"'eement
d. Misunderstanding

79. Naturel b8rrier

a. T1me
b. SpEK:e
C.

fiMOCing

80. Artificial barrier

a. False objectivity
b. False balance
c. Manuf,,;tured dissent

d Event 8S 8berretion

e. Accent on negative
f. Exclusion of ooviant

g. Merginalizetion of cmte
h. Trivialization of topic

i. Polarization of views
j . DowngrtKi1ng importance
k. ICEntifying participants
1. Undercounting perticipents

m. Event fragmentation
n. I~ confusion
o. Content scenting
--Reductionism
--Listing without linkage

--Qmter1ng CEbate
p. Hici:En subjectivity

q. Repetition of preconception

r. Positioning of report
s. Miscellaneous
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C. Environment
81 . U.S. orientetion

a. Local centralility
b. State end region
c. National affairs
d. Foreign po1icy
82. Presidentiel reelm

a. International role
b. Domestic role

c. C8mf)8ign role
d. Impression
--Media menuf~ture

--Com.mun1ty consensus
- -Community myth
e. Vclencing
f. Key1~ to eud1ence
g. Source ettribution
h. Description
i. Char~terization
j. Adjective use

k. Adverbial

use

1. Outright opinion

m. Colorful words
n. Stereotypical image

o. Causal connections
p. Stetic terms
Q. Politics
r. Policy
s. P8tr1ot1sm
t. Canplete report

u. Selections
v. Rep 11cat1on
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83. 81oba1 perspective

a. Cultural imperialism
b. Cultural antipathy

Benign neglect
d. Emphasizing conflict

C.

e. Accenting the negative
f. Qllonial enshrinement

g. Hemispheric favoritism

h. Western velue preference
i. Disregard of nationalism

J. Debunking self-ootermination
k. Ignoring resource inequality
84. Domestic perspective
a. Nationel outlook

b. Re(J1onal vo1ce
c. Local variation
85. Economic fcx;us

a. Internat iona1aspect
b. Domestic aspect

c. Election campa1gn1ng
d. Comm unity ronsensus

e. Community myth
86. Professional perspective
a. Rules end principles
b. Artificiel CEb8tes

c. Showing respect
87. Commoner

a Human interest
b. Hard news

--Victim
--Perpetrator
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88. Group description
e. Assimihrtion preference

b. Distinctive trait
c. Race and ethnicity
d. Re11g1ous 1oont1f1cat1on
e. ~basis
f. Child end fmnily

g. Occupation and profess1on

h. Crime and violence

i. OeoJrephy
- -Ocm p111:e
--BfKi place

j . Everyday life

k. Omission

--ldee

--Event
--Series of event

- -Causa1connection
89. Charocterization of genoor

a. Unisexing end neutering
--Object

--Animal
b. Disfavoring women

c. Means of ioont ificat1on
d Downplaying exploitation
e. Limiting representation
f. Limiting power

ILLUSTRATION
A. Genera1Issues

90. Symbolism
91. Contrmiictory visuel
92. Other contr~iction
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93. Cultural difference

94. REK:ial difference
95. aenrer difference

B. Form
96. PhotaJreph
97. Greph

98. Cartoon
99. Animation

V. STATISTICS

A. 8eneral issues
100. Inclusion of irrelevancy

1O1. Flawed data
102. Sampling error
103. Incorrect assumption

B. M1s1EB11ng use
104. In text
105. In illustretion

VI. MISTAKE
A. In fEK:t
106. M1s1oont1f1cat1on
107. Misstatement

e. Time

b. Pla::e
C.

Other

108. Error in rescription
109. Error in explanation
110. Misquotation

B. In presentation
111. Significant omission

112. Undue emphesis
113. Unreremphasis
114. Negative im•ry

APPENDIX C
ANNOTATIONS

ANNOTATIONS

Sample annotations will be identified by one or more of the six brOE03St ca~ries
--origin, lenguage, mustretion, context, stotistics, mistoke--to generolly describe

the 1tems. Acruoo attempt has been m~ to pr1or1t1ze the cat093r1es for ~h
particular annotation. For instance, in the first annotation below, "Langu~" is
consioored the primary categ)ry for consiooration, "Context, .. secondary, and
"Statistics," tertiary, although the bounderies between them ere not cleercut.

In the full catalOJ, annotat1ons wm be spec1f1ca11y tar~ted ~rd1ng to the 114
heooings ciNeloped from research in which aspects of bias in news reports were
discu~. In a full catal()J, annotations may be used for more than one point, and
therefore pl~ under several subh~ings. In eech instance, they would appeer in

sufficient form to exemplify the subhEmings they mustrate.
Here, ~h annotation is presented only once, though some langu~ is repetitive
when necessary to clarify the particular item. Though the annotations here are
presented in more or less chronolOJicol order, with some notoble exceptions, thet

erran~ment 1s oone for convenience and perhaps r~b111ty here, but ooes not
necessarily bear resemblance to the ordering in a full catalOJ.
The annotations begin below:

Lpngunge/Context/Stnt istics

C1v11 r1ghts lawyers are sa1d to carry the "hopes and fears" of 1,788 1nmates on
the nation's death rows in a rear-guard legal battle. "While the legal issues boil,
execution has b~me a routine matter in a handful of states." Anamed Florida lawyer
105
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Language1r,ontext1stausucs <cont,>
ssys the McCleskey case wm be the last one with the potential to clear ooath row.
"Oeorgia clear 1y 1s the favorite ~ing into the hearing." But the high court hes rebuffed
"ingenious cleims .. for 10 years. Civil rights lewyers wm rely on stetistics. Texens on
opposing si~ ere QUotoo at the beginning and end of the news report to s~t
ex8:utions have become run of the mill. Arie Press, others, ·oeath Row: Last

Sktrmlsh--lawyars go to the Supreme Court with what 11ay be the final
brOlld test of capital punishment,· Newsweek, Oct. 20, 1986, p. 34.

111 ustrauon/Context
A phot()'Jraph of 80 electric chair in North Caroline illustrates e story without
mention of capitel punishment in thet stete. Arie Press, others, ·oeeth Row: last

Sk1rm1sh--Lawyers go to the Supreme Court with what may be the final
broad test of capital punishment,· Newsweek, Oct. 20, 1986, p. 34.

Context/Or Jgi n
"C8pital punishment enjoys its greatest ~king in years-- 70 percent in a
1986 Gallup Poll. Thirty-seven states have passed new ci!ath-penalty statutes in the
past~ and last month the House of Representatives overwhelmingly enoorsed
ex~utions for drug traffickers who kill. But the courts have the lest word on whether
ooath sentences violate the Const1tut1on ..... The center pi~ of McCleskey's case 1s an
analysis by Prof. David Baldus of the University of Iowa." The Georgia attorney general
is arguing ~h ooath penalty case is unique. ACLU and the NAACP became the
spokesgroups 8geinst capital punishment, not only here but in other publications es
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Context/Ortgtn Ccont. l
well. Florida sociol()Jist Michael R~let, later ooscribed as an opponent, here

comments as a foct that "prosecutors rely on community outrE,Je which is subtlely
influenced by rE3.N "Black-and-white Issue? The Supreme Court wrestles
with the death penalty and race,· U.S. News and World Report, October
20 1986 pp. 24-25.
I

I

Illustration
Seventeen mug shots show en integr8ted group of male prisoners awaiting dates

with the executioner in the year eheoo. McCleskey and the officer who was k111ed during
e robbery elso ere shown in mug shots next to a larger photo of en el~tric chair.
·Black-and-white Issue? The Supreme Court wrestles with the death
penalty and race,·

U.S.

News & World Report, Oct. 20, 1986, pp. 24-25.

111ustrotion
Mug shots of James Ernest Hitchcook, a white, and of Warren Mc:Cleskey,

unootailed end very light, illustrate a b~ground news report about the forthcoming

case concerning stat1st1ca1 d1spar1ty in the d1sproport1onate numbers sentenced to d1e,
because their victims were white. Craig Crawford, ·oeath row a bastion of
racial bles?--Court to probe disparity in cases of white victims,·
Orlando Sentinel, Oct. 15, 1986, p. A-1.

111ustrauon
The same mug shots, in reverse order, illustrate a followup, on an inside page,
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Illustration (cont.)

p. A-1 o. Cra1g Crawford, ·oec1s1on could halt execut1ons--Court hears

claims death penalty racist,· Orlando Sentinel, Oct. 16, 1986, p. A-1.
Illustration/Statistics

Atwo-inch chBrt with NAACP Legal Defense end Educ8tion Fund figures shows
more whites- -903- -are on ooath rows than b1E£ks-- 7 41 , but that the r~ of the
victims seem to reflect that the inmates are there for killing 327 b1E£ks and 1,813
whites. Craig Crawford, ·oacision could halt exacutions--Court hears
claims death penalty racist,· Orlando Sentinel, Oct. 16, 1986, p. A-1.

111ustration/Statistics
A two-inch news report conclu03S that ..Acapital case from 8eorgia that makes a

similor cleim ...of killers of whites receive the deeth penelty more often then killers of
ble£ks... 1s pending before the Supreme Q>urt. .. UPI, ·Federal Judge Blocks
Execution In Texas,· New York

Times, Oct.

15, 1986, p. 13.

Context/1 llustraUon

Afront PEWJe news report about an impending U.S. Supreme Q>urt CEC1s1on on

capital punishment in the McCleskey case is p1E£8d next to ashemwed, unidentifying
1.5x6 photo of a former Indiana State police officer held for shooting a Florida highway

patrol trooper. No mention ism~ of r~ in text, cutline or related story. See elso

·1rooper tells of day he dressed to live," Local/State section, p. D-1. Cra1g Crawford,
·oectslon could halt executions- -Court hears claims death penalty
racist,· Orlando Sentinel, Oct. 16, 1986, p. A-1.
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Context/Langupge
After a news report the previous day about ·7 Years Later, Hope for Texas Death
Row Inmate: the New York !i.m§ proviCEd en in-oopth fKXXlunt euoss the top of P* 7
in anticipation of a forthcoming U.S. Supreme Court ruling in the McCleskey case. The
<ilcision did not come for e month. The McCleskey report balances AP photos of the
COOCEmned men , end Georgia's attorney ~neral. The Baldus stucty 1s balanced by a quote
from the legal argument m~ eight months earlier by an assistant Oeorgia attorney
general. She said statistics did not n~rily prove discrimination, because bl~ks
were often killed in "'femily disputes, lover disputes,· bar fights, end the like, whereas
whites were more often killed 1n robberies and other situations more likely to provoke
'the moral outr* of the community' and the jury... Foreshfrllwed is use of the ·gmeral
counsel of the Washington Legal Foundation , a conservative public interest law
orgenization, .. es the spokesman of "supporters of the ~th penalty.· Kenneth B.
Noble, ·High Court to Decide Whether Death Penalty D1scr1m1nates

Against B1acts; New Yort

Umes, March 23,

1987, p. 7.

Origin/Context/Language
The New York T1mes began spor~1c news cover* before and after the

McCleskey decision to su~t the possible innocence of death row inmates, especially if
they were black and cond3mned in southern states. The first lengthy account was based
one run-of-the-mill stey of execution of c Texes bl~k janitor condemned years eerlier
for the killing of a white teentrJer et the high school where he worked. With one
·exception, oofense attorneys are not mentioned specifically but their analysis is relied
upon for the basis of the news report. The news report concludes: "Bl~ks in Conroe
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Origin/Context/Lengupge (cont.)

h8Ve not forgJtten that a bler;k woman was burned at the stake on the courthouse lawn 1n
1923. {The prosecutor) said it was 'offensive' to think r&::e M1 anything to oo with the

prosecution in this~ and that he h8i no qualms about the death penalty for ( the

condemned). 'I wouldn't lose eny sleep over it,· he S8id... before the stey was granted,
·except maybe to~ to bed later than usual to see that 1t fdually happens:· Peter

Applebome. ·7 Years Later. Hope for Texas Death Row Inmate; New York
Times, March 22. 1987, p. 24.

Illustratlon
A superfious shot of a white ooath row inmate not mentioned in the news report

1s proviood under e larger photo of the bln ooath row inmate who is the focus of the
«a:ount. Also e photo of the white prosecutor is provided. The photos were shot in Texes
by a ~ photOTapher. Peter Applebome, ·7 Years Later, Hope for Texas

Death Row Inmate.· New York

Times, March 22. 1987. p. 24.

Origin/Lengupge

In a news report that covered about a half-p~ of the T1mes in mj1t1on to a
lengthy presentation of quotes from the ruling rejecting statistics in McCleskey y.

Kmrm... a psrqaph of commentary attributoo to critics of the decision said ·it would be
virtually impossible to prcxiuce the kind of specific evirence of discrimination that
tcnrt·s ruling would require.· The following par9Jraph quoted out of context the oral
argument mEKE the previous Cktober by an assistant attorney general of GeorQia. She

was quotoo es saying that "the rE£ial disparities in death sentencing could be explained
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Origin/Language (cont.)
by the f,d

that blacks were more often killed in 'femily disputes, lover disputes,'

b8rroom f1ghts and the like. 'Whites, she said, are more often k111ed 1n robberies and

other crimes more likely to provoke 'the moral outr8Je of the community.'"
Stuart Tavlor, Jr. , ·eourt, 5-4, Rejects Racial Challenge to Death
Penalty,· New York Times, April 23, 1987, p. A-1.
Or 1g1 n/Lanquaoe/Stat1st1cs

The oral legal arguments of the assistant attorney general of Georgia in

McClesky v. Kemp oominated the front page report. But inside the EmlUnt reported that
she "ceme under intense questioning" end "Some hmyers end death-penalty experts

scoffed at (her) argument... Several perqephs were CEVoted to cr1t1c1sm of her
presentation. The statistical argument that proviCEd the focus for the Court was not
CESCribed. Craig Crawford, ·Decision could halt executions--Court hears
claim death penalty racist,· Orlando Sentinel, October 16, 1986, p. A-1.
111ustrat1on

An NN\CP Legel Defense and Education Fund chart on "Ra::e and Region: ADeath

Row ~nsus" presented with excerpts from the McCleskey v. Kemp decision did not

identify the states other than Al8Ska 60d Hawaii without a de6th penalty. ·Excerpts
from Court Op1nions 1n Decision on Death Penalty,· New York

Times,

Apr. 23. 1987, p. 12.

Statistics
'1he U.S. Supreme Court hes ~led stetistics 8S proof of intent in certain

11m1ted contexts.... But...the epplicat1on of an inference drawn from the ~neral stat1st1cs
to a sp~ific recision in a trial and sentencing simply is not romparable to the

application of en inference drawn from general statistics to a specific venire selection
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stpUsttcs

<cont.>

or Title Vil case. In those cases, the stat1st1cs related to fewer ent1t1es, and fewer
v8riables are relevant to the challe~ ci£1sions." Opinion for five-member
■ajority,

·Excerpts From Court Opinions In Decision on Death Penalty,·

New York

Ttmes, Apr.

23, 1987, p. 12.

stausucs
"In light of the safeguards oosigned to minimize rocial bias in the process, the
fundsmental value of jury trial in our criminal justice system. and the benefits that
discretion provides to criminal ~fendmlts, we hold that the Baldus stucty ooes not
oomonstrate a const1tut1ona11y s1gn1f1cant r1sk of r~1a1 b1as effecting the 8eorg1a
capital-sentencing process." Opinion for five-member majority, ·Excerpts
From Court Opinions in Decision on Death Penalty,· New York Tjmes,
Apr. 23, 1987, p. 12.

Context/Language
.. ,tis not the responsibility--or in<Eed even the right--of this Court to
~termine the appropriate punishment for particular crimes. It is the legislatures, the
elected representatives of the people, that ere 'constituted to respond to the will end
consequently the moral values of the people' ....C8p1tal punishment 1s now the lew 1n
more than two-thirds of our states." Opinion for five-member majority,
·Excerpts From Court Opinions in Decision on Death Penalty,· New York

Umes, Apr. 23,

1987, p. 12.

Context1stot1sttcs
'1he Calrt tooay.. .finds no fault in a system in which lawyers must tell their
clients that r~ casts a large stumw on the capital-sentencing process. The Court
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Context/Statistics Ccont.)

err1ves at th1s conclusion by stating that the Baldus study cannot 'prove that rtK::e enters
into any capital- sentencing oocisions or that rfr.'8 was a foctor in McCleskey's case· ....
These ~usted figures ere only the most conservative indication of the risk that rtK::e

will influence the ooeth sentences of ~endents in Georgia. Data urmjusted for the

m1t1gat1ng or tqJravat1ng effect of other foctors show an even more pronounced
disparity by rtK::e. • Four dissenters in ·Excerpts From Court Opinions in
Decision on Death Penalty,· New York Times, Apr. 23, 1987, p. 12.

Origin

·s lock le81Jrs held a news conference to oonounce the oocision of the U.S.
Supreme Court upholding capital punishment oospite statistics oomonstrating rt1:ial
disJ)8rity in the imposition of the ooath penalty. They COOCErnned the ruling as a
copitulotion to rfeism end public hysteria about crime.... • None was nomed. Stuart
Taylor, Jr., ·0eath Penalty Rulings: Opening New Era for Court Appeals,·
New York

Umes, Apr. 23.

1987, p. 13.

Context/Origin
"Opponents of the deoth penolty, including representatives of the Notional

Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the American C1v11 L1bert1es Union,
Amnesty International, several religious groups and lawyers, said at the news
conference tooay that they would step up their fight 8Jainst the penalty in the courts, the
Q)ngress, state legislatures, and the erena of public opinion." Only opponents, a bln
research director, and a white heOO of an ACLU capital punishment unit, were quoted.
Stuart Taylor. Jr .• ·oeath Penalty Rulings: Opening New Era for Court
Appeals,· New York Times, Apr. 23, 1987, p. 13.
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Qr1g1n/Context/Stat1st1cs

Statistical proof normally must present a stark pattern to be t:(,'C8pted as sole
evioonce of discriminatory intent unoor the Federal Constitution. Statistical evioonce
elone would not be sufficient to prove rocial discrimination in eny particular capital
case. The Baldus stucfy of cap1tel cases 1n Georg1a may show a d1sparate 1mpact 1n the
imposition of the ooath penalty on those whose alleged victims were white, and that
non-whites are more likely than whites to be sentenced to death. But the Baldus study
statistics oo not prove that rt,;e enters into any one capital sentencing decision or that
r~ was a factor 1n a part1cular case. For such purposes, 1t must be regarood as
irrelevant, since the stucty fails to establish a constitutionally unacceptable risk of
recial prejudice. At most, the Baldus study indicates a discrepancy that appears to
correlate with rt,;e. If the claim of proof by statistics of rocial discrimination in
capital cases 1s taken to 1ts 1~1cal conclus1on, the pr1nc1ples that underlie the entire
criminal justice system would become a serious question. The claim could be extenood
to apply to other types of penalties and to claims based on unexplained discrepancies
correleting to membership in other minority groups end even to gender. Acomplex
statistical stucfy 1s not enough to prove a state has v1olated the equal protection clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, by ~ministering a capital
punishment statute to permit the death penalty disproportionately for persons who
murder whites, end for block murderers, unless the lBW wes passed with discriminatory purpose. Only contemporaneous history in legislative enactment is likely to have
any probative value for proof of intentional racial discrimination by a state.
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Or1q1n/Context/Statistlcs (cont.)
A state like Georgia no longer can be said to have imposed ooath sentences
"wantonly and freakishly " as it was said to have oone until 1971, if it now provides
procedures that focus discretion by jucge end jury "on the perticulerized neture of the
cr1me and the particularized charocteristics of the individual oofendant". Legal

opinion of the five-person majority in McCleskey v. Kemp, 95 L. Ed. 2d
262 {April 23, 1987).

Oriq1n/Context/Lanouage
The four U.S. Supreme Court justices who dissented in the Georgia case of
McCleskey v. Kemp ( 1987) also dissented ayear earlier in Darden v. Ducp3r , 91
L.Ed. 1d 144, 162 ( 1986 ). Two of them, Justices William Brennan and Thur~
Marshall, have dissented from every ruling supporting capital punishment, since the
U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the ooath penalty in 1976. Brennan
and Marshall state that "the death penalty is in all circumstances cruel and unusual
punishment prohibited by the Eighth end Fourteenth Amendments." Justices Herry
Blockmun and John Paul Stevens also d1ssented. Justice Blockmun maintained in Daroon

v. Ducmr, 99 L.Ed.2d 285 ( March 7,

1988), and 99 L.Ed. 405 ( March 15, 1988) that

"I was not persua:e:i then ( in 1986) and I am not persu~ now, that petitioner Willie
Jesper Derden received a fair trial in Florida courts. A person should not be condemned
to die and be executed unoor any system of justice in this country without a fair trial".
Both in McCleskey and in Darden, Justice Lewis F. Powell, recently retired, spoke for
the majority. This year, he was replaced by Justice Anthony Kennedy.
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Or1g1 n/Context/Language <Cont.)
Those who joined Powell in both opinions were Justices Sandra Day O'Connor, Byron

White , and William Rehnquist. Chief Justice Warren Burger, succeeded by Rehnquist
es chief justice, retired soon after the Derden decision. Antonin Scalie filled the v~nt
seat 1n the fall of t 986, and jo1ned the major1ty 1n McCleskey. He spoke for a
unanimous court on the same day in Hitchcock Y.

Dugger, 95 L.Ed. 2d 262

(April 23, 1987) to reverse a Florida death sentence, because the juo:Je declined to

ellow evidence in mitigation for the defendant. See annotations regarding the
resentenc1ng hear1ng for Hitchcock 1n Orlanoo, 1n February, 1988. Compare the U.S.
Supreme Court language of the majority, and, separately, of the dissenters in
McClestey v. Kemp, 95 L.Ed. 2d 262 (April 23, 1987) and Darden v.
Duooer, 91 L.Ed.2d 144 (June 23, 1986).

Qcioin/Context/Lanouaoe
While v~ting Hitchcock's death sentence, because the man on death raw had not
been ollowed to present cherocter witnesses, the Court's opinion stated that it would not
cons1oor the other arguments ra1sed on his behalf, 1ncluding presentat1on of statistical
evioonce of rocial discrimination in capital cases in Florida, based on research
comparable to the Baldus stucry in Georgia. See Hitchcock v. Dugger, 95 L. Ed. 2d
262 (April 23, 1987).

Origin/Context/Language
In its opinion on June 23, 1986, in Darren v, Ducmr, 91 L.Ed.2d 144, neither

the majority opinion for the U.S. Supreme Court nor the dissenters commented in their
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Or1g1n/Context/Languaoe (cont.)
statements of focts on the guilt or innccence of the defendant. In a lower court opinion on
August 5, 1987, when Derden once again sought to have some court give him en
opportunity for o new triel, o unenimous three-member penel of the U.S. Court of
Appeals regarood Darden as the murderer from the t1me he entered the v1ct1m's
"furniture store near Lakeland, Florida." The panel denied Darden's reQuest to be heard
again. Compare Darden v. Dugger, 91 L.Ed. 2d 144 ( 1986), with Darden

v. Dugger, 825 F. 2d 287 (11th Cir. 1987).

Orioin/Context/Lanouaoe
A U.S. Court of Appeals panel Ero3pted the police version of f~ts in Derden v.
Duooer. That court also Ero3pted withouf comment the State's version of the eyewitness
identification of Darden by the v1ctim's wife end a 16-year-old neighbor who was shot
during the attempted robbery. The panel found the evidence ~inst Darden to be
overwhelming, about the time of events, and specifically noted that it was contrary to
the sworn statements of alibi witnesses. Dnrden v. Dugger, 825 F. 2d 287
(11th C1r. 1987.)

Orioin/Lanouaoe
Justice Herry Bl~kmun, speaking for four dissenters, criticized the majority
for ignoring "the context in which the trial took pltX:e, and instead "hypothesizing
reasons why the prosecutors' shameful conduct should not deprive them of a hanging
verdict" in a time and place where rocism was said to have been prevalent.

Darden Y,

Dugger, 91 L.Ed. 2d 144, 162-63 ( 1986), dissenting opinion.
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Origin/Context/Langug

The prosecutor's "remarks occurred'( i)n the context of the emotionally
charged trial of Daroon , ab lock man, a::cused of robbery, the brutal muroor of a white
man, the repeated shooting of a defenseless white teenager and vile sexual advances on a
white women."' Darden v. Dugger, 91 L.Ed.2d 144, 162-63 ( 1986),
dissenting opinion.

Oriaio/Context/Lanouooe
The U.S. Supreme Court dissenters in Darden v. Duo:Er, 91 L.Ed. 2d 144, 162
~ ( 1986), selected testimony

and other evidence that cest ooubt on the connection

between the condemned and the gun he was supposed to have used in the murder. They
also disputed the eyewitnesses to the muroor. "The three most dam~ing pieces of
evidence- -the identifications of Darden by Phillip Arnold and Helen Turman and the
ballistics evidence- -are all sufficiently problematic that they leave me (Justice
Block mun , the opinion writer) unconvinced that a jury not exposed to ( the
prosecutor's) egregious summation would necessarily have convicted Darden." Doeden

v. Dugger, 91 L.Ed.2d 144, 162-63 ( 1986), dissent for four justices.
Origin/Context/Langunqe

In oovocating the setting asioo of the ooath sentence for Willie Darden, the four
dissenters focussed on prosecutorial statements that the muroorer was an animal who
should have shot his own heoo off and spared the state a trial. The majority a-Jreed that
the remarks were improper but found them to be hermless error. The dissenters said
that ruling reflected an attitude of helpless piety, and that prosecutors shouild not win
verdicts as a result of disapproved remarks. Derden v. Duooer, 91 L.Ed.2d 144.
162-63 ( 1986), dissenting opinion.
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Origin/Context/Statistics
In 1986, Chief Justice Warren Burger wrote separately, though he concurred
with the majority opinion to deny the appeal of Willie Jasper Darden. He did not want
the cose heard et e11, because in the 12 years si nee Derden was sentenced to death, the
case elreooy hoo been cons1oored by the U.S. Supreme Court four times, and presented to
95 feoora 1and state j u()Jes. Darden Y, Dugger, 91 L. Ed. 2d 144. 161 et seq.
( 1986). concurring opinion.

context/Or1q1n
The Orlanoo Sentinel reprinted only the first two-thirds of a column by Anthony
Lewis, "Bowing to rocism? Death penalty ruling~ ~inst our history .... " The New
York Times original version hed similar headlines, without the question mark. The New
York Times version noted that "...perhaps here, the last word wm prove to be the
dissenters·. There was a kind of serenity in their opinions, an appeal to history without
shrillness. Justice Brennan's opinion especially: I found it the most impressive
literary cttument to come from this Court in e long time ...." Lewis concluded with
Justice Brennan's words: "The Wft./ in which we choose who will die reveals the oopth of
morel commitment among the living." In the Sentinel version, the Lewis occount
concludes that "When the Supreme Court decides for the state in such a case, it passes on
only the constitutionality of the challenged proctice, not its rightness or wrongness. But
the court inescapably gives it an aura of legitimocy. That is why the implications of the
McCleskey decision are so disturbing." The Sentjnel balanced the Lewis column with
another by conservative columnist George Will: Will concludes: "Capital punishment
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Context/Origin ( cont.)

mioht seem to be an issue a1mittino no satisfactory compromise, but America has
reoched what looks like a sensible splitting of differences .... The case for capital
punishment stends or fells on the issue of proportionality, on the intuition that it is

disrespectful of human dignity not to take a life as pun1shment for especially cruel,
wanton or cold-blcxm:i killing. Tooay, capital punishment essentially is restricted to
the function of expressing society's horror of such crimes." Anthony Lawis,

·sowing to rncism? De8th penalty ruling goes 8g8inst our history ... • and

8eorge Wi11, •... court closes a parentheses 1n constitutional law,·
Orlando Sentinel. April 30. 1987.

Context/Origin

The Orlando Sentinel published a Philooelphia Inquirer black columnist who
gave a personal and historical account of racism up to World War 11 as a l~-in to a
conclusion that "the basic principle upon which the nation was founded is that all men
are created equal. The U.S. Supreme Court's decision denies that premise. It was a bed

decision." Acel Moore, ·ror black Americans, equality denied,· Orlando
Sentinel, Mey 4. 1987.

Context

Aprominent subheoo, three 1nches ooep, noted "To preva1 l under the Equa1
Protection Clause, McCleskey must prove that the oocision makers in~ case acted with
discriminatory purpose." From the majority opinion of Justice Lewis F.
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Context (cont.)
Powell, Jr., in Laura Mansnerus. ·Racial Challenge Rejected--Court
Stands Behind the Death Penalty.· New York Times, Sunday. April 26,

1987, p. E-1.

Context
"Rocial Challenge Rejected- -Court Stands Behind the Death Penalty," equally
shared the bottom of the front pege of e weekly news review section withe 3 x 4.5
photo, "6 Workers K111ed as the Po11ce end Strikers Clash" over e news report on "South
Africa Moves Against Resistance." The photo shows "Striking ( block) railway workers
attocking ( white) policeman during clashes in Johannesburg last week." New York

Times, Sunday. April 26, 198 7. p. E-1.

Context
The New York Times from the day of the McCleskey v. Kemp decision throughout

the following week opposed the result in news reports, enolyses, columns, editoriol
opinions, and news reports. Only those 1n opposition to the decision were cited
favorably. See. e.g., Stuart Taylor, Jr., ·oeath Penalty Rulings: Opening

New Era for Court Appeals,· New York Times, Apr. 23, 1987. p. 13;
Lnurn Mnnsnerus, ·Racial Challenge Rejected--Court Stands Behind the

Death Penalty.· New York Times, Sunday. April 26, 1987. p. E-1.
"Justice William Brennen, in a dissent that Justice Powell had the grace to call
elOluent, spoke with more relevance of America's efforts to purge a rocist past...."
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Context (cont.)
Lead editorial. ·01scrimination in Death? Yes. 5-4; New York

Uroes~

April 24, 1987; Tom Wicter, ·1n the Nation--Mating Inequity
Acceptable--Tortured reasoning in two Supreme Court death penalty
cases,· Apr11 25, 1987, p. 15; Anthony Lew1s, ·Abroad at Home--Bow1ng
to Racism--The Court's death penalty decision goes against our history,·
New Yort Times, April 28, 1987. See citations noted herein.

Context/1 Hustration
The Orlanoo Sentinel used Knight News Services for its report on the McCleskey
v. Kemp oocision, with a chart from the Florida Department of Corrections on "Florida
executions-- There heve been 16 executions in the state since 1979." The chart seemed
to refute the complex Baldus stucfy. Victims for those executions only--1 Owhite males,
2 white females, 9 block males, 1 block female, and 2 white male children. Ten whites
and 6 bl~ks had been executed for those murders. KNT News Service, ·Ruling a

defeat to de8th penalty foes--High court upholds execution despite show
of rac1al bias; Orlando Sentinel, Apr11 23, 1987, p. A-1.

Origin/Statistics
The Orlenoo Sentinel used Knight News Services for its report on the McCleskey

y. Kemp oocision. The only opinions used other than those of the court were of an ACLU
spokesman who was quoted in essence as saying "I oon't think there'll be any blcxxjbath
resulting from it," and from the general counsel for the Washington Legal Foundation:
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Origin/Statistics (cont.)
"I think this oocision says that pollsters, 03m()Jraphers, statisticians, and sociol()Jists
cannot possi bly repl~ an individual juOJS or jury." KNT News Service, ·Ruling

a defent to death penalty foes--High court upholds execution despite show
of racial b1as,· Orlando Sentinel, Apr11 23, 1987, p. A-1.

Context/1 llustration
Though relying on e news service for the primary story of the decision in
McCleskey v. Kemp, the Or lanoo Senti ne1used its own reporter, an attorney, for an
~unt of a oocision the same day in which "The U.S. Supreme Court spared the life of a
Winter Garden man Wednesday despite rejecting the claim that his ooath sentence was
the result of r~ial discrimination." A mug shot identified James Ernest Hitchcock es
white. Earlier ~unts when the cases of Hitchcock and McCleskey were argued before
the U.S. Supreme Court on Oct. 15, 1986 , proviood mugs of McCleskey as well as
Hitchcock. Craig Crawford, ·Hitchcock"s life spared by high court,·

Orlando Sentinel, April 23, 1987. p. A-1.

Context/Lanouaoe
Newsweek news report reflects its defined dissatisfaction on the part of
lawmakers end the public with cepital punishment practices, after McCleskey v. Kemp.
"Th1s erratic 5Ystem appears certain to continue st~ring on for at least a few more
years oospite a landmark U.S. Supreme Court oocision .... "On capital punishment , no
problem ever seems to be fully acxiressed ....ln the meantime, a flawed system will
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Context/Language (cont.)

continue to blunoor along. Arie Press, others, ·eridlock on Death Row--The
11

U.S. Supreme Court rejects a key cha11enge to capital punishment,·

Newsweek, May 1, 198 7, pp. 60-61.

111ustcation
A Newsweek news report, after McCleskey v. Kemp, was illustrated by Florida's
"Old Sparky" electric chair, and by a woman in Alabama and a man in Texas awaiting

execution; and McCleskey. The Texan, a block, not ooscribed in the story, is a former
janitor who the~ covered in several occounts to raise ooubt about his guilt in an
environment regarded as rocist. Arie Press, others, ·aridlock on Death

Row--The U.S. Supreme Court rejects a key challenge to capital

puntshment,· Newsweek. May 1, 1987, pp. 60-61.

IHustration/Language
A chart of "Inmates on cleeth row" with the Newsweek news report after

McClesky v. Kemp reflects "Rocial Bias? The conoomned population continues to grow
and its ethnic makeup remains skewed.

11

Arie Press, others, ·aridloct on Death

Row--The U.S. Supreme Court rejects a key challenge to capital

punishment,· Newsweek, May 1, 1987, pp. 60-61.
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Context

With the Newsweek news report after McCleskey v. Kemp is an occount of "The
Billionaire Boy--And the Missing Bcdy'' about a conviction the previous week and "a
verdict that cerries the possible sentence of death in Celifornia's ges chamber." The
f1nal panel 1nclures a photo of the wh1te oofendant and a quote from h1m that the alleged
victim would appear, alive. Newsweek concluoos: "If so, it will put a dramatic new twist
on at least two books, a TV mini- series and a movie said to be in the works about the
cese. Especially if Joe Hunt is executed." Arie Press, others, ·eridlock on Death
Row- -The U.S. Supreme Court rejects a key challenge to cap1tal
punishment: Newsweek, May 4, 1987, pp. 60-61.

Language

·( O)pponents of capital punishment were hanood a stunning oofeat.. .. The
dissenters ... charged that the majority was driven by other than judicial concerns--a
fear of disrupting the implementation of the criminal-justice system in Georgia and
elsewhere. 'This is o cleor message that sociologists, statisticians, demographers and
pollsters have no ploce in criminal court-rooms,· cheered Daniel Popeo, general counsel
of the conservative Washington Legal Foundation. Critics unhappily 6Jreed. 'Jurors are
~ing to have to jump up and oomit they are rocists,· complained Joe Ingle, director of
the Southern Coalition on Jails and Prisons. To make matters worse for opponents of the
ooath penalty, just one day before the McCleskey ruling the court significantly
restricted an earlier oocision that hoo blocked the execution of certain oofendants.... "
Richard Lacayo, others, ·Law--Clearing a Path to the Chair--The
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Language
Supreme Court rejects a key leoal challenge to the death penalty.· I.iJnL
May 4, 1987, p. 80.

Language
A UPI news report about a Flortda man who recetved a stay of execution "just 16
hours before he was scheduled to die" concluoos: "The trial lawyer did not stop
prosecutors from making derogatory references to Mills' race and religion, Olive said.
Mills is a black Muslim ." UPI,

·rederal judge blocks execution of Wakulla

man,· Orlando Sentinel, Mey 7, 1987, p. B-7.

Origin
The New York Times selected letters to the editor to support its position that

"We are hopeful that further challenges to the death penalty will be mooe and that they
will be successful" and "by refusing to know what is oomonstrably true--that the
United States hes an unspoken law that punishes blacks more vindictively than whites
end purports to 'protect' the lives of whites more vig:1rously then the lives of

blocks--the Supreme Court hes become a partner 1n a shameful dance of death."

Letters, ·supreme Court Rejected the Facts in Death Row

case· and ·1he

Unspoken Law,· New York Times, May 6, 1987.

or101n

In May, 1987, newspaper columnist Tom Wicker continued the New York Times
continuous coverage about black death row inmates who were or who might have been
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Origin ( cont.)
innocent of murders for which they ftUd execution. Wicker reported that "(T)here is
only one crime on the record of Edward Earl Johnson, a 26-year-old bl~k man of
Walnut Grove, Miss., and there are substantial ooubts that he committed even that one.
He will die for it nevertheless , early next Fridey, May 22, in a gas chamber at
Parchman prison--the first to be executed following the Supreme Court's ruling that
even a demonstrable pattern of r~ial discrimination ooes not make the ooath penalty
unconstitutional." Johnson was executed. ( Facts about his execution were featured in
May , 1988, in a Home Box Office television oxudrama.) Tom Wicker, ·oeath and

D1spar1ty--Ear1 Johnson 1s to d1e for a cr1me he may not have
committed,· New York Times, May 16, 1987.

Origin/Context
"Mr. (Edward Earl) Johnson was the first person put to death in Mississippi
since Sept. 2, 1983, when Jimmy Lee Gray was executed for murdering and molesting a
3-year-old gir 1. Mr. Johnson's mother, Bettye Lou, pleciJed Monday to file a lawsuit
against the state if her son was executed. "If he h6d committed the murder, I would have
been more than happy to S8'/ you have to pay your dues,· Mrs. Johnson said. "He no
sooner murdered that marshal than I did, and I was 90,000 miles away." AP.

·Mississippi Men, Professing Innocence, Is Executed,· New York Times.
May 21, 1987.

Context/Language
Novelist William Styron mixes report , inference, and ju(kJment sentences to
describe an interview with a Florida black wrongly held on death row for 10 years.
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Context/Langug (cont.)
"I recently met him, and he said, cell me Shabal<a. Shabal<a--34 years old when he
f~ death, was born Joseph Green Brown in Charleston, S.C.--hoo been convicted for
the 1973 murder, along with the robbery and rape, of a Tampa white woman. 'Shabaka',
e neme he took before ~ing to prison meens 'uncompromising' in Swahili. Shortly after
the su1t was measured, Shabal<a was asked to order his last meal--he could have
virtually anything he wanted--but he rejected the offer as gratuitously insulting." ( In
March, 1987, both the New York Times and the Orlancb Sentinel hoo used AP news about
the release of Brown, without mention of his preference for being called Shabaka. See,
AP, "Murder Testimony Recanted," New York Times, March 8, 1987, and AP, "Brown
never lost hope on death row," Orlanoo Sentinel, March 15, 1987.) "One shrinks from
thinking how a man prepares himself to f~ this form of extinction. While little can be
said in favor of any type of execution, death by electric current is truly primitive, one
that has not really been improved--if improvements are imaJinable--since a convicted
muroorer received the inaugural 2,000 volts at New York's Auburn prison in 1890. It
is a broiling process at intensely high temperature. The ctttors who ascertain death
must wait six or seven minutes for the bocty to cool down so they can touch it. Pigs end
cattle~ more expeditiously into that~ night. Shabaka thought about the manner of
his dying more than once. He hoo ~ reason to believe that because he was block he hoo
been dealt cards from a stacked deck." William Styron, ·oeath Row-- The story

of a crime in Florida; New York Sund8y Time ed-op page, May 10, 1987.
Context/Language
Novelist William Styron mixes report, inference, and jud;Jment sentences to
t'escribe an interview with a Florida block wrongly held on death row for 10 years. "As
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Context/Langug (cont.)

1t happened, a juror et his trial hoo sent en affidavit to Shabaka's minister, the Rev. Joe
Ingle of the Nashville-based Southern Coalition in Jails and Prisons, asserting that a
jury member hoo flNocatecl the chair for Shabaka, a former Bl~k Panther, because
'that niooer's been nothing but trouble since he ceme oown here, and he'll be trouble
until we get him off the streets.' "One's mouth rJ)eS dry et such an utterance, especially
in light of the recent United States Supreme Court oocision that rocial prejudice, es a
decisive f~tor in the ooministration of the death penalty, is theoretical and therefore of
no importance. In truth, rocial discrimination, far from being of no importance, hes an
omnipresence that the remarks of that Florida juror utterly confirm. After trials like
Shebaka's, how can the Court's ruling appear anything but a cruel end monumental
deceit?" William Styron. ·oeath Row--The story of a crime in Florida,·
New York Sunday Times, ed-op page, May 10 1987.
1

Orioin/Lanouaoe
In an illustrated New York Times op-eel column, novelist William Styron wrote
ebout ab leek who had been innocent of a murder for which he spent 10 years on death
raw. He concludes here: "The Shabeka story illuminates the most sordid defects of
capital punishment. His blockness and poverty helped cbJm him .... He would have died
not a criminal but a victim whose innocence would have been es surely entombed as his
bOO{ in its burial suit. Tociey, Shabeka makes his home in Florida. There 'decompress-

ing,' as he puts it, from his years in a cell, he reoos and listens to tapes of classical
symphonies. May he live in peoce." Wi11iam Styron. ·oeath Row--The story of
a crime in Florida,· New York Sunday Times, ed-op page. May 1o. 1987.
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Illustration

A 3 x 6 drawing occompanied a novelist's occount ~inst capital punishment.
The drawing shows a bl&:k hiding his eyes, as he sits curled in a tunnel-like sp&:e

behind an electric chair. William Styron, ·oeath Row--The story of a crime
in Florida,· The New York Sunday Jjmes, ed-op page, May 1O, 1987.

111ustrauon
A 1 x 3 Associated Press mug shot of a black with a huge Afro haircut at a
microphone wes used to illustrate a 3 x 4 news report of his execution. AP, ·Killer

of Medical Student Dies 1n Electric Chair In Louisiana,· New York Times,
July 25. 1987.

Origin/Context/Langupge
A 2 x 4 news report was m~ from en AP &:eaunt of a speech by Chief Justice
William H. Rehnquist to "limit law-minute appeals filed by ooath rrJN inmates." AP.
·oeath Row Appeals Assailed,· New York Times, July 28, 1987.

Orlg1n/Context/Stat1st1cs
An Orlanoo Sentinel columnist used statistics about the extensive involvement of

blacks in criminal and tainted civil matters to ooplore black lESiership concern about
"alleged r~ial discrimination in the ooministration of the death penalty.... There is no
ev1oonce that the Supreme Court has any 1nc11nat1on to conoone r~1sm .... lt's acase of a
people self-oostructino. They themselves will have to recioo to stop it and restore to

themselves a sense of community that is more oriented to helping one another than to
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Or1o1n/Context/Stat1st1cs (cont.)

blaming some outsider .... The first step ought to be to find better leaoors." Charley
Reese, ·5 lack leaders pursue a fictiona 1 problem and ignore a rea 1 one,·
Orlando Sentinel, Aug. 27. 1987, p. A-12.

Lonauaoe/Context
Columnist Tom Wicker stressed with data that "( d)eath sentences and executions
were then ( 1935-1969) end ere now preoJminently Southern phenomene." Tom

W1cter, ·1n the Nat1on--Death and Char1ty--Why the faster pace of
executions?· New York

Times, Sept. 7. 1987.

Origin

The New York Times used a letter to su~t that prisoners rather than the
electorate be allowed to choose between death and life imprisonment. Uncertain fate for
prisoners was criticized by a former inmate as the worst result of failure to resolve the

issue. Letter, ·Ast the Incarcerated About Death Penalty,· New York

Umes. Sept.

13, 1987.

Origin
Time selected the execution of o white men to conclude thet reletives of both the

conoomned and the victim suffer from the ooley by appeals from ooath sentences.
Richard Woodbury., ·Everyone's a Victim in This--A family man who

"flipped out· is executed in Louisiana·, Time, Sept. 7, 1987, p. 22.
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Language
"New Orleans was outr(rJ8d by the brutality of the muroor .... 'Crimes oon't come
any more hiceous,' said the prosecutor ... .'The ooath penalty was eminently justified.'

Over the next five years, however, Rault maneged to stave off five dates with Louisiana's
electr1c chair. On ooath row he re-emer~ as an exemplary, teoching fellow 1nmates to
reoo and write .... ( H)e ... corresponood with oozens of other prisoners who had heard his
writings on Christian rooio broaocasts. But appeals have been fast running out for many
of the notion's 1,919 deoth rfffl inmotes.... Lost week it wos Roult's turn. Yet the
execution seemed to provide no immediate finality to a gruesome crime. In New Orleans,
Reults' ~ing, infirm parents attenood a small wake and funeral for their son, then
retreated in grief behind the cb:)rs of their mcoost bungalow .... On the eve of the
execution, Jane Francioni's family gathered at their trim lakeside home in Slidell, 30
miles northeast of the city, to console themselves and pray." Richard Woodbury,
·Everyone's a Victim in This--A family man who 'flipped out· is executed
in Louisiana·, Time, Sept. 7, 1987, p. 22.

or101n

Letters to the editor are said to appear in far greater abundance than can be used
in the Sentinel as well as in the Times. Given the choice, the newspaper editors can
select to further or inhibit coverage of a particular issue or news report. In response
to a column1st suooestion that block l~rs were misusing as an 1ssue rocial disparity
in imposition of the death penalty, the Sentjnel published a letter from a self-ioontified
bl~k male. The writer did not fault the statistics used in the column but suooested that
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Qr1o1n Ccont.)
white l~rs responsible for the population were responsible for pub lie problem
solving. The writer said "Heaven forbid!" bleck leadership be counted on to solve any
issue, including bleck-on-bleck crime. Letter. ·oisturbing co1umn. • Or1ando

Sentinel. Sept. 13. 1987.

Language
A death werrent W6S signed for en inmate in a news report heoc.ed "Execution set
for 1<111er w1th no regret" over a leoo that stated the man wrote a letter three weeks
earlier to 58-/ "he has no remorse about killing an Orlanoo woman. "In his letter
Bertolotti told ( Gov. Bob) Martinez he did not regret killing carol Ward and wished her
husband, William had died with her .... " Donna O'Nea1. ·Execution set for ki11er

w1th no regret.· Or1ando Sent1ne1, Sept. 16, 1987, p. d-1.

111 ustrat ion
Mug shots or photos invariably were used in news reports about a death row
1nmate named Anthony Bertolott1 that 1oont1f1ed h1m es a 11ght-sl<1nned black. See,

e.u.• Orlando Sentinel, Sept. 16, 1987 . p. D-1; Oct. 24, 1987. p. B-1;
Oct. 25, 1987. p. D-1.

Lanouaoe/Or1o1n
A ju(b3 who oonied a request for a death row inmate to receive a stay of
execution on the ground that the conoomned was insane was quoted as saying that claim
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Lanouaqe/Orio1n (cont.)
was "'a rather outr~us statement, in light of the evioonce I heard' at the trial." The
news report concluded: "Since his conviction, Bertolotti has written prosecutors several
letters in which he said he was not sorry for the crime and aijed, 'maybe Carol Ward
should have locked her damn cmr. "' Roger Roy. ·K111er now willing to fight

execution,· Orlando Sentinel. Oct. 25, 1987, p. D-1.

Origin/Context/Source
The New York T1mes emphas1zed news reports with 1ssues favorable to death
penalty opponents. One 4 x 4 news report wes oovoted to a papal appeal for clemency:
"The Pope thus frljed his voice to a widespread movement in Europe that seeks mercy for
Miss ( Paule) Cooper, who is now 18. In recent months several Roman Catholic groups
as well as some leftist political groups have taken up Miss Cooper's cause, depicting her
as a victim of injustice as they campaigned against the reath penalty in the United
States.... On Aug. 25 , Miss Cooper 's birthday, a demonstration to protest her death
sentence was held in front of the American Embassy here. It was organized by the
Rooical Party, a small political group of sometimes unpredictable views that recently
elected a porn~r aphic movie octress to the Italian Parliament." Roberto Suro,

•pope Appeals to Indiana Not to Execute a Young Female Murderer,· New
York Times, Sept. 27. 1987. When the New York Times editorially supported the
Pope's appeal , to oovocate rejection of capital pun1shment for all children , no mention
was m~ of the leftist role of other oovocates. Editorial. ·when Children Commit

Murder,· New York Times. Oct. 2, 1987. p. A-20.
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111 ustrat1on
Mug shots reveal the rc£e of individuals who are not so identified in texts. See,

e.g .• Lorena Oropeza, ·oeLand killer sentenced to die in electric chair,·
Orlando Sentinel. Sept. 27, 1987; AP, ·oefense: New evidence clears
pair on death row,· Orlando Sent1nel, Oct. 2, 1987; News reports about
Anthony Bertolotti. Orlando Sentinel. Sept. 16. 1987. p. D-1; Oct. 24.
1987, p. 8-1; Oct. 25, 1987, p. D-1.

Or1o1n/Stat1st1cs
A black U.S. Congressman from Missouri presented statistics on race and

economic status to refute a Florida-based columnist Charley Reese's numbers critical
of alleged inequities on the besis of race in the imposition of the death penalty. Letter,
·inequity 1n apply1ng death penalty,· Orlando Sentinel. Oct. 3, 1987.

Origin/Context/Illustration

Months after news reports about e possibly innocent Texes death row inmate
granted a stay of execution , the New York Times picked up the case again in the micxtle of
hearings. A 1 x 4.5 photo of the former janitor shown in tie and white shirt

~mpanied one news report, which contained more than a full column of text. A
followup the next day provided another column of text. Peter Applebome, ·Truth is

Elus1ve in Texos Murder Involving Black--A Th1rd Trial Is Sought by
Death Row Inmate.· New York Times. Oct. 4. 1987; Peter Applebome.
·New Trial Urged for Texas Man on Death/Judge Says the Case Was
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Origin/Context/Illustration ( cont.)
Tainted by 'Injustice'.· New York Times, Oct. 10, 1987; Peter
Applebome, ·Rise in Executions Widening Debate/Many on both sides

assume the innocent will die,· Sunday Times, Nov. 1, 1987, p. 1.

Context

One Florida inmate's release to freeiJm from ooath row, previously covered
earlier in the year; a study about hundreds of innocents sentenced to death in this
century in the U.S.; quotes from ~ prisoner's rights minister "known for his efforts to
free those he believes wrongly convicted ," and a ooubling of death penalty cases in the
feooral s-,,stem : are used to su~t that a Texas inmate may be among those wrongly
sentenced to death. Peter Applebome, ·Rise in Executions Widening
Debate--Mnny on both sides BSSume the innocent will die,· New York
Times, Nov. 1, 1987. p. 1.

Origin/Illustration

Aquarter of page, including 3 x 4 photo, featured William Espy , who is "'widely
reroJnized by everyone in the acooemic world as America's foremost death penalty
historian,· said Michael Rada let , a University of Florida sociologist, who is also a ooath
penalty expert. " The report concluded that "it would take six years to carry out the
sentences" end, with a quote from Espy, "'It's crazy,' he said, 'and if eny other country
d1d that, we'd call it a human rights violation."' Ronald Smothers, ·Headland
Journal--Historian·s Death Penalty Obsession--Watt Espy's collection is

as unique as he is eccentric; New York Times, Oct. 21, 1987.
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Language
"One of Florida's more vocal opponents of the ooath penalty has been
suspended ... because of a phi losophical dispute with her boss, officials said Monday.
Scher lette Holdman, 40, said she did not know if she still hoo e job with the state-funded

office of attorneys who defend death row inmates ....Larry Spalding, the office's chief
attorney, believes his ~ncy's mission is to provioo the best legal help to ooath row
inmates rather than working to abolish the death penalty. 'There has always been
somewhat of a tension between Scherlette's perceived role of whet ( the office) should

be.' Spalding ... was president of the Flor1da Chapter of the Amer1can C1v11 L1bert1es
Union before taking the new post in August 1985. Holdman has organized protests,
cheered last-minute stays of execution and plotted ant€g)nistic stunts. Once, she sent a
birthday cake decorated with bleek crosses to then-Attorney General Jim Smith ." AP,

·oeath penalty foe suspended from job--lnvestigator, boss clash over
function of legal office for inmates; Orlando Sentinel, Oct. 13, 1987.

Context/Lanqupqe
An extensive news report appeared on the front page in the Orlanoo Sentinel on
the day after Christmas to su~t that innocent ooath row inmates have been executed in
this century. A similar report of the stucty appeared in the New York Times more than
six weeks eorlier . The Sentinel reports no one "expects the project to change the minds

of many death-penalty advocates." "Law and public policy professor Ernest van den H~
of Fordham University in New York," questions the stU(ty's eccurecy; expects error in
any human ectivity; cites reasons for capital punishment despite error; and "disputes
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Context/Language (cont.)
the conclusion that the 5Ystem has not improved." Laura Ost, ·Executed--but not
necessarily guilty--At least 23 innocent people killed in U.S .• scholars·
study says,· Orlando Sentinel, December 26, 1987, p. A-1.

Origin/Source/Statistics
The father of a murder victim used statistics in a column to oovocate curbs on
multiple appeals by death raw inmates. Donald Fannin, ·swift, sure dates with
electric chnir ensure justice,· Orlnndo Sentinel, Oct. 24, 1987.

Or1g1n/Context/Lanquage
A columnist asks r~rs to see themselves as mock jurors end consider "the
f~ts of the crime. They aren't pleasant." ( "If you're against capital punishment, you
aren't on the jury. Sorry ....") "I won't querrel with these judges ( in the actual case).
But I wonder whet the reoction of one of these juOJBS would be if he found himself
strapped into a chair watching his own wife's throat being cut." Mite Royko, ·vour
decision: Should tiller be executed or allowed to live?· Orlando Sentinel,
Nov. 25, 1987.

Context
About the time of oral argument to the U.S. Supreme Court in McCleskey v.
Kemp and Hitchcock v. Duooer, in 1986, the Orlanoo Sentinel used AP news reports
obout steys for Willie Derden. On Sept. 8, 1986, on Associated Press news report ( with
a capt1oned photo of a sm111ng "Convicted k11ler Darden--appeals of h1s sentence~ on")
observed he "has granted interviews to more than 200 ... reporters worldwide" in the 13
years he hoo been on death raw. AP, "'I feel I should win'-- Darden eludes electric chair
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Context (cont.)
for 4th time," Orlanoo Sentinel, Sept. 8, 1986; AP, "Killer Darden loses 2 tries to stay
out of electric chair," Orlanoo Sentinel, Oct. 17, 1986; AP, "Darden gets stay in 5th
death warrant," Orlenoo Sentinel, Oct. 18, 1986. The Orlanoo Sentinel picked up the
story again in 1988. AP, ·Darden accepts death as 6th date with chair

nears,· Orlando Sentinel. Jan. 21, 1988.

Context/Mistake*

The New York T1mes covered Wil11e Jasper Darden's 1985 avoidance of the
electr1c chair 16 hours before he was to die when "the Supreme Court, in a rare
reversal... indefinitely postponed the execution of Willie Jasper Daroon, and granted a
full review of his conviction for killing a businessman in a holdup." UPI, "Supreme
Court, in Reversal, Bars Florida Execution to Review C-ase," Sept. 5, 1985. The Times
did not return to Darden until 1988.. infull, on the Sunday before his execution, when it
presented front-page coverage and a 2 x 4 photo of him taken by the reporter. Jon
Nordheimer, ·Longest on Death Row, He Seeks 7th Reprieve,·* New York

Times, March 13. 1988, p. 1.

Mistake

Text, "350 innocent men have been sentenced to deeth in the 20th century end
23 have been executed" controoicted a subhead: "Stucty Finds 350 Wrong Deaths".

Peter Applebome. ·Rise in Executions Widening Debate,· New York
Nov. 1, 1987. p. 1 et seq.

Umes,
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M1state

On the Sunday before Willie Jasper Daroon was scheduled to die, the New York
Times dramatized the news report with a front-p~ heooline based on text: 'longest on
Death Row, He Seeks 7th Reprieve." Elsewhere it wes reported that one unidentified
inmate hfKj been on Florida's ooath row longer than Darden. See, e.g., AP, "Daroon
occepts death as 6th date with chair nears," Orlanoo Sentinel, Jan. 21, 1988, p. B-3.
John Nordheimer. ·Longest on Death Row. Seeks 7th Reprieve,· ( inside)
·Longest-Lived lnmnte on Denth Row Seeks Seventh Reprieve,· New York
Sunday Times, March 13, 1988, p. A-1.

Context

"While other death row inmates evoid the media, tek.ing the advice of lawyers
who fear interviews may hurt appeals , Darden believes such attention is the key to
getting out his sioo of the story. On Wednesday, Soviet dissioont Andrei Sahkarov
appealed to Martinez to commute Darden's death sentence. In Moscow, Sakharov said he
wes making the appeal et the request of Amnesty International." No mention is me,je of
his Nobel Peace Prize. AP, ·oarden accepts death as 6th date with chair
nears; Orlando Sentinel. Jan. 21, 1988, p. B-3.

Lanqugge

"Gov. Bob Mart1nez ool1vered a lesson 1n American just1ce Thursday to Soviet

dissioont Andrei Sakharov, who sought clemency for a convicted killer. Martinez said he

saw no evidence to stop the Feb. 3 execution .... 'The underlying issue here is not the
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Lanauaoe Ccont.)
Darden case but the continued viability of capital punishment,' Martinez wrote
Sakharov. 'The cornerstone of civilized society is the assumption that the group will
protect eoch of us from the degredetions of the lawless.· AP, ·Martinez denies

Sakharov's plea to spare Darden,· AP, Orlando Sentinel, Jan. 22, 1987,
p. B-3.

Context/Origin
"Human r1ghts groups cla1m Daroon 1s 1nnocent and are try1ng to oomonstrate
that capita 1 punishment is unjust. (Andrei) Sakharov appealed at the request of
Amnesty International, which said the trial of Darden, who is bleck, was tainted by
prejudice. The group said that new evidence proves Darden was elsewhere at the time of
the crime." AP, ·Martinez denies Sakharov's plea to spare Darden,·

Orlando Sentinel. Jan. 22. 1987. p. B-3.

Context/1 llustration
Unoor a mug shot of Daroon, "Those pleooing for Daroon·s 11fe include Amnesty
International, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, a::tress
Mar~t Kickier, Democratic pollster Pat ~11, Soviet dissident end Nobel laureate
Andrei Sokhorov ond presidentiol condidote Jesse Jockson ....Corolyn Snukowski, who
handles cap1tal cases for the state attorney general's off1ce, ... sa1d 'He has raised a
number of claims to several courts. He has not prevailed anywhere. He may raise
interesting issues, but he is never successful in winning out on those issues.' Darden's
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Context/I 11ustrat1on (cont.)
first ooath warrant was signed by Gov. Bob Graham in May, 1979. Daroon was to follow
John Spenkelink to the electric chair. Spenkelink was the first person executed in
Floride when the death sentence was approved by the Supreme Court. Daroon hes !J)ne
through 14 appeals, including four to the U.S. Supreme Court, three to the 11th Circuit
Court of Appeals in Atlanta and four to the Florida Supreme Court." ( Editor's note:
Chief Justice Warren Burger in Darden v. DuOJer complained so hard about Darden's
"numbers" thot he wos criticized in the opinion of four dissenters.) Mike Thomns,

·wnlie Darden beats execution a 6th time,· Orlando Sentinel, Jan. 26,
1988. pp. A-1, A-5.

Mistnke

AP reported the stories of two Daroon alibi witnesses "were first told in court
cb:uments filed in 1986, more than 12 years after Daroon was convicted. Their claims
ere stocked against what prosecutors and lower courts contend is 'overwhelming
evidence to the contrary."' Other reports indicated that the key alibi witness ceme
forward in 1973, but was not called to testify. AP, ·Memories vital to Darden's

alibi; Orlando Sentinel, Jan.30.1988. p. D-5.

Context/ 111 ustrat ion
On the day "W1111e Daroon beats execution a 6th time, " the Orlanoo Sentinel
carried an editorial, "Justice oolayed, not oonied" that concluded that a "former l~r of
the Nazi puppet state of Croatia" extrooicted from the United States to Yu!J)Slavia after
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Context/1 llustration (cont.)
35 years, may have suffered from the "exquisite fgmy of waiting so many oocooeS for
the executioner .... ( He) was not executed, but he is dead just the same at the age of
88 ....He was in poor health end died neturelly ," efter being "given e stay of execution."
Also on that day, the Sentinel used photos of block prisoners cleaning a drainage ditch,
and a block woman shielding her face while at a shelter for the homeless to illustrate
inside ooje.:::ent to the Darden carryover a page-one story about "Worries warm up as
freeze dips in." In the deily's Locel/Stete section, e helf-column wide photo et the top of
a page dtsplayed the heoo and shouloors of a black teenager occused of muroortng hts
employer and two others at Wendy's; the photo was taken during jury selection.
News reports. i 11ustration. editorial. Orlando Sentinel, Jan. 26. 1988.

Context
Aone-par~raph Orlanoo Sentinel state news report about the issuance of a
ooath warrant for a Wildv/coj man described in detail the 1981 murder of a 2-year-old
girl "who was buried elive end suffocated from breathing sand. Her fingerneils were
shr~ and embecxa1 wtth dirty, indicattng she probably tried to dig her way out of the
oround, patholOJists said." Beneath the story was a one paragraph news report about a
Florida Supreme Court order. "Justice Rosemary Barkett, writing for the unanimous
court, seid the way the prosecutor cross-examined e defense witness injected 'evidence
calculated to arouse rocial bias during the penalty phase of his trial.· The prosecutor
asked the witness, a clinical p5Ychol()Jist, whether ( the defendant) was prejudiced
toward white women." Or 1ando Sentinel, Jan. 26, 1988. p. D-3.
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Context/I 11ustrat1on

Another in a series of repeated uses of a mug shot of Darden illustrated a news
report that "Claims by ( eyewitnesses attesting to Darden's innocence) helped the U.S.
Supreme Court to consider emotion fora new hearing and geve Darden en unprecedented
s1xth repr1eve .. .. The stor1es of ( the w1tnesses) were first told in court oocuments filed
in 1986, more than 12 years after Darren was convicted. Their claims are stocked
~inst what prosecutors and lower courts contend is 'overwhelming evidence to the
controry.' ( One witness) soid she opposes copitol punishment beceuse of her religious
conv1ct1ons." The news report cone lures w1th quotes from an assistant attorney general
oobunk ing the witnesses· testimony. AP. ·Memories Vital to Darden's alibi,·
Orlando Sentinel, Jan. 30, 1988, p. 0-5.

Lanouaoe

"( T)he broad availability of post-conviction relief in criminal cases has been
quite controversial, and in recent years the controversy has centered on death penalty
cases. The reoson: It is possible for a condemned inmete to use these federal appeals
routes to avo1d numerous ooath warrants by ask1ng the federal courts to hear issues that
the state courts have decided. The most extreme example is convicted murderer Willie
Darren, who has been on Florida's death row since 1974 and just last week survived his
sixth ooeth warrant by appealing to the federal courts." Robert Batey, ·No end in
s1ght for court delays,· Orlando Sent1nel Jan. 31. 1988, pp. 6-1, 6-3.
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Language
"Only one men--Beauford White--hes been executed since Gov. Bob Martinez
was elected in 1986. That man, a poor block who never killed anyone but was found to
be en eccessory to the murder, hed e unenimous jury recommendation of life
1mpr1sonment. Yet Attorney General Bob Butterworth's off1ce fought to execute Wh1te,
oospite what the jury said .... ln the last oocooe nine men have been released from
Florida's death raw because the evidence supported or proved their innocence..."
Michnel Rndelet, ·Is it time to abolish the de8th penn1ty? Yes: "Eye for

an eye· 1sn·t worth the cost;· also, Bob Butterworth, ·No: We need
penalty for heinous crimes,· Sunday Or1ando Sentinel.. Jan. 31, 1988,
pp. 6-1 I 8-3.

Context/ 111 ustrat ton
The entire front page of the Sunday Orlanoo Sentinel Insight editorial section of
January 31 , 1988, was devoted to the question: "Is it time to abolish the death
penelty?" in e "pro" end "con" formet. Almost half of the page wes devoted to a drawing
of an electric chair and cobwebbed switch under e lengthy 1ntroouction that began:
"Florida's ooath penalty is on trial again. Last week convicted murdered Willie Darden
escaped an unprecedented sixth death warrant after the U.S. Supreme Court granted a
stey of execution to review his letest eppeal . The cose hes geined internetional ettention
because of charges that Darden is the victim of a rocist judicial system. In December,
U.S. District Ju(iJe Kendell Sharp expressed outrage et the appeals of convicted serial
killer Ted Bundy ... Sharp accused Bundy of 'milking the system and said lawmakers
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Context/ 111 ustrat 1on (cont.)
'either should abolish the death penalty itself or change the procedure to avoid so many
delays."' On the bottom of the p~ was the start of a separate Q&A interview with the
Texes ettorney general: "Mettox: Texes not proud of being execution let:rl3r". Also
separately, and "special to the Sentinel," was a report from a Stetson University law
school associate ooan and professor: "No end in sight for court delays." Also at the
bottom, the audience was asked to "Sound Off" to answer "yes" or "no" to the question:
"Should Florida get rid of the deoth penalty?" Inside, the cerryover of the fCCOunts
encompassed half or more of three other paJeS, one illustrated by mug shots of Buncty
and Daroon. Another contained an "electric chair" chart of "States with the most
executions" since 1976" as of Jan. 21, 1988. Five southern states--Texas, Florida,
Louisiene, Georgie, end Virginie, were shown to have executed 77 of 94 inmates. The
third contained a phot()Jraph of a man with a sign, "Ted Should be Deoo!" The caption
stated: "Guardian Angel protests outsioo Orlando's feooral court last fall ." ·1s it time
to abolish the death penalty? Yes ... No... Death Penalty on trier, Sunday
Orlando Sentinel Insight, January 31, 1988, pp. 8-1, 8-3.

Lanouaoe
A heooline about two death row inmates fECing execution described the featured
man as a "killer" although the news report did not use that buzzword. AP, ·Killer

gets more t1me but tans to ga1n stay.· Orlando Sentinel, March 6, 1988,
P- B-3.
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Or1gin
A lengthy news report presented without contradiction or question proposed
guidelines that the heoo of Florida's death raw defense program said would unclog the
execution process and restore public faith in the system. UPI, ·Proposal aims at

smoother process for death appeals,· Orlando Sentinel. February 8,
1988. p. 8-4.

Context
To support an editorial pos1t1on that the criminal justice system give every
last-chance opportunity--no matter how 'disjointed or chaotic'--to those about to be
put to death ," quotes were taken from a "recent speech" by Chief Justice William H.
Rehnqu ist ; the justice had used them "to complain about last-minute appeals by
condemned prisoners." Ed1tor1a1, ·Accepting Chaos,· The National Law

Journal. • Feb.

8. 1988. p. 12.

Lnngunge/111 ustrntion
A heooline over a wire news reports of three death row inmates focing execution

ooscribed them as "killers" although the news report did not use that buzzword. The
only photo in the half-page x 6 news report was a mug shot of the featured black female.
The report mooe no mention that women comprised less than one percent of people
executed in the U.S. throughout its history. AP, ·Killers ask clemency board to

commute death

sentences. ■

Orlando Sentinel. Feb. 11, 1988. p. D- 7.
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Language
·since last April, when the Supreme Court rejected Warren McCleskey's
argument that the administration of the ooath penalty was unconstitutional because of its
racielly disparate effects, the nation's 2,000 death row inmates have had to drew their
hopes and their appeals more narrowly. One who has won a measure of success, although
not on any ground related to roce, is Warren McCleskey himself" read the lead. Laura
Mansnerus, ·one Winning Appeal from Death Row.· New York Times, Feb.

12, 1988, p. 11.

Context/I ]lustration
Letters to the editor from writers from three different Central Florida
communities supported the death penalty in e box, centered by a "mug shot" of an
electr ic chair. None opposed it. Letters, ·oeath penalty: Finality and

courts ... Remove them ... Courts responsible·. Orlando Sentinel. Feb. 13,
1988, p. A- 18.

Language
·A strong rebuke of rocially prejudicial testimony has been issued by the
Florida Supreme Court in a decision v~ting the death sentence of a black man convicted
of the rape and murder of a white woman. While upholding the conviction of --- for the
rape-murder of --- , the court voted unanimously to require resentencing primarily
because of rocially charged testimony during the penalty phase of...trial." The 2 x 6
news report continued to emphasize the sexual aspects and guilt of the defendant-- "a
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Language (cont.)
history of sexually attocking white women ... e habit of preying on white women ... raping
and murdering a white woman." The point was then mooe that "Justice Barkett noted
thet r~iel prejudice 'hes no pl~ in our system of justice end hes long been condemned
by th is court...Nonetheless , roce discrim1nation 1s an undeniable foct of this nation's
history."' Joe Bizzaro, ·eourt rebukes racial testimony,· The Florida Bar
News, Feb. 15, 1988, p. 18.

Context
A letter to the editor noted as being from a member of the Swedish Section,
Group 88 , of Amnesty International , was used to show that the United States was one of
only five net ions , with Pak istan, Benglooesh, Barbaoos, end Ruanda, to "put young
people to ooath 1n the 1980's." Iran W8S mentioned 8S a possible sixth nation where
young people might have been executed. Letter. ·1n U.S., 30 Juvenile Offenders
Await Execution,· New York Times. Feb. 15, 1988, p. A-18.

Context/Language/Illustration/Statistics
A news feature m~ use of var ious techniques that engender bi8S to generate
sympathy for attorneys in capital case appeals and their clients. The account in the New
York Times wes written by one of its editors , elso described es being e novelist.
Convicts ere "never fer from from guards, never far from gates that can be slammed
shut." The first attorney described "a slender and prematurely graying 38-year-old,
becomes "a visitor in the world of the damned: Death Row .... " He is "one of a handful of
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Language (cont.)
history of sexually attocking white women ... e habit of preying on white women ... raping
end murdering a white woman." The point was then made that "Justice Barkett noted
that rociel prejudice 'hes no ploce in our system of justice end hes long been condemned
by this court...Nonetheless, roce discrimination 1s an undeniable foct of this nation's
history."' Joe Bizzaro, ·eourt rebukes racial testimony.· The Florida Bar
News, Feb. 15, 1988, p. 18.

Context
A letter to the editor noted as being from a member of the Swedish Section,
Group 88, of Amnesty International, was used to show that the United States was one of
only five nations, with Pakistan, Benglooesh, BarbBCX)S, end Ruanda, to "put young
people to ooath in the 1980's." Iran was mentioned as a possible sixth nation where
young people might have been executed. Letter. ·1n U.S.• 30 Juvenile Offenders
Await Execution,· New York Times. Feb. 15, 1988, p. A-18.

Context/Language/Illustration/Statistics
A news feature min use of various techniques that engender bias to generate
sympathy for attorneys in capital case appeals and their clients. The E£COunt in the New
York Times was written by one of its editors, else described 6S being e novelist.
Convicts are "never far from from guards, never far from gates that can be slammed
shut." The first attorney described "a slender and prematurely graying 38-year-old,
becomes "a visitor in the world of the damned: Death Row .... " He is "one of a handful of
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Context/Lanauage/111 ustrat 1on/Statist1cs (cont.)

lawyers who oovote nearly all of their time to defending prisoners who face ooath
sentences. Most of their work is in the Deep South-- 'the Death Belt' as they call
it....South Cerolino's Death Row is at once less ugly and more terrible than an outsider
might im~ine ....
Avisitor is surprised to see that some of the 46 inmates--those who have
someone on the outside who cares enough to buy one--have television sets. They are
squeezed beween bunks and open toilets, their screens flicking among socks and letters
and pictures of Jesus ....Their sound is hopelessly drown out by the clang of gates and the
echo of voices. At first , the noise, banging off concrete and metal and rolling bock on
itself is threatening. But listen more closely, and you pick up a friendly rowdiness, not
just omong the inmates but between capitives and jailers. Later, a corrections officer
explains that the boisterousness is tolerated because it blows off steam."
( The inmate, a white behind bars in the oominant opening photo for the report)
is brought to the lawyer "by burly guards. A 1986 Gallup Poll found that 70 percent of
those surveyed favored capital punishment for murder cases. Sixty-one percent polled
believed that executing killers can ooter others. Seven percent hoo no opinion, and 32
percent said executions oo not deter." Asubheoo notes: "Of the 70i who in a Gallup Poll
favored the death penalty, 73i said they would still favor it even though it might not
deter cepital offenses.
"Prof. Michael R~let, a sociolOJist and cr1minolOJ1St at the University of
Florida who is widely rec(XJnized as an authority on capital punishment, believes that
the 32 percent are right. ( No mention is mooe that Rooelet has been an outspoken
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opponent of capital punishment.) 'There are no criminologists that I know of who argue
that the death penalty has a deterrent effect over and above life in prison,· he said in a
recent interview .. .. Despite the public support for capital punishment--or perhaps
because of 1t--the issue is divisive and ooeply emotional.
"At some executions, opponents and oovocates of the death penalty have stc:od a
few yards apart outside prisons, uttering prayers and taunts into the night.
Occasionally a death-row inmate will attr~t wide attention, es in the case of Willie
Jasper Darden .... Darden's supporters SfJ'{ there 1s real ooubt about his gu11t; they cite
affidavits from two people who SfJ'{ the defendant could not have been at the scene of the
murder. There is little or no ooubt about the guilt of most death-row inmates; even
their lawyers ~knowlec)Je that. But many of these lewyers believe that killing murders
1s wrong, oospite what the Supreme Court SfJ'{S, despite what the public believes. In that
belief, most ooath-row lawyers work long hours for low pey ....
"As ( one of the attorneys) relaxes in his cluttered office, in an old film

warehouse ab lock from Atlante's glittering Omni Hotel, he talks about a picture on the
wall .... (The lawyer) calls (the) oocision, 1n McCleskey v. Georgia, ·an everlasting blight
on the Supreme Court and a bOOJS of shame for the state of Georgia.' .... ( D)efense
lawyers must hunt for more routine points to argue--and perhaps before an
increesingly skepticel judiciary. Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist...called on the
nation's courts to limit last-minute appeals by death-row inmates so as to reduce the
'chaotic conditions' surrounding executions. 'We're into hand-to-hand combat now,·
( the lawyer) says. 'There is no great issue that's going to save people on death row.' "
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Returning to the featured case, the Times quotes a white inmate who "says he has
turned to prayer end that, if he has to die soon, 'I'll~ to the kin~m of Goo instead of
the lake of fire ... .' (A man wounded by the inmate) "now 52, with a hand that still gets
sore, ooesn·t care about ( the inmate's) religious conversion. A bullet fired by ( the
inmate) just missed his heart, and there is no room there now for forgiveness, not after
he watched his mother die, and watched his father grow old alone. 'I'd pull the switch
right now, free of charge'".
(Another lawyer) "is a soft-spoken bachelor of 28. He went to Harvard Law
School but while there he thought that the law might be too dull. Then he spent part of a
semester working for the Southern Prisoners' Defense Committee in Atlanta, and he was
hooked. ·1 oon't think my being bl~k hes affected my feeling on the immorality of it,' he
says of capital punishment, though he knows that 9 of the 12 people Georgia has put to
ooath in the lest oocail have been block."
"( He) grew up steeped in the t~hings of the African Methociist Church, and it
shows in his speech. In one breath, he speaks quietly about the horror of his clients'
crimes- - 'the pure evil that flows out of these situations.' In the next breath, he says:
'It's spirtually gratifying, contacting and connecting with the people on death row. It's
more meaningful than anything I oo. These are people I love and care about....'
A 53-year-old Georgian ... wes one of the founders of Defense, in 1976. His
organization oovotes nearly all of its time to capital punishment cases, though its
lawyers will occasionally take on other work--especially if the clients have money,
( the Georgian) says unabashedly. He and other foes of capital punishment say murders
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that result in ooath sentences often occur in rural areas in which the emphasis is less on
scientific law enforcement than on hunchs and cronyism.
"In settings like these, they S8'/, a suspect is likely to be represented by a
lawyer who is young and inexperienced, or old and tired .... For ( the Georgian) the night
of Mey 22, 1987, will always be a terrible memory.... The word that the execution hoo
been carried out touched off a celebration.
"A man in a Ku Klux Klan costume came close to (the Georgian), taunting him.
(The Georgian) rec()Jnized the man es a bcryhood friend and schoolmate, a person not so
different from himself, except that the man hoo been raised on a diet of hatred insteoo of
the more genteel strain of rceism ( the Georgian) hcK1 learned-- paternalism, which at
least allowed for charity end change. 'The men could have been me,' the ( Georgian) 58'/S.
'And I don't mind telling you , I was heartbroken ..' ....
"How cres Team Defense choose its cases? 'There is no methcxiJlcgy, and indeed,
little fairness ,· ( the Georgian) says .... Concluding the report with the lawyer first
described who represents the lead inmate, "the other inmate ( the attorney) talks to
is...e 28-year-old black, the 17th of 18 children born to an impoverished
sharecropper couple in rural Horry, S.C., not far from Myrtle Beach. (The block) has a
soft voice, bright eyes, and an I.Q. of 65 ....(The lawyer) says ( the block) has only 'the
dimmest' understanding of where he is and whet is happening to him." The report is
ended with the"~ news" that the U.S. Supreme Court unanimously ordered
reconsideration of the featured inmate's case. David 8. Stout, ·1he Lawyers of
Death Row,· New York Sunday Times Magazine, Feb. 14, 1988, p. 46.
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Lanouaoe
"So the prosecutor called convicted murder Willie Darden, an 'animal' and the
juo;,e called him 'cold, heartless and vicious.' ....What are ~uate ajjectives for
someone with 27 felony convictions and who was on furlough from a sentence for the
attempted rape of a 70-year-old woman when the offense for which he was condemned
occurred? Perhaps the prosecutor could have called him, a 'humanitarian' and the ju()Je
could heve described him es 'warm , loving end kindhearted."' Letter, ·Adequate
Adjectives?·, the Orlando Sentinel, Feb. 11, 1988, p. 8-2.

Context/ Language/ 111 ustrat ion

The Orlen(i) Sentinel coverage of the sentencing hearing for Winter Garden's
James Ernest Hitchcock proviOOd numerous examples of language in context, to
demonstrate disbelief in the value of death raw inmates es character witnesses. The
reports disparaged the value of a hearing the U.S. Supreme Court found was legally
necessary months ear lier, because Hitchcock had not been given the opportunity to
present mitigating evioonce in his behalf.
One reporter was bylined throughout the courtroom coveri:g3 that ran for
several days in mid-February, at the time when Willie Jasper Darden was striving to
avoid an execution set for the follawing month. Headlines on the Hitchcock reports
1nvar1ably referred to the "Killers".
Photos were displayed prominently of each of eight death raw inmates who
testified, and of the relatives of the victim "consoling" one another or "smiling" when
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the ooath sentence was reimposed. The news reports included the following: "Eight
killers will step out of padlocked vans in Orlanoo tooay and into the arms of gun-toting
deputy sheriffs under unusually tight security ... .'lt's a hassle,· said Rita Mott, a court
reporter , as guards rummage through her oversized black bag. 'I've had to gJ through
this twice tcday and it bothers me even if it is a pretty gDj precaution.·
"Mott was not the only one grumbling about the inconvenience caused by the
rehearing of James Ernest Hitchcock's death sentence. Even employees and attorneys
who normally flash plastic 1dentificat1on cards to bypess searches had to walk through
metal detectors and put any items they carried through an X-ray machine. One couple
hoo to wait a few minutes ...as a guard lifted their baby from an infant carrier and groped
for weapons underneath a blanket.
"The hassles will continue tooay as jury selection begins 1n the rehearing...
Tooay's hearing rekindles terrible memories for relatives ( of the victim) who was
raped and strangled in July 1976. The family is hoping jurors again will recommend
thet Hitchcock, 31 , should die in Florida's electric chair ..." Robin Benedick,

·s

tillers arriving for court today--Deputies searching couthouse
visitors; Feb. 17. 1988. p. 8-1.
"The story in the news this week about bringing eight convicted murders to
Orlenoo from the Florida State Prison near Starke to testify brought to the surface a
thought that has been buooing me for several months. The thought is that something has
~me seriously wrong with our justice system that needs to be fixed. I oo not know how
much it costs to bring eight killers to town and to provide the security measures needed,
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but I have a t)Xd idea who is (J)ing to pick up the tab." Diet Mar1owe. ·our judicia1

system is too important to be turned into another lottery

1

•

Feb. 19

1

1988, p. C-1.

"James Ernest Hitchcock ooscribed how he raped and stran~ 13-year-old
Cynthia Ann Drig-Jers. 'I choked her, and I just kept choking and choking. I oon't know
what happened. I just choked and choked,' the 31-year-old killer said in a taped
confession heard by jurors Thursday in on Orlonoo courtroom .... Hitchcock set stoically
as the 11-year-old tape replayed the t r ~ in the crowded courtroom ....

"As Hitchcock's confession was played Thursday, ( the victim's) sister and aunt
huo::fled in the third row, bowing their heads and weeping. A few jurors squirmed as
they viewed photographs end slides of ( the victim's) bloo:ty face end bruised neck ....

Tcday , oofense attorneys will begin questioning 20 witnesses who will testify about
James Hitchcock 's~ character." Little mention was given to testimony by people
other than the death row inmates. Robin Benedick, ·Hitchcock tape tells of

girl"s rape, killing--8 killers expected to testify at hearing todoy, • Feb.
19, 1988, p. A- 1. Photos showed six whites and two blacks. Four of them,

testifying es character witnesses, were described es follows: ( 1) "sliced a man's throat
and buried him alive in Bay County"; ( 2) "stabbing an elderly Indian River County
couple"; ( 3) "murooring a Martin County women"; ( 4) "a muscular man who is on
death row for beating a man unconscious with a pool cue and then shooting him to death".
One denied having killed. "That remark prompted sneers in the courtroom .
"The inmates, eoch one wearing a powder-blue shirt and navy blue pants, were
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hanocuffed and shock led at the ankles and waist as they entered the courtroom un~r
heavy security .... A spokesman for the sheriffs office said the extra security will cost
taxpayers about $25,000." "'I think this is the height of judicial idiocy,' said State
Attorney Robert Eagan."
In Erl1ition to the inmates' testimony, sociolo;iist Michael Raoolet testified that
Hitchcoc:k is not a dangerous person. "He said Hitchcoc:k did not have a history of
violence. Hitchcoc:k wes on parole from Arkansas for burglary and grand larceny when
he was arrested in the girl's killing. Also testifying Friday were Hitchcock's relatives
and his former lawyer who said Hitchcock grew up in a poverty-stricken home in
Arkansas and has become a better person since ~ing to prison. Defense lawyers said the
inmates ere reliable es witnesses because Hitchcock hes spent a third of his life et the
prison." Robin Benedick. ·Killers call Hitchcock a nice guy--Jurors hear

8 prisoners attack death penalty; Orlando Sentinel, Feb. 20. 1988. PA-1. Four letters to the editor were presented in "Outr* about killers' testimony."
Letters. Orlando Sentinel, Feb. 24, 1988, p. A-12.

Victim's relatives, shown smiling, were "relieved by death sentence," February
25, 1988. "Spectators gasped when Circuit JuOJB Gary For met Sr. told Hitchcock that
he should die in Florida's electric chair. It was Formet's first death sentence. 'I'm
extremely shocked and surprised,' said one of 12 jurors who voted 7 to 5 SeturdBy to
send Hitchcock to the electric chair. For met hoo the final

&Jy ....

"Like the jurors, Formet rejected the testimony of eight convicted murderers
from Florida State Prison who portrayed their fellow inmate as a mooel prisoner, a
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~maker, tee:her, and generous person who should be spared. The appearance of the
eight killers, six of them on death rcrw at the prison near Starke, was criticized by
prosecutors and state prison officials. It also prompted extrEKlrdinary security....
"Before the sentencing, ( the victim's sister), her voice shaky and her h8nds
quivering, rea:i a three-pewJe handwritten letter urging Formet to sentence Hitchcock to
ooath ....Eleven years trJJ, an Orange County jury believed that Hitchcock raped, beat, and
strangled Cynthia at her family's Winter Garden home. Based on that jury's
recommendetion, Circuit Juo;,e Maurice Paul sentenced him to death.
·1n April the U.S. supreme Court overturned Hitchcock's death sentence because
no chartJ:ter witnesses hoo been allowed to testify on his behalf in 1977... Privately,
prosecutors and spectators said they were stunned by Format's decision to follow the
jury's recommend6tion beceuse he hfK:i never handed out a death sentence.... Lest week's
rehearing sparked special interest because of the oocision to bring so many convicted
killers to Orlanoo.
··1t was ridiculous to make us listen to a bunch of murderers,' said one juror,
who like other jurors, did not want Ms name used ....'We didn't even consider the killers'
testimony,' said a juror ... .'We knew these were boo men. Hcrw could we believe them?'
she said.... The jurors never learned that one prisoner beat a man unconscious and then
ran over him with his car; that another robbed an elderly couple and stabbed them to
ooath; that another sliced a man's throat and buried him alive; and that another raped a
teen-•r, then shot and k111ed her and her f1ance. 'I kept trying to figure out what
these people did. I mean were any of them as famous as Ted Buncty?' asked one woman
juror. ·1 guess it was best we didn't know because we didn't care what they said anyw~.'
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·Most of the jurors said they were convinced of his guilt after hearing an
11-year-old tape recording in which Hitchcock confessed: 'I choked her, and I just kept
choking and choking. I oon't know what happened. I just choked and choked.' ... Several
jurors seid they were not swayed by his impoverished boyhocxt in northeast Arkansas.
Both the jUOJ3 and jury rejected Hitchcock's contention that his oloor brother ... hoo
killed the girl after becoming enr~ when he caught the two tOJether in her bed on
July 31 , 1976 ... Robin Benedick, ·Hitchcock gets 2nd death sentence-Killers· testimony fails to help,· Orlando Sentinel, Feb. 25, 1988, p.
B-1. ..James Ernest Hitchcock is ~1ng to the electric chair. Frankly, I'm glEKi .... (A)s

8Wful as it was to witness, the imposition of the ooath penalty seemed less painful to me
than the suffering of so many victims I hoo covered.... Maybe this CEath sentence for
Hitchcock for once will put the emphesis where it belongs--on the victim." Wendy
Sp1rduso, ·Knler got 2nd chance, Cynthia Ann Driggers didn·t, • Orlando
Sentinel. Feb. 26. 1988. From Orlando Seo1ioe1.. Feb. 17-Feb. 26.
111 ustratjon

Ahelf-column x 4 certoon mocks use of de8th raw inmetes es cher~ter
witnesses. "Sure, I'd make a~ character witness because I'm close to Goo," says the
oofendant. His attorney looking at legal papers says, ·very close, your honor. His
execution is set for next week ... Earlier the Sentinel reported James Ernest Hitchcrek
would be presenting inmates es character witnesses on his behalf in a trial in Orlanoo.
The U.S. supreme Court hoo ruled the Winter earoon man was entitled to a new
sentencing hearing, because he hfl:1 not been allowed to present evioonce in mitigation at
an earlier sentencing. Orlando Sentinel, Feb. 19, 1988, p. 16.
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No less than three separate, brief news reports appeared about the death penalty
8fld prison inmates in one day, on the full peg3 oovoted to "other news to note," in the
Orlenoo Sentinel during the week that James Ernest Hitchcrek was resentenced to death.
"A Killer's Feint Smile" led the regionel wire news from the South. "'At 15, Ronald
Ward was sh1pped to death row for k1111ng a seventh-gr~ classmate and two women in
their '70's. However, the state Supreme Court hoo a problem with the verdict because
Ward is bl~k end the victims and jury were white.... (A r~ially mixed jury) found
Ward guilty once ~in. Ward, 18, smiled faintly at them Seturdey es they left the
courtoom. Prosecutor Attorney Scott Hunter said he would not ask for the death penalty
this time...... The second tale came from Santa Ana, Calif., about "One of Those Days." A
murderer sentenced to life in prison asked the juckJe to officiate at a marriage ceremony,
but when the juOJe refused end the woman b~ked out, the man "picked up a chair and
heaved it at her. Then he overturned a table ...... The final item, from San Francisco,
concerned "DO"J on Death Row." SPCA officials were seeking permission to "kill the
female pit bull with a legal injoction" after she spent 430 days "in a small cage." The

cb'J "wes sentenced to de6th lest year bye municipal court jUOJB for two unproved
attocks on people. Her owner ...appealed, but no one appeared on the cb;1's behalf Fr1day
before the panel of appellate ju~ in Superior Court. The juQJeS said they will make a
oocision soon." Bob Kelly, compiler of wire reports, ·other News to note,·
Orlando Sentinel, Feb. 22, 1988, p. A-4.

Context/I 11ustrat1on

The day James Ernest Hitchcock was to be sentenced by a ju(iJe after a jury
recommended reath, the Orlanoo Sentinel ran a half page x 6 news report,
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w1th mug shot, about a man committed to a state mental hospital after he received life
terms for killing five people in a supermarket firebombing. "He originally was
sentenced to death for all five murders, but the state Supreme Court overturned the
deeth sentences because justices seid Ferry wes mentelly ill." The inmate end his
former attorney were quoted extens1vely about med1cat1on the pr1soner wanted to
refuse, and his former lawyer believed was necessary. AP, ·Firebomber asks to
halt drugging--ferry: I'm not mentally ill, was framed in supermarket
deaths; Orlando Sentinel, Feb. 23, 1988, p. 8-8.

Context/Source/I 11ustrat1on
Mug shots of feooral juo,3 G. Kendall Sharp, and d3ath row inmate Ted Bun~,
both white, appearoo above the short leoo item in an Orlanoo Sentinel roundup of State
news. Datelined M~ison, Florida, the juo;e asked "a congressional subcommittee Friday
to put a one-year limit on the time ooath row prisoners have for filing new appeals.

Members of the House Governmental Operations subcommittee on judicial
EKiministration were Sfmpathetic, saying their constituents are angry about appeals
running 1Oyeers or more for ~mittedly guilty convicts. Sharp said his court elr~
hes 31 cap1ta1 cases pending on appeal. The New York Times that day ran an AP news
report about a a Ree-JBn .. Administration Memo Ur~ Confrontation on Legal Issues,"
including a recommendation "that the death penalty be defended es necessary for
'deterrence, retribution and incep~itation ( i.e. decapitation.)"' That news report did
not appear in the Sentinel. Wire reports compilation, ·Judge urges time limit
on death appeals; Orlando Sentinel. Feb. 27, 1988, p. D-3.
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The Sentinel balanced 1ts audience r~t1on favorable to the death penalty for
James"Ernest Hitchcock with commentary from a nun who serves as "director of
detention ministry for the Catholic Diocese of Or lenoo." She objected to the gleeful
cheers of meny people to the de8th sentence. Vengeence rether then heeling wes her
explanation for that r~tion. "(W)ho are the real killers? I Sf!'{ it 1s we
Floridians-those of us who tolerate our state's capital punishment." She concludes "We
must abolish the CEath penalty." Hannah Daly, ·A fascination with vengeance
opens old wounds,· Orlando Sentinel, March 3, 1988, p. A-19.

Context/Language
Atop a news roundup of Supreme C.ourt decisions of the day including rejection
of "the appeals of two other Florida CEath row inmates," the Orlanoo Sentinel used a
two-column heed, a mug shot, and nine paragraphs to report "Willie Darden, Florida's
most resilient (Eath row inmate, lost his 14th appeal Monday when the U.S. Supreme
C.ourt ruled he received a fair trial end was legally sentenced to death .... ln a one-p~
ruling, the court rejected the appeal with three justices dissenting--William Brennan
end Thur~ Marshall, who oppose cep;tal punishment under all circumstances, end
Harry Bloclcmun, a longtime critic of the Darren case. Darren has become a national
~mbol for groups and individuals opposed to the death penalty. They S8'{ that Daroon, a
block men, wes the victim of a rocist judicial system. There were no blocks on the jury
during his 1974 trial, and the prosecutor referred to Darden es an animal that should
have been k111ed." The New York Times ran a single paragraph in a court roundup on the
same day: "Obstocle Removed in Death Penalty~" "of Willie Jasper Daroon, a Florida
death row inmate convicted of murdering a man in a robbery, who hes been proclaimed
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an innocent victim of rocial bias by opponents of the reath penalty here and abr(Bj_
Justices William J. Brennan Jr. and Thur()D'.1 Marshall, opposers of all ooath sentences,
dissented, end joined e separate dissent by Justice Harry A. Bl~kmun, who said he was
not persu~ that Mr. Darden had received e fair trial ( Darden v. Dug,;Jer, 86-6173) ...
Mite Thomas, w1re service reports, ·supreme Court rules Darden tr1al

was fair, sentence legal,· Orlando Sentinel, March 8, 1987. p. A-7.
Context/Language/Origin

The Sentinel used a letter to describe NHow disgusting" was a r~r·s
1mpress1on about the"mere presence of the eight ktllers in the 0rlanoo area to testify as
to the charocter of another convicted murderer (James Ernest Hitchcock).N That Nwas
enough for the people to endure, without your showing their likenesses on the front
pege." ( On that d6y, the New York Times used "Bokassa Executed Commuted to Life
Term," over an AP report about the former president of the Central African Republic.
NHe was toppled in a French-bocked coup in 1979. The French oction followed charges
that Mr. Bokassa hoo been involved in the deaths of 100 schoolchildren who were
protesting Government rules, beeting 17 of them to death himself.") Letter, ·stench

was enough,· Orlando Sentinel, March 1, 1988, p. A-10.

Context/Mistake

The Orlanoo Sentinel in e news report stated: "Derden has maintained he is
innocent of the 1973 murder of Lakeland furniture store owner Cerl Turman during a
robbery. Turman's wife was sexually assaulted during the robbery and an employee was
shot end permanently disabled." other reports, including a television interview with
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the wioow, make clear that no assault took pl~. Also no other E(;C()Unt refers to the
employee as having been permanently disabled. The items appears in an E(;C()Unt of a
seventh death warrant for Willie Jasper Darden, a blfci convicted of killing a white
men. In the context of e history ebout truths, feers, end myths of black men reping

white women, that error would appear to be egregious, especially in an E(;C()Unt
otherwise l~n with numbers, e.g., "This man has been in there for a crime committed
in 1973. He has been before more than 100 j UOJ85 and has been before the Supreme
Court five times," S6id Joe Spicola, general counsel to Martinez." Elsewhere on that

same p~, Gov. Bob Martinez was personally credited in a 1~ par~raph, along with
his Gabinet for empting "guidelines Tuesday to restrict state investment with companies
ooing business in South Africa and to encourage them to divest their interests there,"
although the information was provided by an aide to the Comptroller. UPI, ·Martinez

acts quickly to s1gn 7th death warrant for Darden,· and ·Apartheid,·
Orlando Sentinel, March 9, 1988, p. B-3.
Context/Lanquage/M istate

The~ efter the Sentinel reported ebout Governor Martinez's quick signing of a

7th ooath warrant for Wi111e Jasper Darden, and noted that Amnesty International
officials "were alarmed at the speed with which the new warrant was signed," the New
York Times led a lengthy story unoor a two-column heoo with the statement that "A new
math wereranfgiving seven days to prepare a new appeal shows that Florida is moving

too qu1ckly to execute W1111e Jasper Darden, whose case has drawn 1nternat1onal
attention, his lawyers said tooay ... .'The haste to execute Willie will certainly cramp our
ability to effectively litigate meritorious claims,' said... one of Mr'. Darden's lawyers."
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Unoor a subh~. "Trial Transcript Called ·Bizarre; another lawyer
criticized the original trial and stated: "His trial transcript is the most bizarre thing
I've ever reoo, with the prosecuting attorney celling him en enimel end other
inflammatory names.N
After nine parewJraphs, a spokesman for the gJVernor responds in two
parfrjraphs. The remaining nine are devoted primarily to a defense version of f~ts; the
new evidence of eye witnesses pleced Derden "fer from the scene of the Turman crime et

the time.NNOnly one execution has taken pl~ in the state ( Florida) in the past 22
months , largely due to the state's oocision to create a semiautonomous 9J0ncy, the
Capital Collateral Representative with 13 full-time lawyers and six investigators to
defend death raN inmates." Jon Nordheimer, ·norida Is Celled Hasty In
Setting an Execution; New York Times, March 10, 1988, p. 13.

Context/Language

The Orlenoo Sentinel used en AP ~unt ecross the top of en inside page for
criticism from Amnesty lnternat1onal and "supporters" about the haste of the signing of
a seventh ooath warrant for Daroon. After five part,Jraphs, the ~ernor's men have
four to state Darden hoo exhausted all appeals and "He is not ~ing to abuse the process
eny further ... The news report was ended withe note that Derden, es "(e) prolific

wr1ter ...has been called 'poet of reath rr111 ."' AP, ·eroup says Martinez rushing
Derden death.· March 11, 1988, p. D-3. See, also, AP ·eourt drops
death penalty for two tillers.· p. D-4.
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On the Sunday before the scheduled execut1on of Willie Jasper Darden, a

two-column photo in the~ taken by the reporter shows Darden with a prominent
cross on his chest. His hands are out of sight in the photo captioned "Willie Darden, a
condemned murderer, et Floride Stele Pri~cm." Under e heedline, "Running out of time,"
the Sentinel used an AP photo 1n wh1ch the cross 1s fa'.Ed. Darden 1s shown to feature the
hanocuffs. The Tjmes led with the impressions of the reporter at the Florida State
Prison "in an apricot-colored concrete holding cell" where "it takes six minutes for
guerds to free Willie Jesper Darden from the chains that girdle his bro;." The Sentinel
leoo proviood details of a rape, shooting, and robbery of a Lakeland woman, and then
ErlEd: "Darden later confessed to the 1973 crime that he committed while on a weekend

furlough from prison where he was serving time for trying to rape a 70-year-old
women in St. Petersburg. He elretrly h8d more then 20 other felonies on his rep sheet."
In the I.1.m§ version of that 1973 crime, Darden 1s quoted: "I plEBEd no contest to that
other crime because I figured I would be railr~ for that just like the one in
Lakeland," he said in an hour- long interview. "I was afraid of being held in Lakeland for
e second trial. There wes e lot of r~ hetred." In the Sentinel, "Amnesty lnternetionel
has charged that Florida, a mcml of the New South, 1s guilty of old-style Southern
r~ism . Darden, a bl~k man, was the victim of a judicial lynching, they charge." The
Sentinel later quoted police reports and "investigators" in detail about two other
murders Derden wes said to have committed in a "shooting spree" in the vicinity of the
crime, on the day of the murder for which he was convicted. "Darden wsa never
prosecuted for the Leahy and Dumont shootings... The Tjmes report states "on the day of
the Lakeland murder, Mr. Darden was on a weekend furlough from a state prison where
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he was serving a 20-year sentence on a conv1ct1on of burglary and assault with intent to

commit rape. lnvestiaetors hoo linked him to a pattern of robberies during such
furloughs.· No other murders ere mentioned in the Times.
Jon Nordheimer I
·Longest on Death Row, He Seeks 7th Reprieve,·* New York Times, March
13, 1988, pp. 1 , 9' M1te Thomas, • 15 years after t i111ng- -D-day for
Darden?·, Orlando

Sentinel, March

13, 1988, pp. A-1, A-6.

Context/ 111 ustrat ion /Origin

For the fourth consecutive d6y, the Orlenoo Sentinel cerried an Associated Press
news report concerning di5a-Jreements about a seventh death warrant for Willie Jasper
Darcim. Alibi witnesses, including a white woman depicted in a 1x3 photo at
microphones , "appeared at a news conference called by Amnesty International, which
has tried to focus internetional pressure on Martinez not to execute Darden ....His cese
has become a focal point for capital punishment opponents who '3f!-/ his trial was tainted
by rocial prejudice." Darden, identified in the report as a block convicted of killing a

white, also appears in a separate mug shot, under the photo of the witness on his behalf.
The report ends with official dispute of the eye witnesses. "Prosecutors Sf!l'/ Darden still
could have hoo time to~ to the furniture store and k111 Turman. They also have
su9Je5ted the two witnesses who recently came forward might have been mistaken about
the times.· AP, ·Darden protest gets nowhere with governor,· the Orlando
Sentinel, Match 12, 1988, p. D-3.
Context/0r1g1 n
On the Sunday Willie Jasper Darden received front-page treatment in the

Sentinel. Four letters to the editor, appeared, boxed, on en "Insight" page, about the
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Context/Origin (cont.)

recent 1mpos1t1on of the ooath penalty 1n Orlanoo on a white man. They variously
oomancej char~ter witnesses for, and remembrances of, victims at a sentence
rehearing and expressed di5aJreements with a nun who wrote earlier to oppose capital
punishment. The le6d wes written in response to "AN ARTICLE in The Pittsburgh

Press...wh1ch ... perta1ned to the sentence rehearing of James Hitchcock, at wh1ch h1s
char~ter witnesses were ooath row inmates.· Letters, ·Hitchcock, death row
and victims,· ·No collective blame,· ·Soon forgotten,· and ·victims of
crimes,· Orlando Sentinel, March 13, 1988, p. 8-2.

Context

The only mention in the national edition of the New York Times of capital
punishment on the eve of the execution Willie Jasper Darden was in an editorial to
deplore es "a fraud" proposed imposition in New York of the death penalty in

drug-murder cases. Editorial, ·8ood Wfr(s and Bad to Fight Drugs,· New
York

Times, March 15, 1988, p. 26.
Context/1 llustration
0n the eve of the execution of Willie Jesper Derden, in 8 news report circulated

on the day of his ooath, the Sentinel led with a front-page report with five paragraphs of
the condemned man declaring his innocence "in comments brCBtast early tooay on
ABC-TV's Night line." An ~mpanying photo showed Darden "as he appeared on ABC's
Night line news.progrem ... A5-column photo taken by a local photographer appeared

above the similarly wide head of "Opponents of ooath penalty demonstrate in oowntown
8ainesvi11e Mondtry night in behalf of Willie Darden." The opponents prominently
displayed signs. For the first time in the Sentinel within the text, Pope John Paul 11
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Context/Illustration ( cont.)

was mentioned "among the celebrities who appealed to Martinez to spare Darden." The

Sentinel report noted the lock of interest in the execution in the town where it was to
take pl~. Bobby Ferguson, editor of the Brooford County Telegraph, was quoted as:
compleining ebout the use of the prison town in everyone's d6teline; ste~ing thet the use

hurt the city's reputation; and as planning to put the execution news report "in an inside
section of the paper , not the front p~."
In that day's Sentinel. a 2.5 x 4 AP photo of Colussus behind bars in "his new
Penhendle surroundings" eppeered , page B-3, over e ~line "Gorille grebs blanket,

shows zoo he's boss. " Other Florida newspapers examined on this date did not use the
photo.
Another photo, used elsewhere, appeared in the Sentinel to represent "The
Nation", under e headline: "Cetch of the dey." Abl~k men "sought...to answer robbery

and burglary charges" was shown being dr~, his h86:1 oown, from the St. James
river in Virginia by two white police officers.
The only other photos of blfd:.s were mug shots of heavyweight champion Mike
Tyson, gaps visibile in his teeth when he smiled, emong "Names end F~, .. p. A-2 ,

"finding lots of things he likes about Japan, such as honesty...." and federal juciJe Alcee
Hastings. A U.S. House committee was "considering his imp~hment." See AP, "House
_panel to get Hastings material, .. p. B-5. ( No photo a::companied a brief paragraph on p.
B-4 ebout prominent bl~k state Rep. Don 0affney. Jury selection was the event

warranting a report of his mail-fraud trial.) Mike Thomas, ·wnue Darden vows
to take his dignity to the grave,· Orlando Sentinel, March 15, 1988,
pp. A-1 , A-5.
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Context/1 llustrntion
The by- lined news report in the Sentinel about the execution of Willie Jasper
DarCBl appeared at the bottom of the front p~ unoor a half pr,J3 x 6 AP color photo of
"Panama police respond with a stinging blue spray as hospital workers protest lack of
pey." To the right, below e heevy bl~k diving line, wes e locel color photo ceptioned:
"Satnam Khalsa ( left) and Heike Amelung protest at prison as sun rises," the former
carrying a sign that stated "THOU SHALT NOT KILL," the letter, "THE WHOLE WORLD IS
WATCHING/BOYCOTT FLORIDA." To the left in the blue-bordered Gcxx1 morning index,
eppeered e mug shot of e white f~: "Bishop Eugene A. Marino is named first bl~k
Roman Cetho11c archbishop in the U.S. p. A-3." The bulk of the er::count about the
execution appeared on the wrap-around, p. A-20, to fill the p~ with another story
about a "Killer put to <math in Louisiana--Wayne Felde makes sure reporters get
cryptic lest words" end e 2/3 pege ad with white femele models.
In fd11t1on to the ad art work, two photos, of a hearse, and of three more
protesters with signs, appeared at the top of the p~ unoor a 4.5 column hea11ine" "The
Darden execution ... A standard mug shot of Darden was provided, as was that of the white
man executed on the same d6y. The execution was described in great detail after "Darden
refused a final meal of steak and eoos at 5 a.m .... h1s head and r1ght leg... ( were) shaved to
provioo a clean surf~ for the electrCXES. He also took a bath ...
Nineteen par~raphs were used, broken only by a sub-h~ quote, .. covered
everything from a "hanctuffed Darden "at about 7 a.m." being "quickly whisked into a
room through a curtain ..... to a curtain being drawn "revealing the black hem of the
executioner in an ~oinino room ... Dramatically, the news report concluded: "Prison
Lt. Don Glactiish grabbed the microphone and looked toward the witnesses: 'The sentence
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Context/Illustration (cont.)
of the state of Flor1da versus W1llie Darren was carried out at 7: 12 a.m." on page A-3,
unoor a three line, two-column heoo: "Pope appoints black to head Atlanta region," a
subheoo noted: "' I think that his appointment is a sign of hope to all minorities.. .'
--Bishop Eugene A. Marino." On Pt,Je A-14, a report wes h ~ "White vote falls short
for Jackson--He is fa11ing to attract enough for nomination." Mike Thomas,

·oarden goes to his death 'with a clear conscience;· the Orlando Sentinel,
March 16, 1988, pp. A-1, A-20.

Context/Mistake
The New York~ used an AP news report and an AP photo used the previous
day in the Orlanoo Sentinel about "opponents of death penalty at vigil in Gainesville,

Fle., before execution of Willie Jasper Darden," to cover the electrocution under a
four-column heoo. "Mr. Darren became the 18th person executed in the state and the
96th executed in the nation since the Supreme Court restored capital punishment in
1976."

A small one-column subhead stated: Vietnam Veteran Also Executed." On the
editorial-opinion page 27, a column by a law professor on "The Gioo:m Case 25 Years
Later" lauood Florida for providing lawyers in capital cases. But the anniversary of the
case guaranteeing the right to counsel in felony cases was "no time for congratulation,"
because "in the years since Gideon, the Court has mtKie it clear that the constitutional
right to assigned counsel~ not apply to litigation beyond the first appeal. And too
many lawyers consioor their job done when the highest court of any state has affirmed

the conviction."
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Context/M istate (cont.)
Although the article was not a news report, it was up to date enough to note: "Yesterday,
after seven dates with the executioner, Willie Jasper Darden, an inmate at Florida State
Prison, at Starke, went to the electric cheir for the 1973 murder of e furniture store

owner in Lakeland."
It then repeated a mistake made by the Times the previous Sunday: "Mr. Darden
hoo lived longer on death row than any condemned inmate in the United States." The
Sentinel the previous d6y reported "Only one inmate hes been on death row longer then

Darden. Howard Douglas was imprisoned there in December, 1973, about a month
before Darden." The Sentinel, however, on the day of the execution did not cover a story
about capital punishment that was used in the Times, on peq3 3, under a by-line and
three-column heed, "R~n Urges Clemency for 6 South Africans."

That report led off with "President Reagan, in an unusual appeal, urged South
Africa tooay to grant clemency to six blacks convicted of complicity in a 1984 mob
killing. The inmates, five men and one woman who are called the 'Sharpsville Six,· are
scheduled to be hanged on Fridey ( March 18, 1988 ). " Un like the Sentinel, the Times

also gave prom1nent p~ one display under a two column photo to "Black is Named U.S.
Archbishop." AP. ·Florida. Ending 14-year Case. Executes Willie Darden.·
New York Times, March 16, 1988, p. 13.

Context/Language/Mistake
On March 17, 1988, the New York~ shifted its attention about capital
punishment with a by- lined account from Johannesburg. The report stated "hopes for a
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Context/Language/M 1state (cont.)
stay of executions faded tonight" for "six convicts, five black men and a black
woman ... known as the 'Sharpeville Six,· after the block township southeast on
Johannesburg. They heve been on deeth raw since last December, when appeal against
the death sentence imposed in 1985 was rejected."
The occount then mentioned "an intense campaign for clemency, including
appeals from President ReaJan, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of Britain and
Chancellor Helmut Kohl" end 80:ied "Today, the United Nations Security Council
unanimously called on South Africa to commute the sentences of the six." A half page x 6
~nee France-Presse photo of three black women identified as "Relatives of the
'Sharpeville Six'" occompanied the report. The Or lanoo Sentinel used an Associated
Press news report under e two-column heed, "U.N. asks South Africe to commute
sentences, p. A-10."
In the third par6;lraph, the Senti ne1noted "On Tuesday, President Reagan issued
a personal appeal for the lives of the six." And then

aojed:

Dr~lav Pejic of

Yu~levia, Security Council president for March, seid death sentences for the 'Africen
patriots' h~ caused ·undivided international condemnation and uproar.' He also said
thousands of innocent black South Africans have been detained and tortured.... "
Separately, without mentioning the contemplated execution, a Sentinel columnist stated:
'With the president napping or on mental vecation whenever the subject of South Africa
1s raised, there can be no coherent policy, no particular moral authority, nothing other
than the ranoom official confusion that now exists." Howard Means. ·Reagan's
napping on South Africa will come back to haunt U.S.. ~- A-22. •
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Context/Longuage/M istote {cont.)

(A~ columnist for the second consecutive day used the 25th anniversary of
the Giooon decision by the U.S. Supreme Court to grant right to counsel at trial in all
felony ceses to remind reeders: "(T)he reality of injustice remains. Too few lewyers
represent poor oofendants, and they are unoorpaid and grotesquely overworked. The
most shocking examples are in capital cases." Anthony Lewis "A Muted Trumpet, p.
26.") Primary report from John D. Battersby, ·South Africa Stands Firm on
Sentencing of 6 Blacks to Hang,· New York Times, March 17, 1988, p. 6.
Context

The New York Times continued covers-J8, this time starting on the front page, of
the "Sharpville Six " in South Africa condemned to die for being present at a ra11y in
1984 where o block councilman wes murdered. John Battersby, ·South Africa
Delays Executions of 6 Blacks 1n Sharpev111e Murder,· New York Times,
March 18, 1988, p. A-1.

Context/ Illustration/Origin

The Orlanoo Sentinel used a half-pege by 6 AP photo of block "Supporters of
'Sharpeville Six' carry( ing) oofense attorney Prakash Dier (a bearded Indian) on their
shouloors" over an AP report. Without attribution, AP reported the six "were convicted
of complicity in the murder of ab l~k town councilor during anti-apartheid riots in
1984, elthough there wes no evidence they directly contributed to the victim's death .... "
AP, ··shorpev111e s1x· spared for a month--South African Judge grants

stay hours before execution time,· Or1ando Sentinel. March 18, 1988,
p. A-13.
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Context

The Orlenoo Sentinel used en AP report in its state section to rescribe the
history of the Florida-originated 25-year-old U.S. Supreme Court Gideon cilcision
granting people cherged with felonies right to counsel at the trial level. Asubhead
quoted B111 Harr1s, a "former assistant state attorney who prosecuted Gideon in both
trials"--'lt was a giant leap forward for the criminal justice 5Ystem."' The account
under a three-column heoo did not connect the case to present capital cases as two New
York Times writers hed oone. AP, ·eideon brought a new order to court,·
Sentinel, March 21, 1988, p. 8-3.

111 ustrat ion

The St.Petersburg Times displB')'ed on the left side of the front page under a
two-column photo of Willie Deroon a chart of the case history related to the crime,
indictment, and eoch death warrant, until the lest: "execution set for 7 a.m. tooay."
Inside, beneath the Darden report, was another about an execution. Ed Birk, AP,

·u.s. high court turns down appeal in morning ruling--Louisiana man
executed,· St. Petersburg Times, March 15, 1988, pp. 1-A, 5-A.

Context/Origin

The St. Petersburg Times topped its Sunday March 13, 1988, front page with a
two column local cut of Willie Daroon to accompany a half-p~ story that continued
inside. The by- lined news report described his length of time on death row as being
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Context/Origin (cont.)

"lon~r than all but one other inmate. ( Darden) has outlasted more ooath warrants than
any other Florida prisoner." To state the pros and cons, the writer provided the
following without attribution: "Deeth penalty Bdvocetes Sf:!'/ Derden's cese is en example
of the frequent 'abuse· by defense lawyers who argued repeated and meritless appeals.
Death penalty opponents from around the world say Darden has avoided the electric chair
because there are compelling ooubts about his guilt. And the victims of the shootings
that led to Darden's conviction question why the cese has dragged on so long."
David Dahl, ·Darden again staring at death--Seventh death warrant may
stick. attorneys fear; St. Petersburg Times, March 13. 1988, p. 1.

Origin

The St. Petersburg Times, on the eve of execution, stated: "Amnesty
International issued a call to its members to flocd the ~vernor's office with phone calls.
Pope John Paul 11, Soviet dissident Andrei Sakharov , actress MargJt Kickier and rock
singer Peter Gabriel all have appeeled to the governor for clemency for Darden. On
Monday Martinez's office received 1,108 calls about the execution. The callers included
presidential candidate Jesse Jockson. 'He thought the tJ)Vernor should hold up on the
Darden execution,· said Brian Ballard, who is Martinez's director of operations. 'I
explained to him the I.J)Vernor's commitment ( to the death penalty.)'
Of Monday's calls, fewer than 20 favored Darden's execution, a spokeswoman said. An

estimated 70 percent were from out of state. Martinez also received another 213 calls
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Or1g1n Ccont.)
Friday. Some of Monday's calls came from foreign countries, including Holland and
England. lnsioo the United States, the most came from the state of California. For the
most pert, the message wes overwhelmingly similar ...." Ed Birk, with David Dahl,

·u.s. high court turns down appeal In the morning ruling,·
St. Petersburg

Umes, March

16, 1988, p. 1-A.

Origin/Context
The St. Petersburg Times used a woman not assigned in the immediate past to
cover the execution of Willie Jasper Daroon, and another to write a column about it on
the basis of ch ildren's comments. The news report devoted the first five paragraphs to
Derden's del ivery of "the lest of many speeches protesting the system that sentenced him
to ooath."
Accompanying local photos to the front page occount oopicted: a Christine
Livingston of Gainesville by a protest sign, holding on to barbed wire fence, as she
peered into the distance; and a hearse leaving the state prison. Inside, the Sikh and
Scandinavian woman shown in the Sentinel in color at sunrise, were depicted from a
different angle. "THE WHOLE WORLD IS WATCHING--BOYCOTT FLORIDA' is the only
readable sign.
Inside, a columnist on the front page of the state section wrote: "Several hours
after Willie Jasper Darden died in Florida's electric chair Tuesday, I sat oown with a
oozen sixth graoors at Mitchell Elementary School in Tampa to discuss his execution and
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Origin/Context (cont.)

the ooath penalty in general. These 11- and 12-year-olds all knew the basics of a TV
newsbreak blurb: that a convicted muroorer hoo been executed. Some even knew Daroon
hed survived six previous death werremts, thet he's hed meny appeals, thet he
proclaimed his innocence to the end. The kids who unoorstoo:J the most said their
parents talked with them about it.. .. " Janice Martin ••,. child"s view of death

and justice, p. 1-8. •
Several sentences in the primary news report seemed to heve the children in
mind ; Daroon was quoted as stating that he had "oone some bad things in his life. "I have
committed criminal acts in my life, yes, but nothing that was violent,· Darden
insisted .... who ~t to see 'his lovely 1~.... "' before he died. Lucy Morgan, ·oarden

dies in electric chnir--Convicted killer"s last words: ·1 am not guilty ... •
St. Petersburg Times, March 16, 1988, p. 1-A.

Language
A women who visited Derden on the eve of his execution wes characterized in
different wf!'{s with or without quote marks by different publications es "my lovely looy
Felicia ,· a woman whom supporters described as Daroon's 'spiritual wife' or who his
minister so described or without attribution; or as his girlfriend, named in one ~unt,
not in enother. Various Florid8 newspapers, March 16, 1988 (carryovers

from page 1 news reports).
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Context
After a two-part series imputing other murders to Willie Jasper Darden, the
Tampa Tribune provided straight-forward a::counts by other reporters on the eve and

ooy efter the execution, though it concluded the letter with editoriel quotes from the
murder victim's wioow and a 16-year-old eyewitness wounood in 1973 during the
crime for which Darden was executed.
"Arnold, now 31, said Darden abused the judicial system and the system showed
little concern for the victims." One wrep-eround, p. 8-A , on the ooy efter the
execution, a half-pfrJe x 4.5 photo by an unidentified phot~rapher, shows a black
woman holding up a sign with six lynched figures under the words "Save Sharpeville Six
Campaign Committee."

The ception reoos: Her daughter scheduled to hang--Julie Rameshamole
protests the scheduled Friday hanging of the 'Sharpeville Six'--including her
daughter- -who participated in 1984 riots that lead to the lynching of ab lack official in
Sharpeville. South African officials have ignored clemency appeals.

11

For the Derden execution, the caption on the front pfMJ8 under e helf column
local photo notes: "About 40 death penalty opponents gathered outside Florida State
Prison to protest the exaecution of Daroon. A handful of people turned out in support of
the sentence. Lawrence Fletcher, ·oarden dies quietly after 14 -year
11

battle,· Tampa Tribune, March 16, 1988, p. IA; also, Lawrence Fletcher
With Tom Brennan ·Florida set to execute Darden this morning,· Tampa

'

Tribune, March

15. 1988. p. 1A.
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Origin/Languoge
On the Sunday before the execution, the Lakeland~ relied primarily on
statements from the prosecutor C. Ray McDaniel for its f£COunt about the forthcoming
event, belenced egeinst Willie Jesper Deroon's own words. Deroon wes convicted for
k1111ng a furniture store owner in Lakeland 1n 1973. The prosecutor was criticized 1n
numerous court opinions, especially by a unanimous U.S. Supreme Court for language
used ~inst Daroon during his trial. The prosecutor here disclaims his prejudice;
Deroon had been enswering letters to persuede people not to believe "the vegue picture
of me ... painted by the authoriities. As a killer, as an animal, as an extremely violent
person. I'm not any of these." Ledger editors, ·oarden calm as execution
nears,· Lakeland Ledger, March 13, 1988, p.18.

Context/Origin
On the eve of execution, the Jock son ville Ti mes-Union used quotes from a
weeks-old interview with Willie Jasper Darden asserting his innocence to contrast "his
victim's wioow , Helen Turmen, ( who) told Lakeland radio station WONN yesterday she
hoo no ooubt about Daroon·s guilt." Other newspapers also used quotes from Turman·s
r~ho interview to bolster Daroon's guilt for the audiences.
This daily also emphasized, as other Florida newspapers did, the international
rather than local/state support for clemency for Deroon. The news report was pl~
between another, ooscribed here below, and a half-peg3 x 7 AP photOJraph of
"Protesters ( who) held a vigil yesterday at Florida's Capitol rotunda to protest the
execution of killer Willie Darden." Exclusively, among the newspapers reviewed,
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Context/Origin
the Times-Union streamed a by-lined news report from Gainesville ecross the bottom of
its state p~ about a "ooath penalty protester ( who) was thrown out of a University of

Floride euditorium--on the eve of Willie Derden's scheduled execution--for displaying
a plocard during a law school contest chaired by U.S. Supreme Court Justice Byron
White." No photograph was used then of the protester, Satnam "Khalsa, who is not a UF

student," but "said he is a member of Gainesville Citizens Against the Death Penalty."
"The irony of e ejecting e protester during e moot court competition about e First
Amendment-related case did not escape contest Chairman .... " Several newspapers did
use photographs of Khalsa, in turban, at the execution near Starke, but no mention was

mooe then or earlier about the protest here or elsewhere. Kim Stott, ·cries to
spore Durden refused by court--Longtime Deoth Row inmote scheduled to

d1e today for Lakeland t1111ng· end ·uF ousts protester from event
chaired by U.S. Supreme Court justice,· Florida Times-Union,
Jacksonville, March 15, 1988, p. B-1.

Context
The Jocksonville daily after the execution used an AP news report unoor a

two-column heoo to discuss the inmate, Howard V. Douglas, on death row longer than
Willie Jesper Darden. AP, ·Florida Deoth Row's longest resideent sti11
awaits decisions,· Florida Times-Union, Jecksonvi11e, March 15, 1988,
P- A-8.
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Context/Language
One by- lined news report after the execution depicted the protesters as the
religious and meek , by word and photo. An AP photo on the front p~ centered on Heike
Amelung, a blonde shown between two signs; a male, his face buried on her shoulder,
ra1ses a fist in protest. "Wh11e about 75 protesters stem across from the prison in a

row pasture, Daroon told witnesses to his execution, 'I go with a clear conscience. I bear
no guilt or ill will for any of you. I am at p~ with myself, with the world, with all of
you , I love all of you and Go::1 blessyou.' .. .'I didn't see anything about (him) scared. I
didn't see any concern' for the impending execution', said... Michael Radelet, UF sociolo;1y
professor. "About 75 Darden supporters and death penalty opponents hucxfled in
36-degree cold in a corral ocross from the prison before the execution ....As the sun rose
and the scheduled execution time passed, the supporters whispered quietly among eech
other while others wept. After witnesses to the execution were spotted leaving the
prison, the group formed a circle and were led by the Rev. Reesce Joyner, co-chairman
of the Florida Conference on the Poor." Three paragraphs then closed the news report
with quotes from Joyner and another minister, Joe Ingle, about the religious
significance of the execution. The daily reported that "Forensic scientists have told us
that death is instantaneous for that amount of current," (a spokesman) said, briefing
reporters before the execution. "There has never been anyone survive." AnAP account
eppeared at the bottom of the carryover page about the execution that hoo taken place
that day in Louisiana, under a headline: ·vet cited stress of war before electro-

cution,· p. A-8. Kim Stott and Bruce Ritchie, ·oarden put to death for
·73 slaying,· Florida Times-Union, Jacksonville, March 16, 1988, p. 1.
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Context
On the day after his execution, a 1 x 2 mug shot of Willie Jasper Darden
appeared at the bottom of the Miami Herald international edition between news reports
about "Death Row veteran executed in Florida" on the left, and "S. Africe sets date to hang
six blocks" in a box on the right. Both were wire service reports. AP. ·Death row

veteran executed in Florida,· Miami Herald international edition.
March 15, 1988, p. 1A.

Context/ 111 ustration
The Tallahassee Democrat on the eve of the execution of Willie Jasper Darden
placed its one-column front page lead with a mug shot of Darden next to a 3 x 7 AP photo
of "An anti-Noriega demonstrator ( who) wears a mask to protect against pepper gas."

Democrat staff and news services, ·High court turns down Darden,·
Tallahassee Democrat, March 15, 1988, p. 1A.

Context/Langug
After emphasizing in a front page subhead, next to the primary headline, that
the victim's widow, Helen Turman Baum thought the execution of Willie Jasper Darden
was "long overdue," the Tallahassee Democrat inside used that quote among the "color" of
the lest 12 paragraphs: "Darden's final statements didn't mention James Turman, the
man he was convicted of shooting between the eyes ... or Helen Turman Baum, the woman
who was assaulted as her husband lay dying five feet away; or a 16-year-old who came
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Context/Language (cont.)
to Tur.man's aid and was shot, but survived ....
"A half-mile from the prison, foes and supporters of the death penalty looked
~ross the fields ....Five death-penalty supporters and 50 opponents stood separated by a
w1re fence. 'If they'd start firing up that th1ng more often; sa1d Larin Cone, 35, of
Baldwin, pointing toward the prison and its electric chair, 'people would think twice
before they killed someone.·
"Cone's brother Floyd wes shot to death April 11 , 1986. His murderer, Edward
Kennedy, also killed a Florida Highway Patrol trooper in the same incident and now sits
on Death Row. ·I wish it was Kennedy sitting on that chair tcxiay."' No protesters were
quoted , but "Speakers , including members of Amnesty International who spearheooed
wor ldwide support for Darden, told the protesters and 100 members of the media that
Martinez hoo unfairly turned his bock on Darren ....
"Martinez responded sharply: 'This isn't a seven-day wait, it's a 15-year
wait...This was not someone out of a choir. He was a career criminal. This was a man
who had a career of violent crimes .... Two calls came from presidential candidete (Jesse)
Jockson .... ( T)he governor's director of operations ...said Jockson registered his
opposition to the ooath penalty generally but 'he didn't seem all that familiar with the
f~ts of the Darden case."' Democrat staff, ·oarden goes to his death:

Tallahnssee Democrat. March 16, 1988, pp. IA and 7A.

Context
The Miami Herald on the eve of the execution of Willie Jasper Darden used an
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Context (cont.)
attributed Tampa Tribune two-part . by-line news report as the basis for a half-page x

3.5 article. The lead about supporters saying that he had been on death row "for 14
years beceuse of e rocist legel system that denied him e fair trial" wess immediately
followed by: "But police in three Florida counties consider him a suspect in at least five
killings in oo:lition to the 1973 reath of James Turman. for which Darden is to die.

Those cases remained unsolved and Darden has never been charged in any of them." The
supporters were never identified. Hernld Wire Services, ·5 other slayings
Jinked to Darden,· an inside page of the Miami Herald international
edition. March 15. 1988.

Context

After the execution , the daily in the hometown of the University of Florida,
occented the role of "( m)ore than 50 death-penalty opponents, many of them from

Gainesville, ( who) waited in the cold outside Forida State Prison, holding signs that said
Derden wes the victim of rocism , en unfair trial and e berberic criminal justice
System. The U.S. Supreme Court and numerous lower courts had repeatedly ruled
otherwise."

Accompanying that front page text in the by- lined report was a local 2 x 6 photo
of e Geinesville protester. Inside, the role of the ministers opposing capital punishment
was featured. "Darden looked at his minister, (Joseph) Ingle of the United Church of
Christ in Nashville, Tenn. Ingle is also director of the Southern Coalition on Jails and

Prisons, an anti-death penalty group. In that capacity Ingle has been nominated for the
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Nobel Peoce Prize." Four more paragraphs were oovoted to Ingle, who "also gave an

impassioned talk to reporters--who seemed almost to equal the more than 50 protesters
in number-- about the racism and barbarity he said was behind the execution." Those
par~raphs were followed by four about "six people who st())j across from the prison
during the 7 a.m. execution ( who) did not agree. The six were there to support the death

penalty. "Tom Lyons,

·sun claiming his innocence, Willie Darden is put

to death,· 8ainesville Sun. March 16, 1988, pp. Al nndA8.

Lanouooe
"Reesce Joyner , a Primitive Baptist minister and one of three black protesters

outside the prison ... led the protesters in prayer. He condemned the execution, but said,
'Willie has finally gained his freecklm ."' "Tom Lyons,

·sun claiming his

innocence, Willie Darden is put to death,· 8ainesvi11e ~
March 16, 1988, p. A8.

Language
The religiosity of the death-penalty protesters was emphasized after the

execution in a by- lined news report in FLORIDA TODAY. On the front page, two
par6graphs and a photo depicted the Rev. Joe Ingle raising a medallion that the minister
said he and Willie Jasper Darden agreed would be the final sign that "Darden would know
he was loved."

The caption under the front page 3 x 4 local photo of signs displayed in protest,
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begins: "Protesters spend a prayerful moment...." though the illustration shows no such
posture. Inside, "In the chilly dawn, opponents of the death penalty and supporters of
Darden sang, wept, lit candles, proyed and carried signs that reed 'Thou shalt not kill'
and 'The whole world is watching."' The BOYCOTT FLORIDA notice on the second sign
went unmentioned.
"After a white hearse took Darden's bcxty ~ay, protesters wept, hugged or
expressed outrage. 'It seems so inhumane,· said Rebeca ( sic) Pirela, a 21-year-old
Venezuelan student at the University of Florida. 'It moved me so much.' ... Sister Dorothea
Murphy, the director of the Gainesville-based ministry for Justice and Reconciliation
who counseled Darden's girlfriend, Felicia Mainer, was among the onlookers.
"' My heart is very heevy and I am just sickened by this,· she said .... lngle said
Darden spent his last hours sitting on his mattress on his cell reading supporters'
letters. They also had communion, he said." Ingle is then cited in three paragraphs as
he reoo from Darden's last letter. Susana Bellido, ·struggle for peace' finally

over,· FLORIDA TODAY, Mnrch 16, 1988, pp. 1-2A.

Context
The Christian Science Monitor devoted three paragraphs to the execution. The
last concluded: "Many rights activists said Darden was railroaded because he wes black

and the victim white." ·r1or1d1an, after 14 years on death

Christion Science Monitor , March

16, 1988. P- 1.

row, 1s executed,·
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Origin
The Washington £.Qfil and the Chie&'J) Tribune each relied on AP news reporting
for coverage of the execution of Willie Jasper Darden. The three-column headlines were
similar, as were the number of paragraphs, 13-12, end placement inside rather than
on the front page of the dailies.
The Tribune used a 1 x 3 photo of Darden, the~ none, but the primary
difference was expressed through editing and the much longer paragraphs in the Trib.
The Trib's lead noted Darden had "become the focus of an international debate on capital
punishment."
Two paragraphs of Darden's final statement followed the lead in the Icill, which
went on to state that "Darden's case attrocted worldwide attention, including pleas for
clemency from Nobel Peoce Prize winner Andrei Sakharov end other human rights
octivitists. They said Darden was railroaded because he was black and the victim was
white."
That "war ldwide attention was summed up in one paragraph in the Post: "Gov.
Bob Martinez wes not sweyed by the international attention Derden attracted, from deeth
penalty opponents and people who believed his conviction was racially tainted. Darden
was block; Turman was white."
In a Catholic town, however, Pope Paull I I was not mentioned. The Post
emphasized Martinez's views: "I think justice was served tojay .... This was not someone
out of a choir. He was a career criminal. This was a man who had a career of violent
crimes." The only mention of the ~ernor in the Trib version was as Darden's "last
hope" in the form of "a reprieve from Gov. Bob Martinez, who signed Darden's seventh
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ooath warrant last week."' AP. ·Florida Executes Ki11er. Ending 14-Year

Battle,· Washington Post, March 16, 1988, A-9; AP, ·Murderer
executed in Florid8--11 years on dent.h row end with a claim of

1nnocence, • Chicago Tr1bune, March 16. 1988, p. 4.

Context/Origin
The national USA TODAY basically used the by- lined FLORIDA TODAY news
report of the execution but another by- line and a new sentence were 80Ed: "'The blood
is on every hand of those of us who live in the state of Florida,' said Rev. Reesce Joyner
of the Florida Conference on the Poor." Susana Bellido and Sue Nichols,

·Execution in Fla. ends 11-year fight,. USA TODAY, NATIONLINE, March

16, 1988, p. 3A.
Lanauaoe
The U.S. Communist Party daily used a UPI photo of "The Rev. Larry Reimer ... of
the United States Church of Gainesville" leading a group "through a hymn" to illustrate a
news report that stated: "Worldwide protests followed his conviction and sentencing on
grounds that the refendant was the victim of racial discrimination. Darden, a Black (sic)
man, was convictd by an al 1white ( sic) jury after the prosecutor called him 'an animal'
end engaged in other inflammatory toctics. Evidence on which his lawyers sought e new
trial inclutEd two new witnesses whose testimony placed him far frNft./ from the scene of
the crime."' Anonymous. ·oarden executed despite protests.·

Wor Id, Wednesday, March 16, 1988, p. 5-A.

Peon1e·s Danv
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Context/Language/Or1g1n

On a p~ on AFRO-AMERICAN AFFAIRS, the "Rev. Jesse J~:kson said that the
nation was 'given another example that injustice is still alive and well and that equal
opportunity is still denied Black Americans even in death.' He charged that Florida Gov.
Bob Martinez ·compounoo:1 that injustice' by signing Daroon·s seventh death warrant the
day after the Supreme Court hoo denied Darden's appeal....

"The execution occurred despite a recent appeal by the Black Leadership Forum
for ·~ernors and legislators to examine whether death sentences in their states have
been imposed discriminatorily, to cease executing people during this examination, and to
forbid the resumption of executions until the erooication of any rocial discrimination is
assured.' The BLF is described as consisting of 19 black organizations." Special to
the POW, ·Rights leoders condemn execution of Wi11ie Dnrden,· People"s

Daily World, March 17, 1988, p. 9-A.

Context

"A controversial interview with the death-sentenced murderer" amid coverage
of the killing of a sheriffs deputy earned a grand prize award for the Vero Beach
Press-Journal from the Florida Bar. Anonymous, ·Exce11ence in legal
reporting honored,· The Florido Bar News, March 1, 1988, p. 7.

Context/Language/Statistics/ 111 ustrat ion

"In the 195O's, Lousiana's oak electric chair and the generator that powered it
traveled from parish to parish in a grim roadshow that allowed punishment to be meted
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Context/Language/Statistics/ I11ustretion (cont.)
out where the crime was committed. Executions are less conspicuous now in the dull
green death chamber at the isolated Louisiana State Prison here at the end of a two-lane
rood neer the Mississippi border." Executions were occurring there et the rete of
almost one a week in Lousiana from June 7, t 987, into August.
"The poce is an aberration, officials say. But criminal justice experts Sft{ it is
part of what seems likely to be in inexorable national increase in executions as legal
barriers fall and death sentences increase. The issue by its nature remains fraught with
controverSy, and it raises some troubling questions, particularly about the legal
representation avail ab le to indigent inmates for lengthy appeals ... "
.Statistics flcxx1ed the New York Times analysis-- t ,91 t inmates on death rows
in 32 states, 715 in Florida, California, and Texes. "Since 1976, 86 inmates heve been
executed. Louisiana has 40 on reath row. Of the 14 inmates executed since the death
penalty was reinstated, all but one involved murder cases in which the victim was
white. In the nation's executions since 19TI, 75 of the 86 inmates were convicted of
killing a white person, "despite the fact that almost half of all homicide victims are
block."
Executions "peaked in the 1930's, reoching a record of 199 in 1935. They
ooclined slowly until 1950, and then became relatively rare until they stopped in
196 7 because of court challenges .... New York is one of 14 states with no capital
punishment statute .... At least one country a year has abolished the ooath penalty since
1974.... (a) survey of 114 death penalty cases in 24 states showed that defense lawyers
oocumented an average of 2,000 uncompensated hours per case over a two-year period
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...And Florida in 1985 approved the nation's first public defender BJency to help with
legal representation in capital cases." Accompanying the ~unt is a chart of "The
Execution Count" "In the Stetes: (e.g., 10 whites, 6 blacks in Florida; 13 whites, 6
blacks and 6 hispanics in Texas, shown by incremental white, black and striped boxes
respectively)- - Total since 1977--86" and "In the Nation" 0-2 ayear from 77-82, 5
in 83, and 18-21 84-87." Peter Appelbome, ·Louisiana Leads U.S. in a Surge
of Executions,· New York Times, August 6, 1987, p. 1.

Context/ Lanouaoe/Stat ist ics/Or ioi o
Space is given in a newspaper supplement directed to black readers to criticism
of cepital punishment by U.S. Congressman William Clay of Missouri. In a letter to the
editor in the Orlanoo Sentinel, Clay earlier challenged statistics and data provided in a
column by the Orlanoo Sentinel's Charley Reese to show that the Black Leadership Forum
was avoiding real issues by focusing on the death penalty.
Clay here states: "R~ and poverty are the primary factors determining who
will be executed in the United States. Not one rich person has ever g:me to the gallows....
Numerous studies by criminolOJists throughout the world substantiate that the death
penalty is never meted out as a fitting retribution for the economically elite .... Despite
this soo reality, opinion polls reveal that more than two out of three U.S. citizens
support the imposition of the death penalty for capital crimes ....
"Threatening a hardened criminal with death is no more intimidating than
threatening am~ oog with a bone. Capital punishment serves no purpose but to demean
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the vaiue of human existence." Rep. Wi11iam Clay, ·eapital Punishment: A
Crime of the State,· Black Monitor. March, 1988, p. 15.

Language
'"A pair of fBO;ral court rulings jeopardizing virtually every death sentence
imposed in Florida since 1976 are based on a misinterpretation of the state's death
penalty process,' says the Florida Supreme Court." The misinterpretations were said to

have been m00; in decisions by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 11th Circuit. Joe
Bizzaro, ·oeath Penalty process misunderstood, court says,· The F1orida
Bar News, March 1, 1988, p. 17.

Language
The U.S. C,aurt of Appeals for the 11th Circuit set aside a Florida death sentence,
because the language of the instruction given to the jury by the judge "effectively
mandetes" cepitel punishment. "An instruction that death is presumed to be the

appropriate sentence tilts the scales by which the jury is to balance ~ravating and
mitigating circumstances in favor of the state." (Jackson v. DuCXJSr, 2/ 1/88).
Anonymous, ·oeath Cannot Be Described As Presumptively Correct
Sentence,· 56 U.S. Law Week 1127 ( 1988 ).

Lenouaoe
"PRETORIA, South Africa, March 17--Six bls:ks won a one-month stay of
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execution in a South African court tooay, 15 hours before they were due to have
been hanged. The unexpected decision followed an intense international campaign for
clemency. But Government officials tonight denied any link between the international
pressure and the court reprieve .... Prakash Dier, the lawyer who prepared the
application for the stay of execution, was carried shoulder-high outside the court by
blacks chanting liberation slcg3ns and giving clenched-fist salutes." John D.
Battersby, ·6 Blncks Win Stoy of Execution In Death of South African
Official, • New York Times, Morch 18, 1988, p. A-1.

Context/Language
Willie Jesper Darden' name wes invoked by Gov. Bob Martinez in a photo/story

news report. "Martinez "rattled off...a long list of crime-fighting proposals .. in a
lunchtime speech in Orlando to prosecutors, police officials and Greater Orlando
Chamber of Commerce members .... Martinez said he soon will propose legislation to
define career criminals. Willie Darden, whose case received international attention
before he was executed in Florida's electric chair Tuesday, is an example of a career
criminal, Martinez said. let there be no ooubt that I intend to see Forida's capital
punishment law carried out,' Martinez said. Under that quote was a photo of a white in
hanocuffs accused of murder over a headline: "Bail denied again." Bob Levenson,
·crime victims get my vote, Mortinez soys,· Morch 18, 1988, p. 8-1.
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Earnest "Miller, who is divorced, lives with an aunt in Laro:x:hee and commutes
to a construction job in Tampa. He does not like living in town where his case is
well-known but seid he wanted to reestablish contact with his children .... he has tried to
stay buSy' and clear of trouble that could send him to jail. He said he socializes only with
his family because he feels vulnerable and wary of strangers." Miller once came
"within 16 hours of execution" but "the state's case against the half-brothers fell apart
while they were on death row." AP, ·Holf- brothers odjust to life after eight
years on death row,· Orlando Sentinel, March 22, 1988, p. D-5.

Context/Origin
A week after the execution of Willie Jasper Darden, Gov. Bob Martinez said "he

has ordered the Florida Department of Law Enforcement to investigate complaints
~inst the state agency that represents death-row inmates. Martinez signed the order
Tuesday after receiving complaints....
"Several sources said that the accusations fell into three categories: the agency
emplayees tried to get witnesses to sign affidav1ts they knew were false to save inmates
from executions; that some attorneys in the office were not members of the Florida Bar
as required by law; and that some attorneys worked on death cases in other states on
Florida time even though they were supposed to meet filing deadlines in Florida cases."
The New York Times on several occasions complimented that agency for avoiding
all but one execution before Darden's since its creation in 1985. "The agency has been
the target of criticism from death-penalty advocates, including Martinez's general
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counsel ... who at one time recommended abolishing the office... Martinez said he did not
wish to abolish the office but said he believes the agency has been allowed to operate
without supervision because no one wanted to be accused of trying to cripple the agency's
operations." AP. ·state probe targets death row legal team,· Orlando
Sentinel. March 24. 1988. p. 8-1.

Context

Repetition was evident in an AP news report, displayed in a half-page x 8 deep
occount led by: "Gov. Bob Martinez said Friday that investigators will look into claims
that defense attorneys for ooath row inmates asked witnesses to lie to save the prisoners'
lives. Martinez, who earlier this week ordered the Florida Department of Lew
Enforcement to check the methoos of the state-funded defenders, said he won't interfere.
"' I probably won't make any more announcements now until the report comes in
It wouldn't be appropriate. I'll let those ooing the investigative work oo their work,·
he said." On that same page, under a 1x 3.5 AP photo of a smiling black male end a white
female, from Lake Butler: DEATH ROW LOVE. Five years after being sentenced
to death. Willie Brown walked out of prison a free man and wed a woman whose

persistence 'taught me to dream .... "' AP, ·Martinez launches probe of death row
defense team.· Orlando Sentinel, March 26, 1988, p. D-3.

Context/Language

An interview with "Larry Spalding, chief of the state agency that defends death
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row inmates and is under criminal investigation," gave the Associated Press and the
0rlanoo Sentinel a context to use "~usations" by him "cgainst Scharlette Holdman, a
former emplayee who has been embroiled in a long feud with SpBlding...
"Holdman, contacted at her home.. .denied the accusation, saying she believes
Spalding is looking for a scapegoat... .0ne of the state's most vocal death penalty
opponents, Holdman worked as chief investigator for Spalding until .. .eventually (she
was) fired over a 'philosophical dispute.· ... 'l've been told Scharlette... tried to get false
testimony and people refused,' Spalding said." AP. ·chief cans death row defense

team ethicel--You heross es much es you can, but you don't go over the
line--Larry Spalding· Orlando Sentinel. March 27, 1988, p. 8-3.

Language
In a roundup of state news: TALLAHASEE: SENTENCE UPHELD: The Florida

Supreme Court on Thursday upheld the conviction and death sentence of a
Colombifl illegal alien ...JACKSONVILLE: LEHDER TRIAL. A pilot known es

·sritish Andy· testified Thursday in the cocaine-smuggling trial of Garlos
Lehder Rivas ... he flew looos .. .from Norman's Gay, then the Colombian's private island,
into Fort Lauderdale International Airport. Lehder, 38, is on trial on charges of
smug;iling about 3.3 tons of cocaine into the United States from Colombifl via Norman's

Cay from 1978 to 1980. A mug shot of Lehder was used. See Orlando Sentinel,

March 25, 1988, p. D-3.
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111 ustrat ion /Context

On a news page where mug shots rarely appear, a mug of a white man with
glasses was provided to illustrate a brief news report from Selma, Alabama: "MERCY.
Former State Trooper Joseph Duncan shou1d not go to the electric chair for

killing his girlfriend, fellow Trooper Elizabeth Cobb, 31. Cobb's mother Edith concurs
with Tuesday's jury recommendation. ·I feel sorry for his family, especially his
mother,' she said. 'It would be hard for me to S8y take her son, because that would not
bring Elizabeth back."' Bob Ke11y. compi1er, ·other News to Note,· 0r1ando
Sentinel, March 21, 1988, p. A-16.

Context

A 2-x 7 Agence France Press photo of a "Welcome Home" for a soldier with the

Seventh Infantry Division at Ft. Ord, Galifornia, with his wife and son, returning for 12
days of military exercises in Honduras, at first glance illustrated a news report
datelined San Francisco. That report was about the setting aside of a death sentence for a
man who "might have killed two young girls in response to wartime trauma." AP.
·veteran's Death Pena1ty Is Vo1ded As Court C1tes Wart1me Trauma,· New
York

Times.

March 30, 1988, p. 7.

Context/11ustration

Two letters advocating restrictions on process in light of the Sentinel's recent
news reports about the appeals, and results of the appeals by death row inmates Willie
Jasper Darden and James Ernest Hitchcock, were balanced by two briefer notes opposed
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to capital punishment. Amug shot of an electric chair occompanied the boxed letters.
On that same day, the daily led its State report with a brief news report headlined "JuOJe
orders execution of Wendy's killer," p. B-3. No mug shot i,:companied the news report,
but earlier reports by illustration revealed that the teenager is black. On p. B-4, a mug
shot of a man in suit, white shirt and tie, illustrates a half-page x 4 news report
headlined "Benson's case against conviction--Man serving life for pipe-bombing deaths
of family cries foul." Letters, ·oeath penalty, deterrent and time;·
·Mistaken Belief,· ·wasted Sympathy·· and ·ooesn·t Wort,· Orlando
Sentinel. March 30. 1988. p. A-10.

Context
The American Bar Association Journal reported briefly that a judge "ordered the
retrial of Warren McCleskey, the death row inmate who unsuccessfully challenged
Georgia's amdinistration of the death penalty." The remainder of the page headed "News"
was filled with photos and caption of Clarence Darrow and William Jennings Bryan, and
the actors playing them in an upcoming telecast on "'Inherit the Wind,' the classic
American drama based on the famous Scopes 'monkey trial' ... where the central issue
concerned the teaching of the theory of evolution as opposed to creationism in the public
schools."' Debra Cassens Moss, •McCLESKEY RETRIAL,• ABA Journal,
March 1, 1988, p. 26.
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Lonauage/11 lustration/Stotistics
On a "News" page, the American Bar Asssociation Journal headlined a
one- column news report, "'LET ME DIE'--Killer seeks execution." The report began:
"An Illinois death rrrw inmate has asked for an end to legal efforts to delay his execution".
The one full column report ended: "No one has been executed in I111no1s since 1962

J

even though the state supreme court upheld the constitutionality of the death penalty in
1979 in a 4-3 vote. In Utah, hrrwever, Gary Gilmore asked to be executed by a firing
squad and got his wish one yeer after the U.S. Supreme Court lifted its ban on the death
penalty in 1976."
No racial identification accompanied that report but on the next page, also of
three columns, another occount by the same reporter headed "DEATH AGAIN--And
another appeal " included a one by two of a white man with side burns and beerd. "More
than 14 years after three men were convicted of killing a South Georgia family of six,
they were ordered to be retried because of 'prejudicial pretrial publicity.' ....
"(A) decision to overturn the men's convictions and death sentences prompted
100,000 Georgia residents to send Congress a truck. load of petitions in an unsuccessful
bid to have the judges impeached." "DEATH AGAIN" filled the page under a two column
caption and 2 x 3 photo of a white teenager on death row at 18, who looks like the boy
next door, was placed under a headline,"Lawyers: Juvenile executions cruel" to
illustrate a LAWPOLL.
The one column, boldfaced caption-text stated the youth's position that it is
"cruel and unusual" punishment to execute someone for a murder committed as a
juvenile. "Lawyers, by a close margin, agree: .. .42.1 percent think these executions are
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cruel and unusual, while 39.6 percent think they aren't and 18.3 percent don't know.
The (Journal) survey is in accord with the official ABA policy .... " LAW POLL and
Noncy Blodgett, •oEATH AGAIN. nnd .LET ME DIE; ABA Journol.
April 1 , 1988.

Origin/language
"Charles Walker wants to die.... " To death penalty opponents, the "most
formidable obstacle is Walker himself, who says, "There ain't no hope, no future, so
what's the difference?" Bob Kelly, compiler, ·other News to Note-SPRINGFIELD, 111.--DEATH WISH. Orlando Sentinel, April 3, 1988.

Language
On its "Other News to Note" page, April 1, 1988, p. A-16, Bob Kelly for the
Orlanoo Sentinel used a brief news report from Seattle: "OH FOR THE TOUCH. As
Eleanor Rose looked on ond cried, a pink casket containing her daughter's favorite
dress, a silk rose, a crucifix, letters and photo;Jraphs, was interred at a hillside
cemetery. That's as close as Rose could get to the realization of a longtime wish that her
18-year-old daughter, Denise Naslund, be buried. Fragments of the girl's bones were
found in the Cascade foothills in 1974.
"Police kept them as part of their investigation of Ted Bun(ty but lost them years
{rJ).

The Rev. Desmond McMahon quoted Alfred Tennyson at a 20-minute graveside

service: 'Oh for the touch of a vanished hand and the sound of a voice that is still .. .'
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"Pol ice called Buncfy, 41 , who is on Florida' death rrm, the prime suspect in Naslund's
death, but he was never charged. On that same day, also inside in the Local/State section
a six-column headline, and a mug shot, encompassed a stey of execution. The photo of a
white man was unusual insofar as it was identified as having been taken in 1983.
AP. ·Killer of 2-yeor-old girl dodges execution.· Orlando Sentinel,
April 1. 1988. p. 8-3.

Context/1 ll ustration

If the Orlando Sentinel could be said to have focussed on the fates of white death
rrm inmates and others focing capital punishment in April, 1988, the New York Times
appeared to accent the effect of the death penalty on blocks and the disadvantaged. See,
e.g., AP. ·aeorgia Barring Executions Of Mentally Retarded Killers; April
12. p. 8; Reuters. ·six Spared From Execution Ask New Trial in South
Africa.· and AP, ·virginia Executes Librarian's Killer--Strangler in
1981 Case Dies After Appeol ls Rejected,· April 16, p. 7, the latter with I

x 3 photo of the condemned black man; and a half-page lOCBl photo captioned "Buoyed on a
sea of (black) smiles from youngsters who made the most of a chance at the limelight,
Vice President Bush visted Public School 145 in East Harlem yesterday," appeared at
the top of a pege next to ·Execution Bocked in Drug Slayings-- Bush Urges
Sw1ft Penalties, Citing Murder of Officer,· April 11, p. 15. The Sentinel

carried Bush's position in a different context, without heooline or photo emphasis.
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· Capital case reports in April, 1988 appeared daily for nearly two weeks, in the
Orlanoo Sentinel. Photos were used only of those who were white, with ~unts longer
thane peregreph. See. e.g .• AP, ·Killer of hitchhikers seeks stay-- Judge
in BrooksvHle expected to rule today,· April 6, p. D-2 ; ·sTAY 8RANTED·
(one paragraph in the same case). April 7. p. 8-5; Bob Levenson.
·ziegler gets hearing on death penalty,· April 8, p. A-1; Letters.
·students split on death sentence.· April 8, p. A-1-4; Compilation. ·eourt
upholds death penalty for Bertolotti,· April 9, p. D-2; Dawn Michele
Turner. compiler. ·other News to Note-- SACRAMENTO: DEATH PENALTY;
April 9; ·Justices Shake Up Death Row: 50 Inmates Might Appeal
Sentences.· April 10. p. 8-1 ( recent decisions in the ceses of Winter Garden men
James Ernest Hitchcock and Tommy Ziegler provided the focus); Bob Kelly.
compiler. ·other News to Note--ATLANTA: REACHING A VERDICT,· April
11, 1988, p. A-6; AP. ·Federal judge blocks execution of Henderson.·
April 12, 1988, p. D-7; Anonymous, .TALLAHASSEE: STAY 8RANTED.·
Apr11 13. p. 8-6; Bob Kelly, comp11er. ·other News to Note-FAYETTEVILLE. N.C.: DEATH FOR A SOLDIER.· Apri1. 14. p. A-8; ·ANGOLA.
La.--ARE YOU SATISFIED?.· April 15 1 p. A-20; also, .NEW ORLEANS-WHAT"S MORE IMPORTANT?--jurors considering the death penalty were granted
24 hours ffNay to fill out their tax forms;' "R ICHMOND. Va. -- EXECUTED ••
"SELMA. Ala.--HANGING JUDGE. all on April 16. p. A-20. with a fourth
note, ·SAN JOSE, Calif.--R18HT TO DIE. about a man being kept alive by feeding
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tubes over the opposition of brothers and female companion; also on that day Letter in
full, ·Just one reason - -lN CONSIDERING the effect of the death penalty in

preventing murder, I favor execution if for no other reason than that it renders the
crime non-habit forming," p. A-18; Letter, ·rhe penalty counts,· April 17,
p. 8-2; AP, ··1 wont to die' for 9 Dode murders, ex-police officer says,·
April 17, p. 8-3; and AP, ·Jurors urge death sentence for farmer in
fomi1y sloyings, • in Marshfield, Mo., April 18, p. A-7, a11 from the
Orlando Sentinel.

Origi n/Languege/Context/11 lustration

Amnesty International used a pege of its six-time-a-year publication to
express its displeasure of a "Florida Governor (who) Turns Deaf Ear to Appeals" for
Willie Jasper Darden with a notation on the front page, and a subhead in those words
over a 96 point announcement, "Darden Executed" on the news report inside.
Amnesty displayed a 1 x 3.5 photo of its Hispanic National Director of the
campaign to Abolish the Death Penalty. He had been often quoted but never seen in other
newspaper reports about the execution. Also on the page for illustration was a 2 x 4
photo of "Actress Margot Kidder accompanied by polling specialist Patrick ~11 on her
way to an Amnesty lnternational-sponosred press conference in Tallahassee .. .. "
Amnesty International declared in its lead that it "intervened on Darden's behalf
egain in January after Governor Martinez signed his sixth death warrant, scheduling his
execution for February 3."
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In an extensive italicized introduction, it stressed Darden died "only one week
after Governor Robert Martinez signed Daroon·s seventh death warrant." Governor
Mertinez clearly emerged as the villein of the piece. His side was confined to his reply
"to Sakharov's letter January 21 , lecturing the former prisoner of conscience on the
Governor's views of democracy and on his support of state killing as a 'cornerstone of
civilized society."'
Although steting et the outset that the organizetion opposes capital punishment
unoor all circumstances, Amnesty made clear it regarded Darden as a special case that
justified pleas it solicited from "Pope John Paul 11, Soviet Nobel Peace Prize laureate
Andrei Sakharov, and President ia1candidate Jesse Jackson," "based on new evidence that
Darden mey, in fact, be innocent and because his trial mey have been prejudiced by
racially motivated misconduct on the part of the prosecution."
Among the new evidence was an affidavit from the Rev. David Hess. He received
no mention elsewhere, except once or twice when reference was made to an unnamed
third witness in addition to two alibi witnesses. Polling specialist Petrick Caddell, 'who
conducted an in-depth stu(fy for Amnesty International last year on Floridians regarding
the death penalty,· said that Darden represented the three grounds the majority of
Floridians said would cause them to question a death penalty: execution of the innocent,
where racism was involved, in an unfair trial." Al, ·oarden Executed,· Amnesty
1n Action, March/April 1988, p. 1.
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Context/Language
The Orlando Times weekly, directed to a black audience, used the stay of
executions for the Sharpeville Six in South Africa, to offer news reports and a column
by an attorney on capital punishment in April, 1988. Those were the only times in
1987-88 that it referred to the death penalty. "Blacks on death rows in America and
South Africa won one and lost one, recently. In America, Willie Jasper Darden, 54, who
had lived longer than any other on ooath row--14 years--was put to ooath in a Florida
electric chair despite lest minutes pleas by veteran U.S. Cong. John Conyers, Jr., to
Governor Bob Martinez, who is a Republican.
However, in Pretoria, South Africa, 'The Sharpeville Six,· five men and the only
woman ever condemned to death in that country, won a dramatic last-minute reprieve
from the Supreme Court just 15 hours before they were to be hanged." Chester A.

Higgins. Sr., ·01acks on Death Rows in America, One Dies; Six Win Stay,·
April 7, 1988, p. 3; see also, James R. Purdy. ·capital Punishment-For? Against?·, p. 7. •

The South African case was followed up in the next issue. "Confessions from
three of the Sharpeville Six about their activities during the protest were obtained by
torture." The torture then is described. "The testimony from the condemned was
rejected. As well, the court rejected ~ernment surgeons' expert testimony that ( the
three) were tortured by electric shock.
Without any physical evidence connecting the Sharpeville Six to the death of (a
local black council member), the South Africa judicial system convicted the Sharpeville
Six on the unique theory of Common Purpose. The death of ( the) councilor ...is really the
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Context/Language (cont.)
result of the civil unrest which erupted in the Vaal Triangle townships south of
Johnannesburg in September, 1984. The unrest was caused when long awaited
constitutionel revisions diseppointingly did not provide for the political perticipetion
for the 73 percent Black majority of South Africe.... Often South Africa executes
hangings in secrecy to circumvent public pressure. On September 9, 1987, an
anti-apartheid delegation .. .learned that three Death Row prisoners ... believed alive and
awaiting execution had already been hung secretly months earlier." Lowyers·

Committee for Civil Rights Under Lew, compilers, ·stop the Atrocities of
Apertheid--Sherpevi11e Six Survive First Hanging. Will They Survive
the Next?; Orlando Times. April 14, 1988, p. 3.

Context/Lenguoge/11 lustret ion/Statistics
One month before the execution of Willie Jasper Darden, the National Law
Journal began a graphic account of "DEATH IN THE U.S.A." on its front page, with color
photos of a gas chamber and electric chair. Two and one helf peges continued the news
report inside. DEATH IN THE U.S.A. streamed across page 31.
"Will Death Penalty Be a Reality in the North?" also was raised as a question in
a heooline. On page 32 across the top ran "Growing Death Row Pushes System to Brink."
The only photo, of a cheir in a metal chamber, was captioned "Southern prisons, such as
the one 1n Parchman, Miss. (above) have been the site of more than 75 percent of all
U.S. executions since 1976."
The last heooline, half-page wide at the top of page 33, read: "The Southern
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Context/Longuage/l llustrotion/Stotistics (cont.)
monopoly partially explains why the national debate has not been more acrimonious·
'
that may change when and if the executioner moves north. California will be a turning
point, says one lawyer." Charts display "Two Eres of Executions Compared--Since
1976 and Prior Decades;" "Race of Those Executed" and "Race of Their Victms I "as black
and "other" ( gray) portions of white pies; and "Executions by State since 1976." The
smallest, "Matching the Races," notes that "(S)ince 1976, 85 of 93 murder convictions
that resulted in executions involved blacks and whites. How oo defendants and victims
match up?" "White kills white," 60~; ""Black kills white, 30~"'; "Black kills black,"
10~; and "White kills black,

o~."

Despite the extensive factual report, the tone of the news report rarely is in
ooubt. "While the annual number of executions in the United States is far from the
tumbrels' heyday during the Depression ( 199 in 1935 was the peak), it nonetheless
represents a figure unheard of in contemporary Western society.... ln Texas, death row
is a growth industry .... Texas officials talk of a 1,000-inmate death row within the next

decooe. Creative minds have a field day with those kinds of numbers ... "
The news report concludes: "So, it seems, no one is happy with the system of
capital punishment. Not the condemned. Not the advocates of the penalty. And not the
lawyers and judges who are charged with making the system run. Where does this mean
death is headed? If lest year ( 1987) is any indication, there are mixed signals.... lt is a
strange time." David A. l(op lon, • DEATH IN THE U.S.A. - -Capitol

Punishment At the Crossroads,· Notional Low Journal. Feb. 15, 1988,
pp. 1, 31-33.
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Orig1n/Context/Lenguage/111ustretion/Stetistics
In a Special Issue with cover photos of Martin Luther King above the headline
THE DREAM THEN AND NOW ,and below, a black child looking up; basketball player Magic
Johnson; Jesse Jockson; a block ballerina; 1md a scowling block seaman holding the Stars
and Stripes, Life devoted four pages inside of text and photos, and a fifth as a lead-in, of
the only observed three-quarter length portrait of Willie Jasper Darden ( in color).
The byline report heoolined: "The numbers on death row prove that blacks who
kill whites receive the harshest JUDGMENT." The report was prepared before the
execution. There is one photo on eoch of the first three pages of text, none on the last.
The first caption, under a shot of the backs of 5 white, carved empty chairs facing the
electric chair end chamber, directs the audience to the portrait of "Willie Darden
(opposite) escaped six dates with the electric chair."
The second is of witness Christine "Bass ( who) says Darden left her street too
late to have committed the crime." The last of Derden being filmed from the back as he
returns to his cell, heoo oown, states: "Amnesty International picked up Darclen's cause,
and the press flocked to Florida." This is not a news report about murder victims."
After providing race-related statistics, the writer states: "A story serves as well as the
statistics."
It is about three whites who raped, tortured, and murdered a 14-year-old black
girl in prison for 30 years, or life. The girl's cousin "was in jail, charged with raping
and murooring a white woman. In 1987, he was electrocuted at the prison in An~le,
La." The news report also points out the gender disparity in capital punishment
considerations. "Half the American people, it might be noted, have little statistical
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Or1g1n/COntext/Longuoge/l 11ustrot1on/Stat1st1cs (cont.)
likelihood of facing execution. Only 32 women were put to death between 1930 and
1980 in the U.S., fewer than one in 100 of all executions. Yet women commit about one
in seven homicides. Which raises the question, if the executing states can discriminate
against males, why shouldn't they further discriminate against black men, too?"
The news report then concentrates on the facts of the Darden case itself; it is
most notable in being critical, on the basis of the author's interviews, of the
identifications by the murder victim widow, end a young neighbor at the time of the
crime, end testimony about an attempted sexual assault. Ronnie Dugger,
·JUDGMENT,·

LI.EL Spring.

1988. pp. 88-92.
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EXPLANATION FOR BIBLIOORAPHY

The references proviood with this work are intenood for communication
researchers end others concerned about news bias, who might be interested in the
further development of an annotated catalog to serve as an umbrella for references on
that subject.
Therefore, a bibliography is believed to be preferrable to a list of references.
However, with some omissions specified here, the citations in the text are referenced in
the bibliography. Omitted are text mentions of the newspaper articles used for the
annotations, and the federal statute about equal r1ghts under law. The latter was c1ted
merely as an example of an analcq.,, to the topic of "bias." In law, numerous collections
of statutes and other texts are annotated, end any such work is equally serviceable for
reooers interested in the use of notes in that field to exemplify the application of the
leg1slat1on or fundamental pr1n1c1ples 1n the court systems.
Listed here, in oo:fition to eoch recent communication text about news bias and
related issues, are references lo recent works on capital punishment (fora broooer
understanding of the current debate on that topic used as a basis for the annotations),
and 11brary sources for development of a catalog of subject h~1ngs, espec1ally one that
is annotated. Also incluood are works by the visionaries Alfred Korzybski, Walter
Lippmann, Tecmr Aoorno, Max Horkhemier, and Jurgen Habermas, and some
commentary they inspired. Those writings help to pl~ the text developed here in the
br~r context in which the research and wr1t1ng for th1s work were oone.
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